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Translator's note
by Ramor Ryan

It must be a rare occurrence when translating becomes an actual
lived-experience, as the words and text on the page begin to reflect
and come alive in the surrounding world. So it was in the winter of
2009, as I began to work on the translation of this book. I awoke
one morning in my home in San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas,
Mexico to the industrious sounds of two hundred indigenous fami
lies from the countryside invading and occupying an unused parcel
of land adjoining our house. They set about constructing basic dwell
. the space col
ings, pirating electricity, digging wells, and
lectively. They were not Zapatistas, but hung banners proclaiming
Tierra y Libertad (Land and Freedom), and demanded indigenous
rights. Was that the morning I began working on the chapter ''The
Self-Constructed City"?
The state sent in the riot police a few weeks later, just as I had
moved onto the next chapter, "Everyday Life and Insurrection." The
squatters fought back with sticks and stones, defending their small
community with all the passion of rebel insurrectionists. And they
won. In an interesting parallel to the Indians of El Alto, they spurned
leaders, publicly denouncing those who attempted to speak on their
behalf. They dispersed power and refused to allow a separate body
of leaders to emerge. Or, as Zibechi writes of the El Alto uprising,
"the community continues to function as a dispersal machine, always
avoiding the concentration of power, and by allowing everyone to
be a leader or commander, it inhibits the emergence of leaders with
power over the long-term."
Translating DiJperding Power thus became a sociological, an
thropologicaL and political lesson in the reality around me on the
outskirts of San Cristobal. Clearly, Zibechi's important book is rel
evant not only to El Alto and Bolivia, but also to Mexico and much
of the continent. This influenced my translation of the work: I at
tempt to use an everyday language that ,'l-ill be familiar to engaged,
English-speaking readers and will hopefully resonate with them, in
their own context and place.
This translation is the fruit of what must be properly de
scribed as a collective effort. A number of friends and compafieros
vii
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have contributed their time and effort.

Veliz lYladina and

Angelo Moreno were responsible for deeiphering the Epilogue by
Situaciones Colectivos and worked diligently to make it readable. In
Favela-rebel territory within San Cristobal-inhabitants and visi
tors offered their two cents: I thank Esteban. Cui. has. Lord Red
Eirigi, and Orlando. Further afield, Luigi Carlos Celentano, Brenda
del Rocio Aguilar Marroquin. JVlichael McCaughan. Ben Dangl,and
April Howard offered indispensable insights and commentary. AK
Press is a radical and quintessential publishing house. It has been a
seamless pleasure working with Zach Blue and Charles Weigl. I

am

grateful to my long-standing friend Chuck Morse for his discipline
and professionalism ih proofreading. His rigorous appraisal of the
manuscript is. I hope. apparent in the final translation. Nevertheless,
I take full responsibility for any errors or inaccuracies that have oc
curred in the translation, despite this proper flotilla of good counsel.
Finally, J wish to thank he who has accompanied me through
out the whole process, going without my undivided attention to fa
cilitate the work: my young son, Ixim.

Foreword to the English Edition
by Benjamin Dangl
Bolivia is located in the heart of South America and is a country of

majestic beauty, ,vith enormous mountain ranges, dry plains, roll-

ing farmland and

place; countless

jungles. It is an exceptionally politicized

and students are active in radical unions

and organizations, roadblocks and strikes are regular occurrences
across the country, and nearly non-stop protests fill the streets of its
capital city, La Paz.

The country is currently going through profound social, Clil

tural, and political changes. Though around sixty percent of its pop

ulation self-identifY as indigenous, just over fifty years ago, members

of this indigenous majority were not even allowed in the plaza in

front of the presidential palace. Now, that same palace is occupied

by Evo Morales, an indigenous, former coca grower and union or

ganizer who began his first term in
at the polls. Since

2006 after a tremendous victory

to power, the lYlorales administration has

partially nationalized gas reserves, convened an assembly to rewrite

the country's constitution, distributed unused land to farmers, and

granted long overdue rights to indigenous people.

Leading up to the rocky and hopeful period of the Morales ad

ministration was a series of uprisings against neoliberalism and state

repression, the most dramatic and far-reaching being�the Gas War of

2003, ,in which people act·oss the country rose up against a plan to

export ,Bolivian gas to the US for a low price. Many also protested

the unpopular policies and tactics of the Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada
government.

El Alto, a rapidly-growing city outside of La Paz, was in the

vanguard of this national movement. Residents of the city organized
massive road blockades, street ban'icades and marches that shut the

roads down, pressuring those in La Paz to listen to their demands

for the renunciation of Sanchez de Lozada and an end to the exploit

ative gas exportation plan. The courageous people of El Alto were

victorious in ousting the president and pressuring the government
to change its gas policies. In many ways, Morales's election owes a
lot to the space and momentum created by El Alto. l'vlorales's ti.me

in office has not been without contradictions and challenges, and his
ix
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relationship with the social movements that helped pave the way to
his election has had its ups and downs.

On May 1 of 2006, Morales announced the partial national

ization of Bolivia's gas reserves. Raul Zibechi wrote in

La Jorna()a

of the president's actions and the legacy of EI Alto: "It was during
those days [in October 2003] that hydrocarbons were nationalized,
because the decree Evo Morales signed on lVlay 1 st did not do any
thing more than legally sanction something that had been won in the
streets." He continued, "The insurrectionary moment passed to the
institutional moment."
Bolivia was not the only country in the region to pass from an
"insurrectionary moment" to an "institutional movement." With self
described l�ft-Ieaning governments in power in Ecuador, Argentina,
CU'""''''';'''',

Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay�that were ushered into

office thanks in part to the popular movements in their country-the
relationship between the insurrection and the institution is perhaps
now more complex and crucial than it has been for decades.
Ecuador offers an example of this relationship. Throughout
years of grassroots campaigns, protests, and direct action, the indige
nous movements in Ecuador pushed for a participatory, constitution
al assembly and against the destruction of the Amazon by neoliberal
crr...",,,,.,.,rn ..,,,t

policies and oil companies. Presidential candidate Rafa-

Correa then rode that wave of discontent and popular energy into
the presidential palace in 2006, only to turn on the same movements
that were essential to his election. \Vhile bringing about notable pro
gressive changes, he also began criminalizing the indigenous move
ment's protest tactics, pushing them out of the transformative politi
cal space they had created, and centralizing his own power. Similar
stories have played out between governments and movements across
the region.
Zibechi navigated this sociopolitical terrain in a February 2009"
article for the Americas Program. He wrote that in varying degrees,
this regional electoral shift to the left has meant "the marginaliza
tion of the social movements, which in the 1990s and at the start of
2000 were the main players in resistance to the neoliberal model;
the dominant contradiction has been the dynamic between the gov
ernment and the right, an issue that pushed many social movements
into a pro-state position that has appeared largely avoidable; some
tendencies aim to move the social movements toward new bases of
support, employing new causes and forms of intervention."
cantly however, he writes that in Bolivia "movements have not
defeated and continue to maintain an important capacity to mobilize
their bases of support and pressure both the government and the
rightwing."
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Difper<fmg Power offers an exciting account of why social move
ments in Bolivia are so resilient and powerful, making the publication
of this book timely; it focuses on the most vibrant social movements
that preceded the election of one of the most dynamic and lIHn�!Ulll"
presidents among the region's new left.
So much of what Bolivians have organized against, particu
larly schools of economic thought, originated in the US. Readers in
the US need to understand not only how these elements of imperial
ism work, but also what people in countries like Bolivia are working
toward as alternatives to neoliberalism. It is that building of a better
world that is dealt with in this book; many lessons and helpful strate
gies for activists around the world can be found in these pages.
The centuries-old debates surrounding indigenous power,
community and the re-founding of Bolivia to reflect its

11ll•.uI',<:: J.J!V

culture were rekindled after the passage of Bolivia's new constitu
with
tion in January of 2009. The changes in this constitution,
much of the rhetoric and policies of the lVIorales administration,
focus in part on empowering indigenous forms of decision making,
governance. community justice, and social relations. Difperdmg Power
examines this ongoing process of "decolonization" by drawing from
what indigenous societies and thinkers have been living, proposing,
and working toward for centuries.
El Alto is currently far from a utopia; poverty, corruption, ex
ploitation-the common challenges that plague
are widespread in this city. But EI Alto's legacy
The Gas War of

urban areas
revolt lives on.

2003 was a transformative period partly because it

drew from a history of indigenous and popular revolts. This book is
an invaluable resource on a rebellion that deserves to be read about
and researched extensively. DiJpen.in// Power examines not only the
roots of this uprising, but also the solidarity, cQllaboration. support
networks, tactics, and strategies that were used by the people of EI
Alto, and others, to make their revolutionary work successful not
only during the Gas War, but in everyday life.
In this sense, DifpeNing Power is a wonderful

of Zi-

bechi's contributions to understanding social movements in Latin
America. As one of the foremost writers and analysts on social move
ments in the region,' Zibechi has influenced activists, social movement
around the globe. The

participants, writers, thinkers. and

nine books he has written have been translated into six different lan
guages including French, Italian. Turkish,

German, and now

English. His articles have appeared in over a dozen languages, and
he has given talks and participated in conferences in nearly twent;y
countries across Latin America,

and beyond.

xii
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Zibechi's analysis and focus resonates with a growing number
of people concerned with social change from below. Central to much
of his writing has been the anti-capitalist relations within move
ments; how territories of resistance and autonomy exist outside of
dominant economic, political, and social models; popular assemblies..
and community decision making, relations and actions that build a
better world outside the taking of state power.
Like his writing, Zibechi's acti"vism, work. and experience has
traversed much geographical and historical ground. As a student in
Uruguay from 1969 to 1973, he was a participant of t,he Frente Estu
diantil Revolucionario (Revolutionary Student Front), a student
movement linked to the Movimiento de Liberaci6n Nacional Tupa
maros (Tupamaros National Liberation IVlovement). He participated
in movements against the dictatorship in Uruguay, and went into ex
ile in Madrid, Spain in 1976, where he was active in the Communist
Movement (a lVlaoist, feminist, and pacifist collective at the time)
in rural literacy and anti-military work. In the 1980s he became ac
quainted first-hand with the liberation movements in Central Amer

ica, and wrote for various newspapers including Pagina Aburta

£gin,
Liberacwn and Pt{qina!l2 in Argentina and Mate Amargo in Uruguay.
"

,

From 1986 onward he has traveled and worked throughout
all of Latin America as a writer and activist. Zibechi is now an in
ternational analyst at one of the best weekly publications in Latin

Brecha, and regularly contributes to the AmericM Pro
gram, La Jornada, and many other publications. In 2003, he won the
Jose lYlarti Journalism Award for Genealogy of the Revolt, Argentina:
Society in Movement, a book on the social movements in Argentina
America, La

during that country's uprising and crisis in 2001. He is the author of

lerritorlM in RMi1tance: Political
Cartography of the Latin American Urban Peripheried. In addition, he is

many books, including most recently,

currently a lecturer and researcher on social movements at the Mul·
tiversidad Franciscana de America Latina

l'v'lultiversity

of Latin America), and participates in popular seminars on various
.
topics with social movement groups around the
As readers, we are lucky that such a brilliant thinker is also
an engaging and accessible writer. In an eloquent arrangement of
history, theory, analysis, and reporting, Zibechi offers unique ways
of understanding social change. The transformational
work is not limited to our perceptions; by

of his
new ways of

seeing, we're also provided with fresh, empowering ways of chang
ing the world we live in.
Zibechi artfully transmits the views of great philosophers,
economists, and theorists to his work ,vithout bogging the writ
ing down with academic jargon. In his articles and various books,

Foreword to the English Edition
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whether writing about the Mapuche in Chile, the Zapatistas, or the
Argentine piqueteroo, unconventional sources are drawn from and un
der-reported news shared. His writing, like the movements he writes
about, is horizontal and participatory; it draws predominantly from
the voices and views of those most affected or involved.
Through much of his writing one feels a strain of hope; not
some misleading tonic or pair of rose-colored glasses, but hope that
embraces the challenges inherent in possibility, the work necessary
for liberation, and the self-determination of people over parties, gov
ernments, and doctrines.
As Zibechi writes in Genealogy of the Revolt, ''To defend the
new world implies expanding it, deepening it, enriching it." With
the publication of Didperding Power in English, this new world has
expanded.

Foreword to the German edition
by John Holloway
If you think Bolivia is a far off country, forget it. Don't bother to read
this book. Better give it to a friend.

This is a book about you. About your hopes and fears, about

the possibilities of living, even of surviving. De tefabul4

narratur, dear

reader, and do not forget it as you plunge into the revolt in Bolivia.

Time has done a somersault. Bolivia used to be seen as a back

ward, underdeveloped country which could hope, if it was lucky,

to attain the development of a country like Germany one day in the

future. Perhaps even now there are some people who still think like

that. But, as the disintegration of the capitalist world becomes more

and more obvious, more and more frightening, the flow of time-hope

space is reversed. For more and more Europeans, Latin America has
become the land of hope. And now, as we read of the movements in

Bolivia, we say not "poor people, have they any hope of catching up

with us?" but rather "how wonderful! Can we in Germany (or wher

ever) possibly hope to do something like that? Can we ever aspire to

act like the people of Cochabamba or EI Alto?" On the answer to this

simple question hangs the future of the world.

There is a turn in the flow of inspiration and of understand

ing. This was announced by Subcomandante Marcos when, at the
end of an interview for an Italian video in 1995, he was asked what

Europeans could do to support the Zapatistas and he replied, "the

best thing you can do is revolt in your own countries and when we

have finished here we shall corne over and help you." But of course
the flow of help and thought and inspiration has not had to wait

for the successful completion of the Zapatista and other revolts in
Latin America. The rebels of the world, but especially of Europe,

have flocked to Chiapas, to Argentina, to Venezuela and to Bolivia,

sometimes just to see and romanticize, but very often to admire, to

help and above all to learn from the experiences there.

Raul Zibechi goes to Bolivia to learn. Like us, he goes with

questions, questions that stretch far beyond the borders of Bolivia.

How do we change the world and create a different one '? How do we

get rid of capitalism? How do we create a society based on dignity?

"What is the role of the state and what are the possibilities of changing
xv
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society through anti-state movements? What is an anti-state move
ment? What does "anti-state" mean in the details of everyday prac
tice? Can an anti-state movement sustain itself over time without
becoming institutionalized? How can we conceive of a community
based movement within the city? Not all of these questions are made
explicit, but it is clear that Zibechi, an Uruguayan academic and
journalist who has written very widely and inAuentially on the new
wave of anti-systemic struggles in Latin America, takes with him
all the most important practical and theoretical questions that have
risen from the
in Latin America and the world in the last
fifteen years or so. He takes these questions and
them to life
by examining them through the experience of EI Alto, the Aymara
city just outside La paz which was the center of the social revolts of
the first five years of this century.
Zibechi takes us to the city. This is important. The Zapatista
movement here in Mexico has been an enormous source of inspi
ration in all the world for the last fifteen years. But the Zapatistas
of Chiapas are peasants: they live basically by cultivating their own
lands and they are supported by tightly knit communities. The ques
tion for us who are not peasants is how we create an urban Zapatis
mo. How can we create autonomous anti-capitalist, anti-state spaces
One of
or moments in the city? EI Alto offers us many
the central arguments of Zibechi's analysis is that
commumtIes
which served as the basis of the revolt in EI Alto are not a reproduc
tion of the rural communities from which many of the inhabitants
came but a speciflCally urban phenomenon, forms of mutual support
and collective organization arising from the specific problems of liv
ing in a difficult urban environment.
These forms of support and organization are woven in the
of the revolt. The
practice of everyday life. Here is the real
real forces for social change are not where they appear to be. They
are not in the institutions nor in the parties but in the daily contact
between people, the daily weaving of social interactions that are not
for survival but the basis oflife. It is from this non-visjust
ible level
revolt arises, and the strength of the revolt will depend
upon its remaining within that daily
of the community. The
key to the success of the Bolivian revolt is
It IS anti-state: not just
in the sense that the people rose up against the state and stopped it
from implementing its plans, but in the much more profound sense
that it runs counter to the separation that the state embodies. Where
the state separates people, separates leaders from masses, separates
the political from the economic, the public from the private and so
on, the struggle in Bolivia constantly resists this separation and binds
all collective action firmly into the community. The struggle is 1:he
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constant creation and recreation of the community-a crucial point
too often forgotten by academics and activists.

Asymmetry is at the core of Zibechi's story. We oppose capi
talism by being unlike it, we fight the state by being something else.
From the Bolivian experience we learn that this is realistic. The Bo

livians overthrew the old regime not by elections, not by

but

simply by pitching the strength of the community against that of the

state. And this "something else" that we throw against capitaL this
community that we Cl"eate and recreate through struggle, is poten

tially the embryo of another society. I say "potentially" because there

is no certainty in this: Zibechi is very aware of the contradictions

of the process and warns that the anti-state uprising, like so many

revolutions before it, can end up strengthening the state it opposes.

And yet, the study of EI Alto shows us the force and everyday prac

ticality of that other world that does not yet exist, and exists not yet,
'
as struggle.
The future of humanity depends now on our being able to
bring to life "'�thin the old. rotten and increasingly violent capitalism,

flashes, intimations, anticipations, fragments of the world of dignity
that we want to create. That is what the people of EI Alto are doing

and, by showing the way, they hurl a challenge at us.

The book is beautiful. exciting, stimulating: for me it i s a great

honor to be associated with it in this way. Do read it and also give it

your friends.

,John Holloway

Puebla, Mexico, 1 1 January

2009

Introduction
When the subjects have become autonomous producers

of wealth, knowledge, and cooperation, without need of

external command, when they organize production itself
and social reproduction, there is no reason for an over
arching, sovereign power external to their own power.

Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt

The Labor of Dionysus: A Critique of the State-Form

The cycle of struggle and insurrection instigated by the Bolivian

people in the year 2000 is the most profound "revolution within the
revolution" since the Zapatista uprising of 1 994. People all over the

continent view the struggles taking place in Bolivia as an essential

reference point and inspiration for those of us seeking social eman

cipation. And just as Zapatismo shed light on a new way of doing

politics beyond the state in the 1 9908, the Bolivian movements show

us that it is not only desirable to build power beyond the state, but

also possible. Or in other words: not every power need be a separate

body above society. It is possible to build the other world we long

for without going through that which has always been a nightmare
for libertarians throughout history, beginning with Karl Marx: the
state.

Beginning in 1989, the popular sectors and Indian peoples of

Latin America have led revolts and uprisings that have put the neo

liberal model on the defensive. The Caracazo [Caracas insurrection]

of 1989 and rebellions of the Ecuadorian Indians from 1990 onwards

showed that it was possible to resist and go on the offensive, from the

grassroots rural communities and poor, urban neighborhoods. These
insurrections played an important role in the de-legitimization of the

party-based system that electoral democracy has become.

Zapatismo has illuminated the continent and the world since

1 994 with an armed uprising that seeks not to seize power but to

build a new world, and shows the importance of building communal,
municipal, and regional autonomy, from below. More recently, Zap

atismo has been attempting to expand throughout lVlexico, propagat

ing a political culture that is premised on listening as a foundation for
doing non-institutional politics from below. With their Good Gov
ernment Councils, the Zapatistas have taught us that it is possible1
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at least on a small scale�to build non-bureaucratic forms of power,
based on the rotation of representatives, that go beyond conventional
state pr,'tctlces.
The landless movement in Brazil, Sem Terra (MST), has shown
the importance of land reform emerging from the

llano [plains], and

has not only become the most important social movement in the
country but now also works with poor youth in large cities in order
to kick-start the movement against "leftist neoliberalism."
The

piquetero

[picketers] movement moved the epicenter of

the Argentinean struggle from the smaller to the larger cities and
from workers to the unemployed and those marginalized by neolib
eralism. The popular insurrection of December 19-20, 2001, sug
that it is possible to fight and win without formal structures or
''':;;''5''''''-"'''-' leaders-without a vanguard party, without the political

that the organization does not have to be a tombstone
that weighs down on the popular sectors. Instead, the movement can
take as a starting point that which already exists in the daily lives of
the poorest and expand, improve, and intensifY from there.
What does the Bolivian struggle bring to the people of Latin
America who seek to create a new world? The water and gas"wars"
in 2000 and 2003 share some traits with other struggles on the con
tinent like, for example, the lack of vanguards and leadership struc
tures, or the ability to launch victorious insurgencies without any
institution (workers, or farmers, union, or political party) -without
those on top and those. at the bottom. These struggles were won
without the traditional division between the leaders and the led. The
Bolivian experience also resembles other struggles on the continent
in the sense that it was enough for them to draw from that which
already exists in order to struggle and win: basically, the rural com
munities or

ayllw,l and the urban communities and local neighbor

hood councils. The"organizations" that carry forward the struggles
and insurrections are the same

embedded and sub

merged in the everyday life of the people, and this is one of the new
features of the movements (which are always social and political) of
our reg�on. I think it is necessary to elaborate on this point.
Revolution is the midwife of history. Marx's phrase sums up
a conception of revolution that has been buried by the Marxists.
However, Marx was always faithful to this way of looking at social
change, in which the revolutionary act of giving birth to a new world
is just a short step in a long process of creating that other world.
Translator's note: AyLln is a word in the Aymara language referring to a
network of families in a given area. It is a pre-Conquest indigenous local govern
ment model existing across the Andes region of South America, particularly in
Bolivia.

Introduction
Revolution helps give birth to the new world, but it does not
create it. This new world already exists in a certain stage of devel
opment and that is why, in order to continue growing, it needs to

be delivered by an act of force: the revolution. I feel that what is
happening within the social movements is the formation of "another
world," one that is not only new but also different from the present
one, based on a different logic of construction. This parallels Marx's
reflections on the Paris Commune. "The workers," he said, "have no
ready-made utopias to introduce par deerd da peup!e2• They have no
ideals to realize, but to set free the elements of the new sociegr with
which old collapsing bourgeois sociegr itself is pregnant."

Allow me to dwell on "to set free," because I think it points to
a pivotal element that runs through Marx's entire theory of produc

tion. For Marx, communism exists as a potential within capitalist so
ciety. He is very clear about this in the Commanut Mani/&1to when he
discusses the transition from feudalism to capitalism and emphasizes
how bourgeois sociegr was born in the bowels of the feudal sociegr.
The same, he anticipates, will happen in the transition from capital

ism to communism. The new society is not a place that one arrives; it
is not something to be conquered and therefore is not out there; and
it is even less something implanted. The image that Marx offers us
of revolutionary change is that of a latent power that lies dormant
within the world of the oppressed, and grows out like a flower. This
"to set free."
is why he uses the
Marx did not use the word "spontaneigr" or "spontaneous,""
which Kautsky introduced and Lenin later employed, in his state
centric drift. Marx only used the adjectives dellJdtiillJig (alone, on its
own initiative) and eigentumfich (own I inherent) -or in other words,
what exists in and of itself. His work is permeated by the idea of the
del/-activity of the workers and by the use of the.term "naturally" to
refer to how this activigr arises. He affirmed, beyond any doubt, that
the concentration of workers caused by the development of
ism creates the conditions for their unigr, based on .self-education,
and argued that this unigr would erode the basis of bourgeois domi
nation: competition between workers. Notice how he finds within
the class not only the weaknesses that oppress them but also the
powers that free them.
I maintain that the idea "to set free," and the concepts of" self
activigr" and "self-organization," all derive from the same conception
2
Marx, La guerra ci"ii en Francia, Maniliesto del Consejo General de
la .i\sociaci6n Internacional de los Trabajadores (Moscow: Editorial Progreso,
.
1 980). 69.
3 Daniel Guerin, R,,,,a L<LXemburgo 0 la e.1pontaneU)a() revolucionaria (Buenos Ai
res: Anarres. 2 003). 15.
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of the world and social change. It is one based on the idea that these
processes occur natural(v-a word Marx used himself-or, by them
selves: that is, as a result of their own internal dynamics.
The internal dynamic of social struggle weaves social relations
among the oppressed, as a means of ensuring survival in the first
place, both materially and spiritually. With time and the decline of
the dominant system, a new world grows upon the basis of these rela
tions or, better said, a different world from the hegemonic. So much
so that, eventually, society takes the form of a sea of "new" social
relations amid a few islands of the"old" social relations-essentially,
statist relations.
Twentieth-century history is full of births of worlds that em
body "old" social relations. This tumultuous reality has brought'di
sastrous consequences: in general, revolutions have not given birth to
new worlds, though revolutionaries have tried to build them with the
state apparatus. Although a good many revolutions have improved
people's living conditions, which is certainly an important achieve
ment, they have not been able to create new worlds. Despite the un
impeachable goodwill of so many revolutionaries, the fact remains
that the state is not the appropriate tool for creating emancipatory
social relations. This is a contested topic, and a point from which an
abundant literature has emerged.
From this

the most revolutionary thing we can

do is strive to create new social relationships within our own territo
ries-relationships that are born of the struggle, and are maintained
and expanded by it.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

In Boli'via, as in other countries in the Americas, a wholly
new trajectory began on January 22, 2006 (the date of the inau
guration of the MAS government led by Evo Morales), which pre
sented an unprecedented challenge to Bolivian social movements. In
some countries, movements have been weakened by the ascendancy
of progressive forces into government, whether because they were
co-opted or isolated. We should not overlook these experiences, but
instead draw lessons from them in order to avoid the disarticula
tion of sectors of the struggle. At the moment, left and progressive
governments are becoming a real possibility across the Americas
and this raises unique problems for grassroots movements. How the
movements relate to these .governments will be critical in the com
ing years. The relationship between the two may produce a re-Iegiti
mization of the state and the neoliberal model with minimal changes
or, conversely, it may allow those forces
world to advance anew.

to build another

Introduction
The political, social, and economic scenario does not affect the
movement's potency. It conditions its expansion, multiplication, and

proliferation, but the potency remains intact, or not, depending on

other variables that do not relate strictly to the political scenario.

Among these variables, perhaps the most decisive is how the people

who make up the movement relate to their own potencies: if they

connect with them, cultivate them, intensiJY them, and convert their
potency as a movement into means to achieve certain ends.

Critics point out the limits of the social movements. We are told

that the movements are good for weakening or overthrowing gov-

ernments, for

model, but that they

society, or for delegitimizing the neoliberal

the"other half" �the ability to strategize, to

lead, or to seize the state in order to implement their programs.
From this point of

there are only two ways of doing

politics: based upon limits or based upon people's power. Operat

ing from within the limits implies privileging what we cannot do.

lt implies putting ourselves in a position of incapacity-like putting

ourselves into a hole that "someone else" will get us out of, or so we
hope. Setting limitations is to place in the forefront what movements

have been unable to do. This attitude has several variants: from those
who are banking on the state, whether they advocate establishing al
liances with the government directly or through various other chan

nels, to those who submit to the state altogether. At the most grass

roots extreme, there are those ,vho choose to "articulate" the various

movements so that
influence

·will be coherent and have the capacity to

the mobilizations'

political agenda, thereby

pressure more effective. As is evident, these are two versions of the

same project: the mobilized society is no longer the subject respon

sible for the changes �this role is passed on to the state, or the orga

nization/party, or various co�binations of both. For those working
in this spirit, "the political scenario is everything."

In effect, the political scenario is quantity, while potency is

q uality. But one cannot be transmuted into the other. It is natural

that the question about the usefulness of potency arises from the
state-centered gaze. Like emancipation, this kind of power is not use

ful, it cannot transform itself into

value on the altar of the

political market. Worse still, it only has use value for those who live

it, feel it, practice it. For this reason, the political and social left does

not usually extol emancipatmy power in the great liturgies that they
believe

about change. And this applies as much to the party

congresses as to the social forums.

To make matters worse, it is not possible nor desirable "to de

fine it." We can only recognize it as a hie Rhodu", hie "alta of .Marx.
Because what we call potency relates to the experience of human
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relationships that men and women in movement establish with each
other and others-relationships that, individually and collectively,
" says
are formed through suffering. "Potency is born of
4
Negri. Even more, he states that "all major subject groups are
formed from suffering, at least those who ftght
the expro
priation of the time of life decreed by power." But it is impossible to
sufIering, or to convey it, only to share it; because "it goes
beyond logic, rationality, language," it is then, "a key that opend the door

to tbe community.,,5

In this Sense we can say, yes, potency can change the people,
and change each and every one of us. But only to the extent in which
we participate in those relationship s - not so much in the movements
as institutions, but ill movement. It is not the ritual demonstrations
and marches that change people; but certainly, in some cases, street
actions can embody the potencies of change. Something like what
happened on December 19-20, and the memorable days of the Wa
ter \Var and October 2003 in Bolivia.
Subcomandante Insurgente lV\arcos reminds us that "below, to
learn is to grow." But he warns that "the seeds from below never yield
6
their harvest immediately." In that manner,
cautions us
of learning colto heed counsel on two things: ftrst, the
lectively, of making learning an axis of the movement; and, secondly,
to deal with the notion of time differently, to depend on internal time
rather than the system's time. But this means eliminating the instru
mentalism of the means. There is not the
difference between
ends and means; as Marcos says, the end is in the means.
During the best experiences one can sense a tension to over
come limits. If this tension -which tends to overflow - is the potency
of the movements, it seems clear that the political scenario does not
affect it. A t that stage, the tension dissolves the internal and external.
The tension goes to the limit (emancipation) , but has no limits or lim
itations, except that of the tension itself. So potency is never realized,
it is a thing that does not
it is always the unfmished be
coming. It tends toward the autonomous, because it only depends on
itself. Potency expands as it forms and creates relationships -which
. are manifestations of emancipatory power. It is the only thing we can
call power, and it depends only on itself. To enhance, to strengthen,
is therefore to deepen the fabric of relations to avoid freezing them
into forms of domination.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Antonio Negri, Job: !a!aer:t4 (leLe<ic!(l�i1 (Buenos Aires: Paid6s, 2003), 147.
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Ibid., 161. italics in the

6 Subcomandante Insurgente Marcos, "La velocidad del sueno (III): Pies
desnudos" (In RebeliJfD. No. 24, Mexico: October 2004), 14.

Introduction
The Aymara experience is not only linked with the continental
struggles but it also adds something substantial -the construction
of actual non-state powers. By this, I am referring to powers that
are not separated from or splintered off from socie1y. Powers that
do not form a separate elite that makes decisions or leads struggles
or resolves internal conflicts. If the state is the monopoly of physical
coercion exercised by a body that separate from socie1y (a civil and
world this capaci1y is distribmilitary bureaucracy), in the
uted and dispersed throughout
social body and ultimately subj.ect
to assemblies in the countryside and the ci1y.
The capaci1y to build non-state power - decentralized and

dispersed -links the Aymara process with. the Zapatista (the Good
Government Councils), and both represent a vital contribution to
emancipation, despite their differences and particularities. One
could say that the construction of these powers is explicit in Chia
pas and implicit in the barracks and other communal forms in the
Aymara Altiplano. This is mostly due to the absence of territorial
control among Aymara, although at base similar tensions and aspira
tions reside.
The non-state powers of the Aymara were born in territories
in which the communi1y machine operates: social mechanisms that

are de-territorialized and "de-communalized" in order to be used by
socie1y in movement as non-state forms of mobilization and to cremere rhetoric-the dictum "to lead
ate spaces where-far
by obeying" fi.mctions.
are the mechanisms that have enabled

Aymara society and other social sectors in Bolivia to unleash pow
erful mobilizations that have toppled two presidents and defeated
the neoliberal project without creating state structures. Now is not
the time to think of what will happen in the coming years. The best
scenario, the most
is that the new government will be the
without disempowering the social movebearer and voice of
ments and that they, the social movements, will remain tht! key play
ers. However,
such as those in Argentina-where many
of the movements were co-opted by Nestor Kirchner's progressive

government - should alert us to the dangers of seduction by the state
when it is in the hands of people connected to the movements.
For those of us who struggle for emancipation, the central and
critical challenges are not from above but from below. There is no
point in blaming the governments or issuing calls of "betrayal." Jt is a
daily task for all of us committed to creating a new world to care for
the people's power as the sacred fire of the movement. Let it beat in
a heart woven in popular sociabili1y, without
the heart of the
hierarchy or
let it blossom due to the strength of brother-
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hood; let it be the driving force of any change, the basic fabric and
the light of life.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

This work would not have been possible without the contri
butions, support, and complicity of many people. I thank from the
bottom of'my heart those who devoted their time to explaining, in in
terviews and informal conversations, their views on a vvide range of
themes related to their experience of the social movements. Thanks
to Alvaro Garcia Linera, who always brings clarity and vision;
Bruno Rojas, for his statistical information about El Alto; to Felix
Patzi, for revealing to me the particular worldview of the Aymara
as an alternative to capitalism; and to Pablo Mamani Ramirez for
introducing me at the Public University of' El Alto and explaining in
detail how the local committees operate. Silvia Rivera added her bril
liant intellectual disposition, as a feminist and a committed, sensitive
woman, one who transforms discussions into moments of inspiration
and freshness. And thanks to Mujeres Creando, for contributing an
intransigent rebelliousness that prompts us, though provocation and
making us feel uncomfortable, to think.
In Cochabamba, I shared meals, discussions, and workshops
in an atmosphere of brotherhood ,vith Oscar Olivera, Giselle, Clau
dia, Marcelo, and Marcela. Dunia enabled me to participate in a
fruitful meeting with workers at home. Thanks to Oscar Fernandez
and Omar, I had the opportunity to attend meetings of the heroic
irrigation valley, where three decades ago the first roadblocks were
born in an exciting time "irrigated" by abundant and delicious chi
chao Abraham Grandidier undertook tremendous efforts to make me
understand the incredible experience of water cooperatives in the
southern zone of' Cochabamba.
In El Alto, the members of Youth of October (Abraham, Eli
jah Uvalde, Alex, and Johnny) shared their experiences and, in par
ticular, the history of public plazas as forums for non-institutional
discussion and training, which will have the time and opportunity to
consolidate. Marco and Julio Mamani Quispe Conde shared their
expansive knowledge of the past and present of the social movement
in EI Alto. Juan Carlos Condon offered his experience in the Wari
sata school and the struggle of the Aymara peasant movement in the
area of Achacachi.
The continuous exchange with Colectivo Situaciones over the
years remains a source of inspiration and has been instrumental in
several sections of this work. The contributions of Raquel Gutierrez
Aguilar, her deep commitment and pervasive human wit and creativ
ity, are present throughout this text. Luis Gomez is in many ways

Introduction

the co-author of this book: although he is absolved of all responsibil
ity for the final result, it could not have been born and taken shape
without his generous and selfless assistance, companionship, and
stimulation. I hope to live up to his commitment to strengthening the
brotherhood forged during the investigation.
Pola and Augustine, as always, are a presence on every page.
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CHAPTER 1

The Community as Social Machine
During moments of insurrection, mobilizations dissolve both state

and social movement institutions. Societies in movement, articulated
from v\'-ithin quotidian patterns, open fissures in the mechanisms of

domination, shred the fabric of social control, and disperse institu

tions. In short, societies in movement expose social fault lines, which

are uncovered as society shifts away from its previous location.

Times in which there is an intensely creative outpouring-during

which social groups release huge amounts of energy-act like a bolt

of lightning capable of illuminating subterranean molecular coopera

tion, hidden by the veil of everyday inertias that are imposed in time
and space through domination and subordination.

To take lightning-insurrectional-moments as epistemo

logical moments is to privilege the transience of the movement and,

above all, its intensity, in order to encounter what lies behind and

below the established forms. During the uprising, shadowed areas

(that is, the margins in the eyes of the state) are illumined, albeit.

fleetingly. The insurgency is a moment of rupture in which su bjects

display their capacities, their power as a capacity to do, and. deploy
them, revealing aspects hidden in moments of repose, when there is

little collective activity.

Elites and masses mobilize in completely different ways, par

ticularly in colonial societies. The former do so vertically, closely

linked to the institutions; social action takes place in a "cautious and

controlled" manner and its high point comes in electoral contests.

However, the mobilization of the poor is, on the contrary, horizontal,

more spontaneous and baSed "on the traditional kinship and territo

riality or associations of class" that appear linked to the insurgency.l

The characteristics of a horizontal mobilization enable it to reveal

the hidden aspects of cooperation that, upon bursting forth, displays
what is implicit. In short, the space-time of the uprising reveals the

internal space-time that is invisible to us (and even to the actors

themselves) in the everyday reality of domination. To put it differ

ently, popular sectors only discover their internal power when it is
.
unleashed.
Ranahit Guha, Ead raced oe fa hiJtoria (Barcelona: Critica, 2002), 37.
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This is what happened during the uprisings in Cochabamba in
early 2000 and in the highlands and the Aymara city of EI Alto. In
April and September-October 2000, September-October 2003, and
May-June 2005, the blockades of roads and highways-which crys
tallized radical social activity-fragmented the territory over which
the state exercised its authority. Indeed, authority is delegitimized
when the insurgency appears on the stage, in the public arena, and
a different project is born, existing through the dispersion of state
institutions.
The manifold deployment of the capacity to act from below
disarticulates the institutional. How is it that this social machinery is
capable of such dismissal and dispersion? What intrinsic characteris
tics confer such potentialities? One, which we track throughout this
work, consists of the formation of non-state powers, meaning power
distributed somewhat evenly throughout the social fabric and politi
cal powers not

from the society from which they are born.

During the insurrection, we see how the social body (the rural and
urban communities) are power structures without specialized bodies,
power in movement-without power over the collective. During the
great movements, social power is intensified in communities, neigh
borhoods, towns, and cities; we see hundreds of thousands, millions,
becoming capable through their everyday lives of doing things that
seemed quite impossible beforehand.
Nor can it be said that this energy is only unleashed during
the big mobilizations. Collective energies reappear in an infinity of
instances, especially in disaster situations or those in which an indi
vidual alone cannot solve the problem. Does this mean that they are
"sleeping" energies that wake up when needed? Or, conversely, are
they

that are being used and recreated within the intimacy

of the

or neighborhood, in the gaps of everyday life? The

questions accumulate, and we already know that many do not have
simple answers. We cannot ignore the fact that-even in the world
of the
in'this case that of the urban and rural Aymara
relations with the state do exist and indeed gain strength when the
waters of social rebellion are calmed. What happens to these col
lective energies and the non-state powers they encourage, when in
surrectional times give way to periods of tranquility? Can non-state
powers be institutionalized? How, in which spaces, and during what
time? Or, to pose a different question, how can non-state relations be
changed into the natural relations of the present society? It interests
us to know how social relations within the state give way to non-state
social relations; how that path is reversed; and, especially, how both
avnal[fiH;S coexist in the same space-time.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Community as Social Machine
For ten or twelve days in October 2003, residents of EI Alto,
organized through neighborhood councils and other means, operated
as a neighborhood government that supplanted the delegitimized and

absent state. Descriptions of the insurgency all indicate that there
was no single organization or leadership, and that actions were car
ried out directly by the residents of the neighborhoods, overriding all
other institutions and organizations, even the ones ,created by them
beforehand. Even the local councils, the most "grassroots"
zations of the El Alto movement, did not lead the mobilization but
acted as "structures of territorial identity within which other kinds of
loyalties, organizational networks, solidarities, and initiatives are de

ployed in an autonomous manner above and, in some cases, outside
2
of the authority of the neighborhood council."

Although the local councils sometimes called the
in
most cases these were symbolic for the residents and, in fact as in
stitutions, they did not exercise great influence over neighborhood
actions. All social leadership was revolved, and those who made the
decisions were "the neighbors themselves in a form of neighborhood
micro-governments. ,,3 One author, who also participated in his local

neighborhood council, says that during the uprising "each neighbor
hood stands as a small power" and that the fight is "to occupy and
�
defend neighborhood territories.'� In these areas, there is 'very active
participation from all ages and genders, in which "their own internal
strengths must be set in motion in order to confront the external
conflicts." It is, in
putting "into practice the everlln.,n,.

face social relationships between each and everyone. According to
all the testimonies and
organization was improvised and
spontaneous. Without planning, and with territorial control based on
trenches and barricades, everyone quickly agreed to take turns doing
guard duty at the blockades. The entire population was mobilized
organized by block, by street, by committee - and, as pointed out by
the president of the Santiago II zone, "without need for compulsory
6
agreements."
Actions of this magnitude cannot be consummated without

the existence of a dense network of relationships between people
relationships that are also forms of organization. The problem is that
we are unwilling to consider that in everyday life the relationships

2 Alvaro Garcia Linel'a, Socinlogfa de IN mOVu,llentod Jocia/u en Bolivia (La paz:
'Oxl'am-Diakonfa, 2004), 606 .
.3

Pablo Mamani Ramirez, Lo.1 micro.'lobicrnM barf-iale, en ellevantamumto de fa

ci,/{iad de E!Alto (Unpublished, 2004), 57.

4
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Ibid,,54.
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Ibid., 62,

Ibid,, 52.
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between neighbors, between friends, between comrades, or between
family, are as important as those of the union, the party, or even the
state itself. In the dominant imagination, organization is understood
to mean the institutionalized and also, therefore, hierarchical-visi
ble and clearly identifiable. Established relations, codified through
formal agreements, are often more important in Western culture then
those loyalties woven by informal ties. In short, association (where
the bonds of rationality turn people into means for the purpose of
achieving an end) is usually considered more important than com
munity (woven at base on subjective relationships in which the ends
are the people). Reality suggests otherwise: community-based rela
tionships have an enormous power and movements or insurgencies
are forged in the bosom of'those relationships-such as that of' Octo
ber 2003 in EI Alto. As a first step, we will try to show that communi

ties were born in EI Alto, not just one but many EI Alto communities
or, to put it
all one.

subjective links in which the participants are

Community does not merely exist, it is made. It is not an in
stitution, not even an organization, but a way to make links between
people. But it is less important to define the community than to see
how it works. Communities exist and indeed pre-dated the Bolivian
social movement. But there is no essential community, no abstract
and general community identity. There is a communal system that is
expressed in economic and political forms: "the collective ownership
of resources and the private management or usufruct of them. "I The

communal system is further expressed by collective deliberation and
the rotation of representatives (so that control of the material re
sources or sovereignty is not alienated from the community), where
the representative is appointed not to command but" simply to orga
s
nize the course of'the collective will." Although the commun ity is
born in rural indigenous societies that have "no separation between
the distinct fields (economic, political, and cultural, etc.) and func
tion as a single system," the characteristics of the communal system
9

are universal.

The economy of the communal system-according to Felix
Patzi-excludes the exploitation or appropriation of the work of
others, because the collective goods are usufructuary in

and

familial form. Therefore, alienated labor does not exist, as the
and its members control modes and rates of production, and are not
7 F"lix Patzi, Siltema cOlJumal, una propuedta a/ternaI£va al dldlema l"beral (La
Paz: CEA, 2004), 171.
8 Raquel Gutierrez, Forma comunal y forma liberal de la
muna, 2000), 71.
9

Felix Patzi, 171.

(La Paz: Co-
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The Community as Social Machine
subject to control other than that of the community. How.much and
how each family works is up to each family unit to decide, so long as
it is not detrimental to the others. In this way there is no exploitation
and alienation, at least for adult males (the previous statement can
not be extended to women and children because forms of oppression
and subordination still exist in the communities). To prevent people
from prospering at the expense of others, there is a "regulatory sys

IO

tem at political and cultural leve\," within the ayllu economic dYdtem.
of community repIn the sphere of political power, the
resentative is different from what we know in traditional politics.
Weber distinguishes "non-authoritarian administrations" from "ad
ministrations of representatives." The first are communities where
sovereignty is not separate from society and operates as a kind of
direct democracy. In the latter, the figure of the representative ne
gates the relationship of solidarity, as the people are formed together
as a group as a means to achieve certain endsY The description he
makes of representation as domination is particularly relevant to the
relationship between social movements and political parties:

Immediate democracy and government by notables exist
in their genuine forms, free from herNcha/t (domination),

only so long as parties whicb contend with each other
and attempt to appropriate offIce· do not develop on a
permanent basis. If they do, the leader of the contending
and victorious party and his staff constitute a structure

of domination, regardless of bow they attain power and
whether they formally retain the previous mode of ad
ministration. 12
in which the repreEven in the case of "free
sentative is "elected" (Weber always uses the term in quotes) "he is
I:>
not bound by any instructions, but is "madter of hid own conduct. " In
the communal system that kind of autonomy is unthinkable, so the
word "representation" is just a semantic loan that, as we shall see, in
Aymara logic can be extended to other words such as state.14 This
idea of representation, understood as "to lead by obeying," does not
exist in modern Western political logic.
To complete the picture, it is worth pointing out that represen
tation in the community is not voluntary but compulsory and by rota
tion. Unlike what bappens within the liberal framework, the person
10

Ibid., 1 75.

11

Max Weber, &oniJIn{a y Sociedad (Madrid: FeE, 2002), 58.

12
13

Ibid., 234.
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elected in the community is not the most capable, or the most learned,
or the most intelligent candidate, but simply whoever's turn it hap
pens to be. We are therefore not dealing with a democratic method,
IS

but what Patzi defines as "authoritarianism based in consensus."

Representation, then, is not elective but a duty satisfied on behalf of
the community, given by all if they wish to continue using the com
mimal assets (land, water, and pasture, etc.).
We are dealing with social machinery that prevents the con
centration of power or, similarly, prevents the emergence of a sepa
rate power from that of the community gathered in assembly. There
is no separation between economy and politics or between society
and state, "or that is to say, power is in society itself, and the state
changes form and becomes another structure of coordination for the
16

representatives to oversee collective decisions."

What we have here is a non-divided society, which is how Clas
tres portrays primitive societies. For this anthropologist, who lived
17
among the Guayaqui Indians, the state is"the consummate symbol
of the social division, as it is a separate organ of political power. From
that moment society divides between those who wield power and
,
IS
those who endure it." A multiplicity of indivisible communities is
the salient characteristic of a society without a state; a

'non-diridwn"

that allows them to assert their difference. We can begin to observe
this essential feature of the community....w
..; hich Clastres calls 'non
,
()iridwnj, and Patzi calls "undifferentiated communal systems , 19-in

some cities like El Alto, and it also seems to exist in Cochabamba in
relation to the community administration of-water. A good example
is the non-division manifested during the insurgency: confrontation,
even armed, does not require a special body sepqrated from the com
munity. In fact, the same bodies that sustain everyday life sustain
the uprising (the neighborhood assemblies in the local councils of El
Alto). The rotation of tasks and the obligatory character assures ev
eryday community life -which we will look at in more detail later just as it guaranteed the task of blocking roads and streets. The ap
pearance of this type of social mobilization in urban zones indicates
that urban communities have been born.
15

Felix Patzi, 177.

16

Ibid., 180.

17 Pierre Clastres, French anthropologist and ethnologist, lived a year in the
rainforest with Guayaquis, nomadic hunter-gatherers. From that experience-a
sort of "militant research" - he prepared a report on their daily life: Crtfnica oe IoJ
inouu iluayaquu, (Barcelona: Alta Fulla, 2001.)
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The Community as Social Machine
The issue i s relevant given that the strength of the Aymara re
bellion now rests in cities, particularly EI Alto. If the characteristics
of the communal system were valid only in rural areas, where indig
enous society functions, it would be impossible to go beyond estab
lished ways of doing institutional politics through the state. One of

the central theses of this work is that communities have been formed
in cities like El Alto that are different from those of the countryside,

but communities nonetheless. On this point, there seems to be a re
luctance to acknowledge that in some cities there are community re
lations that shape anti-systemic movements and profoundly change
their characteristics. An excellent work on the Bolivian social move
ment20 points out that the Unique Confederation of Rural Laborers
of Bolivia (Confederaci6n Sindical Unica de Trabajadores Campesi
nos de Bolivia, CSUTCB)�whose capacity for action lies within the

communities�is a: social movement that "not only mobilizes a part
of society, but generates a distinct society, a new set social relations,
with non-capitalist forms of working, and modes of organization,
meaning, representation, and political authority that are completely
different from that of the dominant society. ,, 2 1 Thus, the mobilization
of the rural community represents a social movement, or a societY in
movement.
However, when analyzing the EI Alto movement, this inves
tigation also makes use of other categories, highlighting the pres
ence of "everyday neighborhood networks" or "neighborhood block
groups," to explain the density and intensity of the mobilization.22
Although Garcia Linera assumes that local councils regulate every
,
day life "in a similar way as agricultural unions, , 23 and constantly re
fers to the similarities between the action in El Alto and that of rural

communities, he prioritizes the concept of networks (a concept born
in the first world in a different context and a point of reference for
other kinds of movements) and he rules out the existence of urban
communities.24 As a hypothesis developed throughout the work, I
will argue that such an analysis frames the community as an institu
tion and not as a relationship, which also occurs in the treatment of
social movements.25
20

Alvaro Garda Linera.

21

Ibid., 130.

22

Ibid., 590.

23

Ibid., 602.

24 The work refers to the "neighborhood community, " a concept that he puts
in quotation marks, as he believed that they only "moved" aspects of rural com
munities to the city of El Alto (Garda Linera, 601).
25 Although it is not the object of this work to enter into this polemic, it has a re
lational community character (relations between people and between each other and
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Neigh borhood Cohesion, a Form of Survival
The urban settlement of the Aymara occurred in three great waves.
The first was in La Paz, in relatively central areas surrounding tradi
tional white neighborhoods: Buenos Aires Avenue, the area around
San Pedro, and Peru Avenue. These have been economically success
, 26
ful and have formed an Aymara "bourgeoisie. , The second wave
settled on the hillsides of La Paz, and this generation has produced
the intellectual elite that made up the Katarismo movement. The third

wave began with the onset of neoliberalism in 1 985 and those from

this period have had few opportunities, with many living in extreme
poverty. "That is the ninety percent of the population of the city of
El Alto that is almost entirely employed in retail trade . .. they are
the ones reviving communal civilization in the neighborhoods and
27
in the various trade unions,,, states Aymara sociologist Felix Patzi.
In connection with the recent experience of the social movement he
,
also observes that this "is the part of the population that will deter
28
mine the course of the contemporary indigenous struggle."
In fact, most of the El Alto population arrived in the city after

1 985. We can see the statistics: in 1 950 there were 1 1,000 inhabit
ants and by 1960 there were approximately 30,000; in 1976 El Alto
had 96,000 residents; in 1 985 there were 307,000; in 2001 it reached
650,000; and by 2005 it was close to 800,000. Almost ninety percent
of the current population arrived after 1976, and two-thirds arrived
after 1 985. In sum, we can say that the El Alto population settled in
the city en masse in the space of one generation. They all came to
gether and for the same reason: they were expelled by the neoliberal
model which is actually a kind of neo-colonialism, re-colonizing the
country and its people.
The Aymara did not simply migrate from rural areas to El Alto
with a "community consciousness" that they "revived" upon arrival.
On the contrary, they created another type of community-they rethe surroundings). In the same sense, it considers the social movements from a point
of view that privileges the relational and the disengagement aspect of the �ovement:
"Every social movement configures itself starting with those who break the inertia
and mobilize themselves, which is to say, they change place, refusing to stay put in
the place where they were historically assigned within a determined social organiza
tion, and seek to widen the spaces of expression" (Porto Gons;alves, 2001: 81).
26 The term is provisional and incorrect: one should not apply such concepts
to situations very different from which they have arisen. The European bour
geoisie is a result of a long historical process that does not correspond with the
experience of the urban Aymara who have become rich via trade and services.
27 Felix Patzi, "Todo 10 que caduca merece perecer." in Memoria tedtlmoniaL de
/a guerra delgad (E1 Alto: Cilritas-Diocesis, 2003), 7.
28
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The Community as Social Machine
invented and re-created one. Given the enormous challenges they
faced, it is not surprising that the inhabitants of 'EI Alto have been

forced to work collectively in order to meet their most basic needs:
Collective relations, widespread in the Andean world, operate as a
sort of "common sense" to which people continually turn to solve
problems big and small, whether in daily life or in the major political
events. Collective relationships shape Andean behavior. In the first

place, arri�ing and "etting up en madde in the city Wad a coLfecti�e act, since
in many cases (such as for the miners or refugees relocated after a di
saster) the decision to leave the places they had inhabited-whether

imposed by the state or by capital, because of climatic change or for
other reasons -was taken collectively.
In many ways, emigration to EI Alto represented a reaction to the
very real social and cultural earthquake experienced by Bolivians in
the 1980s. The hundreds of thollsands of people who suddenly landed
in the cold and desolate pampa, as harsh as it was remote, sought and
found new lives like survivors of a giant collective shipwreck. That
feeling of surviving a tragedy, as well as the poverty and the shared
physical space, helped bring cohesion to their muddled and dramatic
shared biography, chiseled by the uncertainties and pains of the exo
dus. It so happened that the enormity of the exodus overwhelmed all
the previous societal configurations, from the urban layout to the po
litical and social organizations, and across the board through educa
tion, health, water, electricity, sewage, and transportation.
The urban layout of EI Alto is atypical and reveals how the
population settled. All that remains of the original pattern of the city
are the major exit routes: the Viacha, Oruro, Desaguadero, and Co
pacabana roads, and the large avenues that lead to these roads. Be
tween these routes, there is a set of settlements or urbanizations or
neighborhoods that are grafted into a sort of jigsaw puzzle, giving
the fabric of the locality a sense of discontinuity even though each
unit is homogeneous and has its own ambience. The more than four

hundred urbanizations occupied by migrants make up the pieces of
this puzzle. On a larger scale, one can differentiate between EI Alto
North and EI Alto South: the first was settled by people from the
provinces of Omasuyus, northern Camacho, and generally by those
coming from the northern highlands, while the southern area was
settled by those from Aroma, Pacajes, and other regions of the south
ern Altiplano. In this way, the two parciaLidade,,29 found in Andean
communities are reproduced.30
29

In traditional Ayrnara communities, each ayllu is divided into two parciali

daded: arandaya and urindaya, the upper part and the lower part, representing a

concept deeply rooted in the A�dean worldview.
30
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The quantitative development of the local councils and the ter
ritorial base (grassroots, neighborhood)
is a case in
point. Up to 1988, they had established 180 local councils, which,
given the population of the time (some 360,000 inhabitants) indicates
that each had about 2,000 people:'l By 2004, there were 540 local
councils, for a population of about 750,000 inhabitants,
is
that each had about 1,300 to 1,400 habitants.32 Although
relative, it demonstrates that the density of local councils, propor
tional to the size of the population, rose. Or to say it in another way,
as the population grew the councils became smaller, but they were
also stronger - as suggested by the strength of the social movements
of the last five years. This seemingly contradictory fact has clear links
to the lived experience of the EI Alto population in the 1990s. We
can postulate that since 1985 emigration to El Alto "communalized"
social relations, since it is the mass transfer of whole communities
mining as well as rural - that represents a plebeian migration, with
extensive experience of organization and struggle. This lal'g€�-s,calle
migration redesigned and proletarianized large areas of the city.
By "communalizing, " I refer to a process in which social bonds
take on a communitarian character, thus strengthening
collective ownership of common spaces, "ayllu democracy,
role of family units in social life, among the most immediate examples.
\Ve must understand the decrease in the number of inhabitants per
urbanization as a collective choice, making it more difficult for the
state and the party system to control the neighborhood communities.
Or, seen from below, smaller territorial units facilitate face-to-face
community control, thus preventing the formation of bureaucracies
and institutions that are separate from the overall neighborhood.
Various academics agree that each settlement has a common
history and common problems�that most of the El Alto residents
generally share�and an organization that exercises authority over
all levels : the local council. Some refer to these neighborhood units
as "differentiated urban islets" and some see in them an "enclosure of
residents within the boundaries of their neighborhood."J4 The truth
is that every neighborhood has its own identity and history that, in

.31 Godofredo Sand6val and Fernanda Sostres, La c["liad prometiJa (La paz:
Ildis, 1989), 10.3.
.32
20.

PAR EI Alto, ELAlto: 9 aJpecto.f q'ue wnfiguran fa ciuotUJ (La Paz: PAR, 2005),

33 Esteban Alejo Ticona, "El thakhi entre los aymaras y los quechuas 0 la
democracia en los gobiernos comunales." I n £OJ Anded Oedde UJd AndeJ (La Paz :
"�a,,v"1<,''', 2003).
34

Rafael Indaburu. Eraiuacitfrt de fa ciuiJad de ELAito (USAID), 7.
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general, the residents project i n the name o f their neighborhood.35

The settlements always begin on a vacant lot, and the distinguishing

features and internal fabric of each neighborhood typically reflect

the history of its formation and the particular problems encountered

therein.

This is how neighborhoods of former miners, rural farmers,

and factory workers arose, each relocated for different reasons. En

from the same

tire neighborhoods are made up of people

province, canton, or community. For example, migrants from Wari
sata and Achacahi make up the neighborhood of Villa

�'*�;".,"v,

ers created Villa Esperanza and Villa Santiago II; those

by

the construction of the airport built Villa Tunari; and factory workers
are responsible for Primero de Mayo.36 With the closure of the mines

in 1985, emigration to EI Alto intensified:

After the relocation, more or less in '85, '86, and '87,

makeshift tents begin to appear where there had been
none before but then they appeared suddenly one De

cember 31 in the Santiago II zone. Afterwards

came to Santa Rosa, which was more dramatic because

it was on the edge of the El Alto garbage dump. Tents
began to appear in Chalapaqui, and that led to an in

crease in the settlement, with more and more tents, and
then they began to construct simple adobe rooms, and

so the miners settled there. They were more or less the

disorderly migrations, because usually in EI Alto the mi
grants set up settlements by community

�

for example,

Pacaya is a well-ordered settlement. They bought the

land themselves and the community sold it. In these ar

eas, everyone comes from the Pacajes province. It is the

same for in Ingenio, there are only people there from
Omasuyus.37

Emigration and settlement in EI Alto are collective acts, deter

mined and executed collectively; as a result, the new settlements tend

to be homogeneous in terms of origins. Two very concrete examples

of this are those expelled by the construction of the motorway to the

city of' La Paz, who in turn created Villa Adela, and those affected
by flooding in the hills of La Paz in 1986, who created the Aguas de

35
Quispe, "La lucha de los ayllus kataristas hoy." In Fabiola Escarzaga and Raquel Gutierrez Mo<,imien[a ind{qena en America Latina: fuutenCla y pmyecto
alternativo, (Mexico: Benemerita Universidad Aut6noma de Puebla, 2005).
36 Marco Quispe, De cb',ua marka ajacb'a marka (El Alto: Plural-Wayna Tam
ho), 2004.
37
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la Vida urbanization. This neighborhood had moved almost in its
entirety to an open field in EI Alto in 1 986 and created the urbaniza

tion "by means of community action," receiving materials from the
state (FONVI) and building their homes "by means of communal
action. ,,38
Those affected by the highway, meanwhile, were moved to
the most remote zone of EI Alto, where they had to fight-like all
residents of EI Alto-for access to electricity, water, sewage, hous
ing, and streets. But in this case, there was a series of elements that
encouraged unusual unity: "When we had to leave for the
or to
go to EI Alto we had to line up at five 0'clock in the
to
to jobs starting at five, six, and seven o'clock in the morning.

was no transport ... so we came to the junction of Viacha from Villa
Adela on foot."39 Something similar happened to the residents of the
February 16 neighborhood, the manufacturing area, when there was
hardly any transport for La Ceja:
From here we all went out on foot to Carmen lVlerca
do, and as you see, the path is very dark. Then in the
EI Carmen market we all grouped together and went
there laughing in order to protect us from danger and
the criminals. So, we only entered in groups, some came
at nine, others at ten and eleven, and the last group at
twelve
Only in groups could we enter.40
with a population of hundreds of thousands
in the new city at the same time; homogeneous
gJ;'oups of people
into inhospitable open fields, without the
most basic services. To overcome a difficult situation -whose salient
features were isolation, danger, and the �ocial earthquake provoked
by the implementation of the neoliberal model-the recently ar
rived residents come together, make decisions, and work collectively.

Without a doubt, Aymara traditions play an important role as a lon.q

memory41 from which they could extract .traditions of communal, col

lective work.
lVlultiple factors seem to have inspired the unity of action
among EI Alto inhabitants. We will look at some of them here with
out attempting to establish hierarchies. One binding factor is the
shared demands, which cut across all neighborhoods and sectors of
the population
problems.

similar hardships and confronting the same

38

Marco Quispe. ibid., 28.

3'9
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40

Ibid., 24.
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The first marches were for the paving of the Pan-Amer-

ican Highway-they called it the Avenue of the Bom
bardment-to go to Rio Seco you had to wait an hour or

two, and to come back it was the same. There were these

clunky old jalopies, not the transport that there is now.
First the demand was for electricity and clean water,

then for the general hospital and the university. Those
have always been the five demands: pave the Pan-Amer-

ican Highway, the hospital, electricity, drinking water,
and the
The first march was in EI Alto. It was

huge, everyone marched and it was the first blockade
carried out by the local councils and the first time that
the FEJUVE42 made a ruckus - it was the year 1987.43

However, the unity in the neighborhoods of EI Alto seems

welded by other factors. In the lines above, we mentioned that they

arrived "all together," both symbolically and materially. When dis

cussing those aspects that had united European workers when they
came together as a class, British historian Eric Hobsbawm points to

two elements that are relevant to this case-social and spatial segre
gation. Not only were they poor and their lives insecure, but "work
ers lived in a different way than

with different life expecta

tions, and in different places." And he adds:
They brought together,

of their lives: collectivity, the

the core element

of "we" over

"I." This provides the movement and their workers'

party the force of their conviction that people like them
couldn't improve their situation through individual ac

tion but only through collective action ... But the "we"
dominated the ''1'' not only for instrumental reasons'but

because the lives of the working class had to be largely
public, because of the lack of private spaces.44

Hobsbawm concludes by noting that entertainment also had to

be public due to the lack of private spaces, from neighborhood par

ties to football matches and union actions, "life at its most pleasurable
moments was a collective experience. ,,45 At this point, 1 would draw
attention to the uni1}ring role played by deprivation, since for a good

proportion of the EI Alto inhabitants, life in the new city was consid-

. 42
43

Federation of Neighborhood Councils in EI Alto.
Interview with Julio Mamani Conde.
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e rably harder than in the mines or in rural communities, where
46
had lived with a relative comfort.
not only of collective deprivaFurthermore, testimonies
tion but also of danger. The extreme conditions of life facilitate the
,,47
creation of what.James Scott calls" communities of destiny.
This is
something that occurs among groups such as miners, merchant sea
men,
and stevedores groups of workers with a unique pre
disposition to struggle �who have a high level of internal cohesion as
a result of the physical danger of their work. This situation leads to
of camaraderie and cooperation, because "one's life de
high
�

pends on one's co-workers." Secondly, these groups of workers live
in relative isolation. Both factors foster a situation marked by homo
geneity, mutual dependence, and the relative lack of differentiation
and social mobility. In sum, "everyone lives under the same author
ity, runs the same risks, relates almost exclusively to each other, and
,
depends heavily on mutual aid., 48
Thirdly, there is the matter of suffering. This is present in all
the stories of EI Alto inhabitants, be ginning from their arrival in
the city, to the way they built their homes and neighborhoods, to
the events of September-October 2003. Suffering is a fundamental
force for the people of EI Alto. The biblical book of Job has a close
relationship with the power of the Latin American Indian, born in
suffering, the daughter of a pain that cannot be explained. Indian
power is formed in suffering- which "is a
that opens the door to
,49
the community.,

Urban Communities
So far we have mentioned the cohesive elements of the EI Alto pop
ulation, but without going into depth about it, because we believe
that when we speak of u rbanization or neighborhoods organized in
local committees, we are dealing ,,,ith urban communities. Rafael
Archondo argues that the city dissolves community control, that it
distributes social forces i n search of equilibrium. However, he also
believes that despite. the significant differences between urban and
rural areas, "there are very good reasons to suppose that the founda-

46
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tions are present t o restore the Andean logic o f reciprocity under the
new terms imposed by the urban context."so

The fact that the vast majority of the El Alto population works

in the informal sector or in family businesses is one of the key ele

ments to understanding why they find similarities to the division of

communally held land in the countryside: "Both produce within the

family

mal sectors.

are considered non-capitalist, and subsidize the for

Hence it follows that a discourse based on community

values has resonance because they face similar economic challenges

in the

while they can only confront the external challenges on

the basis of Andean cultural forms. The stress of urban life means

that Andean culture in the city faces challenges very similar to those

found in rural areas, so much so that the birth of a social pyramid

of large inequalities imposes "the

logic of reciprocity and redistribution."s2

of restoring the Andean

For the sociologist Pablo lVlamani, head of Sociology at the

Public University of El Alto (UPEA) who has lived in El Alto since
1998, "the local councils have similar characteristics as the rural

ayLlw in their structure, logic, territorial dimension, and system of

,
organization. ·53 When migrants arrive in the town-anxious, disor

ganized,

in so much-"they need a body, a space for collec

tive decisions, and that becomes a neighborhood council." They also

come with great organizational experience from their communities
and agricultural or miners' unions, but find that in their new environ

ment, there are greater shortages than in the countryside or in the

mine, and that only by organizing together can these problems be re

solved. How could individual families, on their own, get electricity or

channel the water; build sewers, streets,

or public spaces:

in a place in which neither the state nor the municipality authorities

exist? lVlamani poses a key question: in this unknown and hostile
space, "who protects them if not the neighborhood council?"
In terms of what binds people together, he argues:

Here each family has their own property but there are

common areas, such as the green area and the school. To

sell a lot here, the resident has to go to the neighborhood

council, which controls who buys and who sells, like in
the

ayLlu. An assessment is made to ascertain if there are

any outstanding debts to the committee or other fac50
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tors that might prevent the sale. This is also the space to
present a new resident, who offers beer and requests to
be received as a new resident.
Nobody is obliged to go to the council if they don't want
to, but there is a social sanction if you don't go, such
'
as rumors that the neighbor does not respect the neigh
borhood or the council, and in order to avoid that, ev
erybody goes, so that they don't have a bad image. In
general, one representative from each family attends. In

the ayLLu, elected positions are designated for the family
couple. Here it is only the man who is designated but
the woman is symbolically the mama taLIa (the wife of an
Aymara Community leader), and the man consistently
consults the woman and often they assume the leader

ship when the husband is not around. So, they assume
the role symbolically, and sometimes in reality. 54

Doubtless, the neighborhood councils have similarities to, and
differences from, the rural councils and trade unions. They consist
of an executive board made up of some fifteen secretariats, of which
only four are permanent. 55 To join the Federation of Neighborhood
Councils (FEJUVE) one must have a map of the urbanization ap
proved by the mayor's office and it must consist of at least two hun
dred families, although the criteria are flexible. In order to take the
post of leader, one cannot be a real estate speculator, merchant, trans
portation worker, baker, or leader of a political party; he or she can
not be a "traitor, nor have colluded with dictators," although these
requirements are also flexible. 56 Meetings are usually held once a
month but sometimes every week; the man usually attends, but often
it is the couple who attends. Young people only go when the parents
are unable to be present, although in recent years the participation
of youth and women has increased. Decisions are taken by vote, but
when the issues discussed are very important then consensus must be
reached. Each council usually has a small local meeting place where
the executive meets and the meetings occur, although many are held
in the plaza or on the main street, standing in a circle and sometimes
with a table placed in front of attendees, through rain or cold, last
ing an hour or two. "Women are placed on one side and men on
the other; the women feel comfortable talking amongst themselves,
,7
there are two parciaLLJadu like in the ayLLu., 5 In addition to the life of
54
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the organization, the neighborhood council regulates construction in
the neighborhood and sometimes heads production and subsistence
projects:
El Alto is built by its inhabitants. If a water channel has
to be dug, each neighbor does his part and the rest is

done collectively. In building the school, soccer field, or
plaza, each one works or provides materials, so that it
is absolutely collective. There are rounds and shifts; the
logic is that everyone should participate in the undertak
ing. There is a lot of pressure to do so and if you don't,
you have to explain why, and if not, you must pay a fine.
Usually the penalty is merely symbolic. It is said that
absence is punishable by a fifty pesos fine, but in reality
I don't think it is collected. It's more symbolic.58

On the other hand, the councils are a space for the resolution
of conflicts between neighbors (quarrels, debts, etc.). Since the op
tion of recourse to the police or th� justice system is unthinkable, a
resident will put the issue before the executive or assembly, so it can
consider the matter. The school councils operate like "a miniature ac
ademic government" whose obj.ectives revolve around the regulation
and improvement of teaching and to ensure that teachers perform
their duties, with "symbolic" sanctions for those who do not attend
meetings or activities - although there are those who argue that "the
fines are never paid."59 As for the unions, their primary mission is to
make sure that the market stalls operate without the usual conflicts
over space and location, and they also raise money in the form of
taxes for the Regional Workers Center (Central Obrera Regional,
COR). "The owners of the stalls make up the union associations
(meat, groceries, bread)," which gives them a lot of power and the
ability to convoke the workers, and when there is conflict, "people
go to the neighborhood associations, which are the most important
,,60

organizations with a local presence.
The sociologist Patzi also lives in EI Alto and, true to his con

ception of the communaL dYdtem, he argues that there is no community
without the collective management of resources, an element that is,
in his opinion, the basis for community cohesion. His reflections on
the EI Alto social movement raise a key question: Why do move
ments in EI Alto obey the local authorities when they don't have to?
Why do the residents comply with the obligation to take turns and
attend the marches? Obedience would be normal in a rural society,
58
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since access to land and therefore survival depe:ncls on obedience to
the communi1y. Patzi believes that there are
aspects that define
the presence of a communal system:
The market stalls of the traders are not privately owned

but managed by the union, and so
owner is the col
lective, the sellers are possessors. Or, to put it differ
ently, trade has the same role as land within the commu
ni1y-:vvithout trading one starves to death. This is one
of the elements. Nobody could understand why people
obey and why those who don't attend have to pay a hne.
'.\Thy pay? What coercive elements are there? They can
lose their market stall and if they don't have one, they
risk becoming marginalized. The second element is the
neighborhood council. The areas that do not yet have
basic services are the most effective in mobilizing. In

those areas, getting access to water, electricity, or
is not an individual activi1y. These services are
collective control and pass through the neighborhood
council. That is why they fight for a union card, and if

you don't make the effort in your own street, there will
be no sewage system or paving or whatever. If you were
expelled from the rural communi1y, you could always go
elsewhere, but here in the ci1y, you can't do that, neo
liberalism doesn't work like that. The formation of co
operatives for water or light are collective actions that
have saved the people in the absence of the state. These
are resources that are constructed politically. The third
element is education. As a.result of the participation of
parents in the struggle for education reform, they now
have total control of their children's education. The par
ents' committees control their sons' and daughters' ac
cess to education, and if you don't attend the march or
whatever, the children will have a problem. So if you
don't attend meetings, pay dues, or attend marches in
the corning years, your child won't enter the school or
you will have to pay a hne. This is how it works in pri.
:t;lla ry and secondary school, not everY"l,here but in most
places where there are school councils.

Those are the main features. All the examples that I
mentioned have their structure. Everything is organized.
Each market has one-the market is the most communal
of all, the councils control the territory. Control is col-

The Commun ity as Social Machine
lective and communal in the zone, in the neighborhood,
and within the union.G!
According to Patzi, the power of the movement lies not in the

organizations, or the leaders or in
level of consciousness, but in
the ownership or management of these three resources (territory,

trade, education) , and these allow us to talk about the existence of
not only communities but also of a communal system.
:Meanwhile, work coordinated by Alvaro Garda Linera, in line
with modern sociological thinking, focuses on the mobilizing struc
tures of local councils, He argues that
are influenced by the
meI}lory of organizing experiences within agricultural unions and
miners' syndicalism.62 Although his analytical perspective is differ

ent, in the sense that he does not see the local councils as communi
ties, he nevertheless agrees that they share characteristics v\lith rural
communities: like, for example, mediation in disputes between neigh
bors or sanctions imposed that involve working for the benefit of the
barrio. In any case, he notes that the boards exhibit "autonomous be
havior" with strong local and district leadership without the need for
mediation from the senior members of the FEJUVE, demonstrating
,
a trend towards a "horizontal kind of organizational experience. , 63
He believes that in EI Alto there is a "community of neighbors"
formed by the rebellion of October 2003, which was characterized
according to Weber -by "the mere fact of residential proximity."64
But reality is not s� simple in EI Alto. Weber himself contrasted com

munity with association, and argues that while the latter is based on
ratio?,al �reements of self-interest, :he communi is a subjective
relatlOnshlp between those who consotute a whole . . He argues that
the concepts of solidarity and representation are in opposition, and
attributes the first to community relations and the second to associa

�

tions directed toward achieving specific ends.
There is no doubt that during the insurrection of October 2003
the characteristics often attributed to the local councils
but the social cohesion seems to go beyond what happens just on
the big day of mobilization. In that sense, it seems necessary to un
derstand what happens in the everyday, starting with insurrectional
events but going beyond.
From a very different perspective, Rafael Indahuru's work
(which we will analyze in detail later) emphasizes the form in which
61

Interview "vith Felix Patzi.
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Alvaro Garda Linera. ibid., 601.

63

Ibid., 603.

64

Max Weber, ibid., 293-294.

65

Ibid., 33.
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the division of lots began in the more than 400 urbanizations existin the city today. "The problems generated during the parceling
out of lots, often clandestine and in conflict with real estate specula

tors, has led to an intensifying spirit of solidarity among residents
as buyers of defective real estate."66 In
the fear of fraud, the
non-recognition or non-approval of the allotments by the munici

pality, acted as a force that united and mobilized the neighborhood.
Moreover, the local councils are not barrio-based (Indaburu argues
that a barrio must have a minimum of one thousand lots, while in EI
Alto the average for each urbanization is less than 300 lots). In short,
a mosaic of many small urbanizations, each with a small, militant

grassroots organization without ftxed representation separate from
the base, and with enough control over its members to withstand
long and hard conflicts. Because of this, "a system of local organiza
tion that is deeply connected to the grassroots of each lot and with
a distinct name for each urbanization" was born.67 And because of
this, local committees in EI Alto are very different from the rest of
the country:
The lists of n�ighbors/buyers (some vvith phone num
bers), the allotment plans, tbe location of each site, the
number and the owner of each lot, and a careful record
of the purchase papers, the property deeds, and payment
constitute the common denominator in the for
mation and operation of neighborhood organll1�atlorls
EI Alto. Unlike La Paz, where the local
no access to such documentation . 68
.

.

It is clear that what the councils in EI Alto actually do- to the
horror of those who drafted the USAID report - is fulftll the func
tions of the state. But there is no one state; there is a veritable disper
sion of authority (at least with respect to territorial control) in some
500 units. The one gives way to the muLtiple. Therefore, no representa
tion or control of the population is possible.
The "problem," according to the lJSAID study, goes further
and becomes "inftnite." The existence of a multiplicity of units ofless
than one thousand residents has generated strong "group solidarity
in each urbanization in the emerging struggle against the possibility
of being deceived by real estate speculators" and
bureau
cratic city administration after years and years of struggle.!!69 And
this dispersion has the

67

Rafael Indabllrll. ibid. , 2 1
Ibid.

68

Ibid.
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to strengthen itself, not only because

The Community as Social Machine
it generates fragmentation, and puts obstacles in the way of develop

ing small scale services, which can't reach enough people to justifY

the investment. In fact, "the possibilities of planning for social fa

cilities have been quashed by the neighbors who, as 'ovv'Ilers of tax

co-participation resources: insist on the construction of schools and
,
health centers where they are not needed.' 7o
Finally, it should be noted that while we are closer to the posi

tion of Mamani and Patzi in the analysis of the local councils, inso

far as we think that the neighborhood organization has a communal

characteristic, it is questionable whether there is "collective owner
ship and private use" in neighborhoods of El Alto because of the re

ality of genuine collective ownership, as regards the three elements

identified by Patzi above, as well as other variables. What doubtless

do exist are social rel�tionsl relations between neighbors, in which

the "we" bears a much heavier weight than the "I," as much for strict
ly material reasons as for symbolic and cultural ones.

However, it is worth mentioning that while individuals techni

cally own each lot, that is in reality a mere formality. Legal uncertain

ty leads residents to unite and build alliances with their peers, due to

the lack of services, the helplessness before crime or the municipality

(the implementation of the lVlaya y Paya taxes provoked an upris-

basically, the complete insecurity and helplessness felt by each

family unit. This unity within the community organization is the ulti
mate security that assures people that they will retain their lot, hous
and services - in short, their lives.

we

will see how

undivided community does not need to create separate bodies

to defend itself, impart justice, meet the population's basic needs, or
exercise power. This non-division

though not in a pure form,

because it shares space-time with a division- not as something far
away and separate but, as Foucault

in a relation of "com

plex interiority." But before discussing this, we will observe another
aspect of the community: the tendency

70
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CHAPTER 2

The Self-constructed City:
D ispersion and Difference
A study coordinated by Rafael Indaburu for the US Agency for In

ternational Development (USAID)/Bolivia offers a synthetic but

concise elite vision of the problems in EI Alto and the challenges
that the social movement presents to dominant sectors. 1 It is a "rapid

evaluation" carried out by a group of professionals commissioned by
USAID follo�TItg the insurrection in October 2003 (the research

and writing of the report were done between December 2003 and

January 2004). with the objective of encouraging actions to head off
the movements in El Alto.
Methodologically

the study's "panoramic" approach

to the subject is curious. It uses aerial p hotographs. maps, satellite

images, and statistics with the aim of preparing an "intelligent plan"

that articulates and separates the different variables analyzed.2 This

methodology tends to consolidate a rigid separation between the

subject and object with no concessions: the "objects" - the popula
tion of El Alto - never get to speak, while the "subjects" of the in

vestigation are limited to a small group of "key informants" who are
never mentioned by name or cited directly. This methodology. whose

use is by no means coincidentai. leads to a set of proposals in line

with the objective of the study - to destroy the social movement in
EI Alto and especially the grassroots organization of the neighbor.
hood councils.

The selection of a particular methodology is always coherent

with the objectives pursued. In this case. the objectives include re

configuring the El Alto social movement by smoothing over, to say
the least, its anti-systemic characteristics. This presupposes that the

movement and the people in it are the objects of research and policies
designed and applied in the service of the needs of neo-colonial elites,

without taking into account their desires or interests.3

Indaburu, Rafael. "Evalacuion de l a cilldad de El Alto."

2

Indaburu, ibid., 2 .

:5

Rivera, Silvia. " E l potencial

y te6rico de la historia oral:

de la 16gica instrumental a la descolonizaci6n de la historian in unUM Socia/ed, La
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Separation, or division, is the analytical point of departure for
Indaburu's work. On the one hand, physical separation appears (La
Ceja as a geographical break), added to institutional separation (mu
nicipal autonomy obtained by EI Alto in 1986), concluding that "the
main historic moments in El Alto are moments of affirmation of the
division or separation from La Paz."4 Based on this statement, the
study moves directly to question and debate the symbolic or concep

tual aspects born of any separation: difference. Difference is evaluat
ed as the first problem to resolve and throughout the work it appears
as the most negative characteristic of the population of EI Alto. Ind
aburu also mentions "regionalist exclusivism"-judged to be a form
of "racism and xenophobia"-the separation and difference between
North EI Alto and South Et Alto, and the social and neighborhood

,

differences that provoke " ethnic intolerance., 5
From the urban point of view, one of the problems that emerg

es as a determining factor in the current situation is the existence
of separate neighborhoods ("urban islands differentiated within the
social fabric") that provoke "a strict separation of some urban settle
ments from others." Indaburu sees these islands as "internally dis
,,
articulated" since the "centralities are still very precariolls. 6 Note
that for him the articulating force must be a center,
the pos
sibility of self-articulation based on self-organization. Reflecting this
premise, he proposes initiatives that point to "integration, inclusion,
development, hope, and complementarity with other cities and sub
regions."7 For that to occur, it is necessary to overcome the
mentation and division in more than 400 urbanizations and to create

neighborhood identities that integrate these "islands." According to
the study. that would help overcome the "presently fragmented and
atomized" neighborhood organizations and facilitate the im lemen
�
tation of a "deepening democracy and citizen responsibility."
Indaburu considers the "dispersion" of the city into hundreds
of lots the major problem: it provokes low density, between four and
five times less than in La Paz-in a discontinuous and chaotic city
that the study deems scarcely consolidated. The study attributes
these characteristics to the low level of institutional development
and a lack of administrative organization. He believes that the 01'of the problem is the illegal and irregular way that hundreds

'
Paz, No. 1 1; and RauJ' Zibechi, "La emancipacion como produccion de vinculos" in
Hegenwt!Uu y Emancipacionu (Buenos Aires: FLACSO, 2005).
4

Indaburu, ibid., 5.

5

Ibid., 6.

6

Ibid 7.

7
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of individual settlers divided the city, with no government control.

This purportedly led to insecurity for buyers, who are often victims
of fraud and wind up vv�th property titles that are not accepted as
collateral, thus depriving them of access to credit. Indaburu notes,

"formal credit institutions do not want to

as collateral, which - if executed - is more of a

El Alto real estate
than an as-

set with financial value."9 Under these conditions, capitalism cannot

prosper. But the root problem does not lie in the ownership of the

land, rather in social relations based on solidarity that cause high
levels of conflict in EI Alto:

The problems that the often clandestine and conflic

tive subdivision generated with the developers (old and
new), has meant that solidarities between neighbors

have deepened as buyers of defective " real estate . . . The

concerns stemming from possible fraud and the munici

pality's non-recognition and non-approval of these land
subdivisions keep the neighbors united and aggressively
mobilized to defend their investments. These condi

tions give rise to a system of neighborhood organization
strongly articulated based on each lot and with the dis

tinctive name of each "urbanization. "lo

This "fragmented" form of neighborhood organization is seen

as an obstacle since its enormous dispersion mal<:es state action diffi

cult. The study urges that the over 500 urbarnzations of between 300

and 1,000 residents should be articulated in barrios of five to eight
thousand inhabitants, which could be considered "minimal thresh

olds of life in urban communities."l! In this way two objectives of
U

development" would be fulfilled: the construction of vrban appara

tus by scale, that is , more

rofitability, and "citizen participation and
f:
deepening of democracy. " 2
If you strip the study of its ideological judgments (for example,

drug trafficking and delinquency are placed in the same category
as the grassroots struggle for the university), what you have is an

analysis that looks at dispersion as the main problem for the elites to

combat the popular insurgency in El Alto. The concept of dispersion
appears stated in several ways: fragmentation, division, sectarianism ,
and even xenophobia, among others.

\Vhat is the purpose of sa,-ying that the small-scale impedes " de

velopment"'?

Why the

9

Ibid., 20.

10

Ibid., 2 L

11

Ibid., 22"

12

Thiel., 24.
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into larger units and encourage a policy that produces " centralities"
in neighborhoods that are considered "disarticulated"? When the
study states that "the excessive fragmentation of the neighborhood
organizations makes it difficult for urban integration, what are the
implications?
The entire s tudy commissioned by USAID is tainted by the
attack on dispersion because dispersion makes it hard to exert so
cial control. It impedes the creation of an urban-political panoptic 
political but also social, cultural and organizational - that could en
capsulate broad populations under the same umbrella of control. In
other words, fragmentation or dispersion implies face-to-face rela
tions in the villas, articulated among the people themselves and with
other urbanizations based on forms developed in everyday life. \\"hat
larger neighborhoods is to open up spaces to

they seek in

representation - meaning the absence of Fepresentatives -under the
euphemism of

and democracy. " This is the best way

the capitalist system
population.

found to control large concentrations of the

territorial units give way to massive social orga

nizations that inevitably cannot function through direct democracy
based on family units. Assemblies of villas with 200 or 300 families
can't operate the s,ame way as neighborhoods that embody t,he re

solve of 1 0,000 or more inhabitants.

, To comply with these objectives, the intrinsic dispersion and

difference in EI Alto are aspects to neutralize or better, to substitute '
for a process of homogenization , From there comes the emphasis
on "inclusion" and

- soft ways of saying that what's

needed is to annul differences. Similarly, the need for institution
,alization seems to be in order to achieve administrative and urban
rationality, even for the social movement. "Rational" is understood
exclusively as state rationality, never that of the subjects themselves,

who are always considered irrational or in terms of the political left,
"spontaneous,"
The objective in the long term is to "deliver" the services nec
essary to the population, but to do it in such a way as to produce
cultUral and social homogeneity. Thus, educational and health ser
vices should be in the hands of the state but on the condition that
there is a "minimal threshold" of population , to be administered by
a state bureaucracy separated from the fragmented urban "islands."
When the study asserts dismissively that "any group can construct
a school or a health center with donated funds," they are doubting
that self-managed education and health systems can exist even on a
small scale. In this sense, for them the small neighborhood school
or the preventive health clinic based on herbal medicines and

yat-
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iri:J 13 �the dispersing of these services - is an evil to be combated.
Grassroots community self-management in education and health, as

well as any other service or action, always goes hand-in-hand with

dispersion, since centralization and concentration are state/capitalist

forms. Lastly, it is worthwhile to consider that what is deemed "ur

ban chaos" or even the much-feared "social chans" supposes a vision
from outside looking in that does not understand that this chaos is

the product of the dispersing activity of the Aymara. Quechua, min

ers, and peasant population. The supposed chaos is the product of an

outpouring from below, that's all.

Based on the above. it can be concluded that not only the eco
nomic and political elites of Bolivia and the transnational corpora

tions have an interest in overcoming the state of dispersion that rules
in the Aymara world of EI Alto. The left also seems

since it is based on the same ideological sources that

to do it,

progress

and the "civilizing" actions of nation-states. It would not be strange
if in the future the Bolivian left - even the indigenous - tried to finish
a task at which the colonial elites failed.

But these are not the only forms of dispersion of the capitalist
state. The tension towards dispersion, for sure, permeates through

out society. Take the example of the so-called informal sector and the

family economy. In EI Alto - one of the most carefully

CItIes

by the state and nongovernmental organizations - s eventy percent of
the employed population works in the family sector (fifty

or

home businesses (twenty percent) .14 This occurs mostly in trade and
restaurants (ninety-five percent of those employed), followed by con

struction (eighty percent) and manufacturing (seventy-five percent).

Youth predominate in these sectors: more than half of employees in
manufacturing are between twenty and thirty-five years old, with

women being the overwhelming majority in trade and restaurants in
the category of family and informal businesses.15 Seventy-nine. per
cent of women who work, do so in these sectors.

The main protagonist in the EI Alto labor market is "the

fam

ily, as an economic unit generating employment or the source of the

greatest number of waged workers." In these spaces, a "new labor
and social culture" emerges, marked by nomadism, insecurity, and

different working relations. This type of employment is typically
1 3 Traditional medical practitioners and conununiiy healers. among the Ay
mara.
14

The informal business units have at least four workers, ·with one or two
members, in
the owner who also works, and another two hired
workers.
15 Bruno Rojas and german Guaygua, "Employment in Times of Crisis."
A" anceJ de InvutigaciOn #24, (La Paz: C,dla, 2003).
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considered from the perspective of its weakness: it is judged as pre
carious, informal, backward, badly paid, and unprod�lctive, etc. I n
general, i t is thought of a s a transitory employment and " a desnerctte
, 16
option for survival.,
I t is not often thought that this sector or, better said, this type
of work, which is clearly expanding, has any advantages. According
to several studies, in the last two decades employment in the familial
and semi-business sectors has done nothing but grow. In 1989, it
comprised 64.4 percent of the economically active population and
in 1995 it had grown nearly by one tenth to reach 73.5 percent, the
famay sector grew from 53.9 percent to 56.8 percent and the semi·
business went from 1 0.7 to 1 6.8 percent Y Another study, confirm
this tendency, showed that in 1992 both sectors accounted for
in 2000. 1

8

percent of employment in EI Alto and sixty-nine percent

This type of employment has some characteristics worth pointout. Since there is no intemal division of labor in the informal
sector like there is in manufacturing, there is also no separation of
the worker from the object produced, because the labor is performed
�ommunally. Also, because there are no worker-boss relationships,

that place is occufgied by the affective social relations between rela
tives and friends. 9

A qualitatIve investigation of the famay unit, in which half of

the economically active population of El Alto works, concludes that
between the property and management of the

there is no

economic unit, and the productive process. In the semi-business sector, this
sion of

only occurs with respect to property. The diviin the workplace, even where the merchandise passes

through different processes, is at a minimum. Besides exceptional
cases, all those who work can rotate tasks without harming the pro
ductive process. In family units, unpaid family l�bor predominates in
most of the cases studied; some teach others how to do the work, and
the management of time invested in producing a product is the sole
responsibaity of the worker so long as he or she fulfills the orders on
20
The stw;iy points out that some micro-businesses encompass

time.
16

Ibid., presentation

cTavier G6mez A., Executive Director of CEDLA.

1 7 Pablo Rosell, D,a.qn6.Jtlco docweCOMmico de Et Alto: d&tritw 5 y 6 (La Paz:
CEDLA, 1 999), 27.
18

Pablo Rosell and Bruno Rojas, Dulino lndcrto: £'peranZiM y realwadu labo

ralu de lajaventud altena ( La Paz: CEDLA, La Paz, 2002), 1 4.

1 9 Diego Palma, La Informalidad, 10 popular y el cambw <focial (La Paz: ILDIS,
1 988) cited by Rafael Archondo, ibid., 65.
20 Pablo Poveda,
2003), 22-23.

informalidad y acumulacUfn " Cuadreno #30 (La Paz:
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a wide group of family units and that the owner," in addition to pay
U

ing for work performed, gives' the families "help" or "loans in time of
need., ,2l
.

In these workplaces, another sociologist observes "greater

autonomy in labor management" since it is "a productive activity

that is not under the direct supervision of a b088."22 He adds that
these forms of production are non-capitalist (although in his opinion

the market and capital "refunctionalize" them) and insists that they

are not transitory but "the historic form in the medium term of the
,
broader reproduction of capital in Bolivia . 23
.

In conclusion, the majority of the workers in EI Alto and of the

country are not subject to the Taylorist division of labor. The work
ers dominate the management of time in production and practice an

almost indivisible organization of labor, with the ability to rotate from

one post to another. 'Ve are looking at young, largely female workers

who are

eracy rate

of

and educated (there is only a eight percent illit-

Alto and fifty-two percent have had at least one year

school), with great autonomy in their jobs and a strong

family presence. It was these workers who were the protagonists of
the September-October 2003 insurrection and the main battles of
this

of protest.

If we go beyond the "limits" attributed to family and informal

units, the popular sectors have put in place, for the first time in the
urban space , a series of self�controlled production methods, although

articulated and dependent on the market. Nevertheless, this should

not cause us to lose

of the fundamental fact that vast sectors of

and time of their own productive activity
workers control the
and are no
dominated by capitalist time and its division of la

bor. In the first stage, the new poor concentrate on building survival
strategies in the service

society , and

recycling the waste of consumer

of fissures to secure a foothold in com-

mercial areas like micro-business or family initiatives. In time, they
begin producing.

Is there a relationship between this type of labor and familial

autonomy, and the fact that these sectors have been able to stage an

insurrection. without leadership or leaders? The question is relevant
because, during the period in which workers gave up the organiza

tion of the work process to the boss and the management of societY

to the state, struggle required the use of centralized, hierarchical

structures and dependence on the labor and political leaders that
21

Ibid., 17.

Alvaro Garda Linera, Repro/etarizacUfn. lVueva cak1e iJbrera y dedarmLlJ del capi
tal indwtru'[ en Bo/i"la (1952-1998) (La Paz; Muela del Diablo, 1999), 1 1 8.
22
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represented them and made the decisions. And, on the other hand, a
larger question arises: what is the relationship between capital and
the state's inability to exercise micro-control (over the family, school,
and work) and the growing militarization of our societies?
These are not idle questions. Silvia Rivera, while pointing out
that we should acknowledge the positive aspects of relations of self
employment, reminds us that in the popular indigenous urban sec
tors of Bolivia "politics is not defined so much in the streets as in the
most intimate environment of the markets and domestic units, clas
sic arenas of female action."24 The series of characteristics that we
have attributed to the privileged role of the family in anti-systemic
movements goes hand in hand with a reconfiguration of political
spaces as a whole and also, therefore, the forms it adopts, the chan

nels through which it transmits itself, and even the relationship be
tween means and ends that it seeks. IdentifYing exactly how female
leadership and the centrality of domestic units25 changes the content
of politics and methods of social change remains a question for fur
ther research.
In any case, to think that the popular and indigenous sectors
"fall" into the informal and familial economy out of "desperation"
presupposes that they are objects and not the subjects of their own

lives. Wallerstein notes that they make a choice, as a community, to
perpetuate themselves as an ethnic group and to survive in a period
of intense aggression at the hands of the elite. In addition to assert
ing that domestic units are one of the pillars of the world system (on
the same level of importance as state, class, or business), Wallerstein
points out that "normally all members of the domestic unit share the
same ethnicity.,,26 In this case, the urban Aymara and other poor so
cialize in domestic units in which they not only work and survive but
that also "constitute the main agent of socialization in the norms of
the ethnicity," that is, in cultural norms that differentiate them from

others?7
In other words, without the family and semi-business econ
omy, Aymara who emigrate to the city would fall (here this term
makes sense) into working for big, private businesses or government
apparatuses. Many would consider that a "privilege, " but it would
occur at the cost of the destruction of their own culture. If the Ay24

Silvia Rivera, BirchoUu (La paz: Mama Huaco, 1996), 132.

25 Wallerstein defines a: domestic unit as "a unit that unites in a common
space the income of its members to assure its maintenance and reproduction," in
"Las unidades domesticas como instituciones de la economia-mundo." CapitaLumo
hutorico y morimlento.J antuutemlco.J (Madrid: Akal, 2004), 235.
26
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mara of the Altiplano continue to be Aymara- human beings dif

ferent from others - it is because they chose to socialize in affinity
b<j.sed relationships with relatives and comrades, in which Western
anthropologists and sociologists see only exploitation and accumula

tion. In the Aymara culture - in a different way in the cities than
the countryside - mechanisms of compensation for these inequalities
seems to have been created.
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CHAPTER 3

Everyday Life and Insurrection:
Undivided Bodies
The deseriptions that we have of the Oetober uprising make it clear
that no body separate from the neighborhood communities was
formed to lead or give content to the movement. Not only did it side
step the leaders and neighborhood councils, the unions, and any an
other formal organization, but the uprising was "directed" by and
arose from everyday forms of life. The struggle "lacked an organizer
and leader" and "was executed directly by the inhabitants of the bar
rio and street." It also did not have a collective l eadership arising
from the neighborhood councils, but rather " another type of loyalty, "
operating on a microlevel, that "went over and, in some cases, around
!
the margins of the authority of their own neighborhood council."
Accounts of the uprising all address three aspects of the events:
collective decision making at each step, the rotation of leaders and
tasks, and the outpouring from below. Here the first aspect is high
lighted: "On the morning of Sunday, October 12, after the massacre
that occurred during the brutal clash on the afternoon of the day
before, El Alto inhabitants held assemblies and meetings to decide
2
the 'hows' of continuing the struggle." Similarly, another descrip
tion emphasizing collective decision making indicates that "a type of
3
collective, rotating, and decentralized leadership has been formed. ,,
From a perspective that seeks to link territorial and micro rela
tionships, sociologist Pablo j\iamani maintains that the people seized
their barrios in order "to maintain control and their own self-orga
nization." It was "an intense mobilization that articulated collective
strategies, emotions, and dignity manifest in actions coordinated by
turn within families, zones, and districts as well as diverse organiza
tions within the urban territory. .,4 Thus, tasks like digging trenches

and keeping watch to stop the army from

the neighbor-

1 Alvaro Garda Linera, 2004, Sociologfa oe 1M m£wimientOJ J(}ciale.J en Bolivia,
ibid., 606.
2

Luis A. Gomez, ElAito de pie, 89.

:5

Alvaro Garcia Linera, 54.

4

Pablo Mamarn, Ef rugir d( 1M muLtitud£d (El Alto: Yachaywasi, 2004), 144.
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hoods were carried out "by turns, zone by zone, block by block."s In
the urban and rural bases of the uprisings, Felix Patzi maintains that
a "communal ethos" had replaced the "union ethos" during the pre
ceding five years. He points out that during the EI Alto insurrection
"the organizing capacity of the inhabitants was guided by communal
logic at every moment." The assemblies organized by zone and by
street replaced the authority of representation, and in many cases
these assemblies "revitalized the neighbors council leadership, made
up of militants from the l\lovimiento de la Izquierda Revolucionaria
(MIR) and the Nueva Fuerza Republicana (NFR),6 or obliged the
,
parties to subordinate themselves unconditionally to the assembly. , 7
The massiveness of the Aymara mobilization - which had
managed to mobilize a half-million people for several weeks in September-October of 2000- lies in the practice of
turns, the
sense of obligation, and the communal assemblies that
revitalized in urban spaces, and lead to the massive participation of men
and women."a But the communal ethos of the revolt goes further,
given that what is
is another society: the objective is power,
not state power, but for people to organize themselves as powers in
a different social context. And far from the spaces of state control 
and the gaze of the media and the elites, the insurrectionaries strat
egize in their self-controlled spaces: " In the evening hours they de
They schemed of flooding the cities with
vised multiple
indigenous in the future by having eight to twelve children like their
grandfathers, to cause the gradual disappearance of the whites, in a
kind of passive war - or more actively, they thought of assaulting the
military institutions and arming themselves."9 The people were dis
creetly capable of accumulating large quantities of potato starch and
quinoa to feed those manning the blockades - even when the flow of
produce between the countryside and the city had been disrupted.
Evidently, the uprising took on forms that were very different from
those prevailing in institutional social and political organizations,
where nothing can be done without the initiative of the leaders.
•
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•

Ibid., 150.

6 Translator's note: The Revolutionaty Left Movement and the New Repub
lican Force.
contra la colonialidad y la transnacional
7 Felix Patzi, "Rebeli6n
vicisitudes del movimiento indigena desde 2000
izaci6n de la economia:
CUi/lro nwmmltM de ilUlUFa 2003," in Forrest Hylton et al
iJmeta in(l£gma (La paz: Muela del Diablo, 2003), 261.
8
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9
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The usual form assumed by Latin American social movements

presupposes the creation of organizational bodies that are separate

from the groups they represent and assume the state form. For over
anti-systemic movements have developed their organi

Zal:I01:IaI

structures in parallel to capital, the state, the military, and

other inst�tutions of the system they fight. Although there are a great
variely of working-class, popular, and peasant "organizations" aris

ing out of and reflecting the vicissitudes of daily life, the political left
and social movements chose to build structures that are separate. In
doing so, they show not only that they have little use for the forms

and structures of the everyday life of the oppressed in their effort to

make a revolution and change the world, but they also - a paradox
of social struggle - replace them with structures that are modeled on
those of the oppressors.

These state powers present in the left and social movements

seem to have two sources that ultimately

from the same gene

alogy: the m.ilitary machine of the state apparatus and the Taylorist

organization of work. Both share the creation of a centralized and
unified body separate from everyday life in order to lead society, im
pose homogeneily from outside, and shape it according to the wishes

of those who occupy the space above. Lenin anticipated Taylorism in

What [(! To Be Done?, proposing the construction of a partisan political

apparatus based on the centralized state, to which he added a divi
sion of labor between leaders and led, intellectual and manual work
ers, and the specialization of functions:

Lack of specialization is one of the most serious de

fects of our technique . . . . The smaller each separate
"operation" in our common cause the more people we

can find capable of carrying out such operations .. :. On

the other hand, in order to unite all these tiny fractions

into one whole, in order not to break up the movement

while breaking up its functions, and in order to imbue
the people who carry out the minute functions with the
conviction that their work is necessary and important,

without w.hich conviction they will never do the

it

is necessary to have a strong organization of tried revo
lutionaries.1O

During the period of the Third International and the Inter

national Red Syndicate (IRS), the symmetry with state nr'Y:> Tli",,_

tion went further still. The secretary general of the IRS

"It is

possible and necessary to use the knowledge acquired in the mili10 V. 1. Lenin, What Id tv Be Dond, OiJrad ComptetiLl, Tomo V (Madrid: AkaL
1976) , 4 76--477.
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tary field for the purposes of directing strike actions."]] The revo
lutionary leadership was the "General Staff" of the revolution, the
workers in struggle a "striking army," and strikes fm:ms of "combat";
the base groups were "support points for the struggle." The mate
rial resources of the union were their "ammunitions" and sympathiz
ers made up the "rear-guard." Forms of action were established that
not only used militaristic language but also, in their symmetry to the
state, introduced hierarchical forms of action : the "elemental" form
like an economic strike would give way to "higher stages"
such as
political strike that would then lead to "the highest form
of action, " the insurgency. In this rationalistic and instrumental no
tion, the central concepts are organization, leadership, and planning,
which
believed would resolve the problems posed by revolu
tionary struggle.
What we found in the Aymara world, both rural and urban,
during the insurrection, were non-state powers. In these movements,
the organization is not separate from everyday life; daily life is de
ployed as an arena for insurrectionary action. The division of labor
is minimal because there is no separation between those who give
orders and those who receive them, nor between those who think
and those who do, because collective meetings fulfill these functions.
The leader has no power and when exercising his or her function, is
in a position "whose only institutional weapon is his or her reputa
tion, whose only means is persuasion, and whose only rule is to over
see the wishes of the group: the leader looks more like a movie star
than a man of power, and always runs the risk of being repudiated
and abandoned by his own people."12 This is how Clastres describes
primitive societies in which the leader has no power,13 so different
from the· "men of state" of institutional politics.
But among the Aymara are there leaders without power, bosses
who are not statesmen'? This description of a leader who is not applies
perfectly to a leader such as Felipe Quispe, and many other Aymara
leaders, but not to a man like Evo Morales. Morales does have power
and likes to exercise it: he single-handedly decided to be the
sentative of the social movement. He himself decided to be a
date for the presidency of Bolivia and to partake in government, and
he leads a political body ( Movement Toward Socialism, MAS in its
Spanish acronym) that is separate from society in movement.
On the contrary. we speak of state power when leaders be
come part of the organs of power. "Special institutions arc needed,
11

Drizdo Lossovsky, De fa buelga a fa toma

LoJ combatu econtfmi.cOd y

nuutra Mctica (Montevideo: Conferencia Sindical Latinoamericana. 1930), 3.

12

Pierre Ciastres, cited by Gilles Deieuze, kIil mMetad, 365.

13

Pierre Clastres, Invutigaclone<1 en

ibid.
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then, for that leader to become a statesman, but widespread collective
,, 4
mechanisms are needed to prevent it. 1 According to Clastres , war
is that mechanism in primitive societies, because they are societies
"against the state" in which "the dispersion machine works

the unification machine. ,, 15 In Aymara society and in EI Alto,

lective approach to decision making is the mechanism that prevents
the formation of separate bodies, and the rotation of relOr'�S€�ntatjlve:s

and the outpouring from below that goes beyond institutions, the

state, and even the social movement. While the first two are common

in rural indigenous movements - and re-created in urban areas -the

third is a novel addition, linked to population density in the space
where the new movement is now located: the Aymara city of EI Alto,
the first major Indian city on the continent. It is the first time in

Andino history that a large city can be considered- because of its

hegemonic culture, the manner of its construction, and the type of
social relations that prevail within it - a n Aymara city.

We are looking at urban and rural societies - in parallel to the

dominant society but without a doubt also connected with it - where

leadership and power are separated. Power rests in the collective,
in the community assembly or neighborhood council; leadership can

be embodied by the representatives, the heads of the councils, or

unions, including the Federation of Neighborhood Councils (FE

JUVE) or the Regional Workers Center (COR) or the local neigh
borhood councils.

The separation between leadership and power was clearly vis

ible during the insurrection , when - as at decisive moments in the
life of a society-power is exercised directly and, as Garda Linera
points out, "over" or "to the side" of the authority of the neighbor
hood council.16 The fact is that in this type of society the group ,

the urbanization, neighborhood, and community "is both complete
and united.,, 17 This feature is not so dearly visible in everyday life,

because each urban member of the Aymara group is working and

embedded in the capitalist market, which atomizes people, reduces
the comthem to commodities (in the labor market) thus
we see

munity of its character. But if we take a broader
that Clastres' description of primitive

domestic production -is more akin to the t",'l'Y\" r"
Lenin described in What 1.1 to Be Done?
14

Gilles Deleuze, 364.

15 Pierre Clastres, Arqll£ologio. de fa " ,iJkncio.: fa guerra. en fa" Jocudadu primitivtM
(Buenos Aires, FCE, 2004), 79.
16
17
49.

See Sociologia de lod flwrimientod doCiafed en Bolivia.
Pierre Clastl'es, Arqueofo.qia. de fa riokncio.:

1M dociedadc4 pl'imitiwM,

,
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Outside of that derived from the sexes, in primitive so

ciety there is no division of labor whatsoever: each in

dividual is versatile in a sense, all men know everything

that men should know, all women know all the tasks a
woman must do. In the realm of knowledge, and know

how, there is no individual that falls behind the others,
no matter how skilled or talented these might be.18

The Community War
The strength of Aymara non-division allowed the residents of Et Alto

to defeat the machinery of the military state, which contradicts the

rational logic that holds that a body is more efficient when divided.

Because, in addition to numerical superiority, there is the virtue of

versatility. Two bodies confront each other: there is one that is spe

cialized and whose parts can only perform one function and there is

another that is undivided, whose parts can perform all the functions.

Thus, the latter is not dependent on each single part but operates as a

complete machine, and even the amputation of one portion does not

preclude further action. In this sense, the state, army, and political

part;y, functioning as a chain-link hierarchy, collapse when one of
them stops working, as happens in the Fordist assembly line.
Beginning on Saturday, October 1 1, 2003, "a

neighbor-

hood force spilled out into the streets" building barricades, vigils,

bonfires, and digging deep trenches, "a force that despite being con

fined to their territory, exceeded these limits and ineluded anyone who
w&lhed to join the demonstrations. " This social force created commit
tees and networks of committees and special commissions, some in
H

charge of the foo d supply for the area and collaborating with others,

and they auo made preparafiolld for de/elide. Others were responsible for
digging and

the trenches and barricades."19 Note that

underlying the whole insurrectionary movement there is a non-di

vided "organization" that provides supplies and coordinates defense,

laying the foundation for survival and military action. To sum up, it
is a single body, one organism, that creates units to perform all the

various functions necessary for its own survival.

Not only is there no organizational division � only differ

ent functions performed by the same social body � but the division
between leaders and led evaporates. A witness points out that " on

a voluntary basis, the neighbors . . . created the framework for the
18

Ibid., 47.

19

Alvaro Garda Linel·a. Sociolo."ia de fo., mo"imielZtrM d()cialcJ en Bolivia, 607-608,

my emphasis.
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struggle. ,,2o If the neighborhood councils were overstepped, it is be
cause they were more used to organizing marches and strikes �the
lype of activities planned by a small core of leaders joined by a con
siderable part of the inhabitants. This is what is usually understood
as a social movement. What happened in October was that "a sea of
people" based on "forms of intra-neighborhood cooperation" impro
v-ised new methods and forms of struggle "that exceeded previous
forms of authority and social organization:m
The image of "a sea" of citizens is appropriate because people
acted as a multiplicity and not in a one-directional form. Not only
were they many, but they also came from everywhere. They did not
just form one huge column, which could have been
suppressed;
they were like water that comes in waves and surges, crashes down,
and adapts to the terrain. appearing in the most unlikely places: im"
placable, obstinate, and incomprehensible.
On the 1 3th and 14th, for example, the panorama was one of
El Alto occupied by the inhabitants, who kept watch and held block
ades street by street, block by block. LVleanwhile, thousands arrived
in La Paz and EI Alto from numerous Altiplano communities � some
by main roads, in vehicles, or on foot; others by back roads or on
horseback, through the fields 'and over the mountains. The rebel
lion spread to the country's main cities and rural areas, which in
and mobilized in different directions. In La
turn blocked
came down not only on the highway but also
Paz, El Alto
via: the surrounding streets; the inhabitants of the hillside descended
along dozens of routes to the center. And, surprisingly, from "be
low, " the people of Ovejuyo and Chasquipampa communities on
the slopes of Illimani came and entered the city through the upper
middle class and white neighborhoods. Furthermore, a section of
the middle classes was mobilized by means of mass hunger strikes
in the churches. 22
A sea, a tide, flooded the survival capability of the government.
It is no coincidence that the words used to describe these days were
"waves, " "ant-like," and "spilling over," etc. It is not just a question of
magnitude, but of ways: the simultaneity of multiple actions is what
allows us to speak of multiplicity. The issue is not just the 400,000
people who converged in Plaza San Francisco, La Paz on June 14,
but also how they did it. There was no one call from a formal institu
tion but many calls � some formal but most informal, from below,
and based on the previous experiences of the workers and neighbors
who had taken over the public sphere dozens of times. lVloreover,
20

Ibid., 608,

21

Ibid., 609.
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during the march itself down from El Alto,
groups changed
upon hearing the latest news - follovlllng their own in
ternal dynamic, immanent, not guided or directed from outside but
coordinated as if moving with the surroundings.
Although the days of September-October 2003 - culminating
with the fall of Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada-were compared with
the heroic exploits of Tupac Katari, and particularly the si�ge of La
Paz, it seems clear that the internal dynamics of both processes were
quite unique and perhaps these differences help explain the contra
dictory results that were achieved. In 2003, and in all major struggles
since. at least the year 2000, the rebels failed to act in a way that was
harmonious 'with the state. We suggest that this is one of the reasons
for the successes attained so far.

The Micro View
On the other hand, it is clear that before the magnitude of the Sep
tember:"'October events, institutionalized forms of social action had
not succeeded in curbing the sale of gas. To be on top of the events,
the neighbors had to create and invent something new, and to do so
they had to go out into the streets en masse, dig themselves into their
barrios , and overstep the very types of social action that they had
executed in the decades before. These days the El Alto community
spreads out over the territory, neutralizing the armed repression by
seizing areas that the army needs to pass through in order to deploy.
The El Alto social machine was able to disperse the state's military
machine, and to do so had to overstep their own organizations and
leaders not only because they were ineffective at defending and fightbut also because these leaders and organizations had already
formed part of that "other" that needed to be dispersed, as we shall
see further on.
But how does this dispersal or inhibitory machine work? And
how, if it does work, does it work in everyday life? Here are some
examples. First of all, there are the "tactics" invented and used by
the movement to defend and attack: pulga, Jilcititi, taraxchi, and way
ronlco are among the most prevalent. To summarize: the pulga [flea]
is a tactic utilized to block roads and streets at night, quickly, and to
withdraw instantly - similar to a flea bite - and occurs simultaneous
ly at thousands of different 10cations.24 The wayronko [ground beetle]
tactic consisted of "lightning marches and blockades to distract the
23

Ibid., 14l.

24 Felipe Quispe, 'TAl {llcba ;Ie {Od ayl{ud katarutM boy. " ia Morimunto indY, en
AmeriCa Latina: redwtencia y proyedo aLternatiro (Mexico: Benemerita Universidad
Aut6noma de Puebla, 2005), 73-74.
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forces o f repressIon," without a route or prior plan, like t h e flight o f

t h e beetle, which seems t o lack any predictable direction.25 In the

,Jllcititi [red ant] tactic, the communities march "in line."26 Finally, the
tara<'CciJi [plumed bird] tactic is a massive mobilization intended to
shut down the cities.27
All of these action plans are rhizomatic in character, just like
the lives of the animals upon which the tactics are based.28 In effect,

these plans have no centralized control, and are not carried out with

any kind of command structure, since the implementation of these

tactics depends on the communities and the mandatory system of
rotation deployed with planned actions. These tactics, of which only
the pulga was widely implemented, were activated after the organiza

tions decided to blockade streets, and after exte'nsive consultations

with the communities and agricultural unions. Men the blockades

started, "everyone mobilized, because we are in our communities

and know the strategic locations and can easily beat the enemy.,,29
Communal brigades oversee the plans or, to put it differently, com

munards organized into groups for each specific task. The whole
community participates, making and executing decisions. It is the

"aylfu militarized": the "community structures beginning to prepare
for confr�ntation. "3o
It should be noted that the road blockades constructed by rural
farmers materialize in a different way than traditional workers' bar
ricades. Mile these are more or less compact fortifications, in which

demonstrators are ensconced to defend themselves (military�style) ,

rural blockades are like a carpet of stones spread over 500 meters

along the road. This means that there is no one place to defend but a

large extended area, which does not require the presence of people

to be effective. The campedinOd are dispersed in the surrounding hills
from which, based on their territorial advantage, they can harass the

state's forces,
25

it difficult for them to advance as a result of

Gomez, EL Alto {Ie pie, 70.

26 . Alvaro GarcIa Linera, Socio/',gia {Ie /0" morimlentoJ Joci"lu en Boliria, 157.
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28 Different [rom a centralized system like the tree/root binary system, the
rhizome or the rai.cilfa system is multiple, heterogeneous, and its bodies undif
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their inability to concentrate their forces on one point of resistance.
At barricades, the human presence is crucial to their effectiveness,
because otherwise the enemy will take them easily, but the tape stry
of stones itself delays and impedes the forces of repression. Mean
while, as the security forces are held up, rebels move to make another
stone barricade further up the road, wearing dO'wn their opponents.
Sometimes barricades are constructed to form part of the road block
ade, as one more component of the tapestry of stone.
The system of taking turns -which ensures that the entire
community or neighborhood is involved- allows the action to be
maintained indefinitely. This system does not require specialized
bodies that are separate from the group, like other forms of collec
tive action such as assemi;Jlies, supplies,

aptapiJ [communal meals] ,

. or sanctions, but are part of the same group assuming different tasks
or taking on different roles. This is precisely what characterizes a
rhizome. As forms of action that are part of everyday life of the com
munity, employed for production or in the daily routine, .the action
plans do not require the creation of a special or separate structure
or even specialization or division of labor. Everyone already knows
what to do and what is expected from each person and, above all,
from each family.
This can be formulated differently: the system of rotation, the
assemblies, and the other forms of action are community social rela
tions, of labor and organization, deployed in rural and urban areas.
These are non-capitalist, non-centralized, and self-articulated rela
tions. This " other" society that is set in motion also has other relation
ships and other ways of organizing itself.
The logic of dispersal means that there is no single, prioritized
form of social action, but a wide range that is activated in a decentral
ized and natural manner, without waiting for orders from a nonex
istent central command. A good example is that of unplanned street
blockades outside of the neighborhood, based on forms or traditions
of everyday life. This happened in the strike in March

200 1 , when

"women created a blockade by sitting down in the middle of the av
enues, chewing coca and chatting in Aymara or Spanish . " By doing
so, they made the main streets and junctions "a sort of group as
sembly where even the children are involved.""! The same tendency
to organize by streets and blocks, the use of hundreds of bicycles to
communicate between barrios and districts, as well as flooding radio
shows with calls so that the message or call to action goes out over
the air, show the existence of not just one single channel of commu
nication (top down) -as happens in traditional organizations -but
31
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a multiplici1y of channels and forms of intercommunication and ac
tion.

Something similar happens with the Aymara barracks) both in

the Altiplano and those that appeared in the El Alto neighborhoods
during the insurrectionary days of October 2003. These barracks

have nothing in common with the kind of barracks occupied by the

army: they are not even clearly demarcated physical and fortified '

spaces. The district barracks of El Alto) as they appeared in October

in District 5) were characterized as "a command headquarters for

the entire area and the barrios were free to organize their own troops

and their own plans of attack and defense.,,32 This brief description

reveals the absence of a centralizing spirit) since the barrios were

entitled to determine their own plans. The geography of the Tupac
Katari barrio was divided into two parts) like the two
of the rural

parcialidadu
ayLLIM ("in A and B t o patrol the streets") -one zone be

ing responsible for supplies and the other for defense. Meanwhile in
Villa Ingenio) traditional authorities

(maLIJcIM) were elected to com

mand the actions. In Huayna Potosi) they planned the takeover of

the district police barracks.33 In sum, each barrio was free to do what
it considered most appropriate under the circumstances, indicating

that there was no unified plan laid out central\y. At best) many initia

tives converged in one plan of immanence.

So, what are we talking about when we say "barracks"? They

are social relationships: organizational forms based on collective de

cision making and the obligatory rotation of duty, but in a militarized
state or, in other words, adapted to cope with violent assault. While

function and structure, and the 1ype of tasks undertaken are differ

ent, the organization remains the same because it is always constitut

ed by communit;y ties,34 In response to an emergency situation, work
and action groups are for.med to execute different and diverse tasks;

they are not permanent bodies but created for just those actions.

They are transitional arrangements for an armed/military action in a

given area. This means commanders, who are also transient, and spe-

84.
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organization which IS a living system i n which the prod
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cialized groups break down the foot bridges on the major avenues,
groups which are linked to a specific activity and then later disperse
back into everyday life relations. Even larger "militalY" actions like
the derailment of train cars in La Ceja to block the highways were
basically community actions, involving entire families.
of the Qalachaka barracks can be taken as a
The
reference point for the kind of relations established during the mo
ments of militarization. Near the town of Achacachi, a short distance
from the schoolJaytlu of Warisata and Lake Titicaca, there is the Ay
mara headquarters. Those who visit will find a hill of medium height
vvith a rocky summit and nothing else. A barracks? An abandoned
hill? They Vlrill insist that the barracks are there and there is no ques
tion of doubting that. The barracks - or, better to say, the communi
ties in a state of militarization - appear and disappear, they are dis
continuous in terms of formal logic. The continuities are elsewhere:
in
they are the rural and urban communities, which are
different ways depending on the moment. They are ayni (mutual aid)
in work; they are rotation in the duties of the authorities; they are the
collective decisions of the assemblies; there are many other things ...
and they are barracks during the uprisings. There is no separation or
organization separate from everyday life. The same "organization"
that oversees daily work or the fiesta, also oversees the street mobili
zation and the armed uprising.
A member of the Qalachaka barracks explained the training
process:
We would found our own barracks and say to our
selves . . . if we agree that we are to be our own govern
ment, we need to have our own community armed force.
It was founded emotionally. That's why we created it. It
was our brothers who are leaders . . . and the base was
totally convinced that for governing it should have these
two parts. The indigenous soldiers must have prepara
should also
tion, they must be not just soldiers,
be supervisors, like a professor with a gun.
Asked about the differences between the Indian army and the
Bolivian army, he had no hesitation: "The Indian army is commanded
by the assemblies, it is an ayLLu army. The ayLLu directs the army. . . It
is a democratic army, managed by the ayLLu." As for the "officials," he
said that there is no division ben'lleen those who give the orders and
those who fight beeause "in the Indian
one i s a commander because of one's merit and not for eternity;
may be more capable.

35
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That is, it is rotating, cyclical, using the same system of rotation as
,
the ayLLu. Everyone has an equal chance to be commander. , 36
Note that even in a militarized social relation, the "suprcme

command" is always the community assembly and rotation is the

norm-a form of participation that prevents separate structures

from binding. From this account, it appears that the barracks are

not a physical space but a set of social relations that are embodied in

know-how, a memory that is activated when there is a real threat or

a community decision to fight militaristically. T hat explains why bar

racks do not physically exist but are a relationship, a power/capacity

that can be activated in moments of conflict:

At this moment there are no physical barracks, but T

think there are about ten . . . that can reappear at any

time during the mobilizations. There everyone is a sol

dier. In the mobilizations, we declare a state of war. We

are at war, so everyone is a soldier, we are all one. It
is not only those of the Indian army that must learn to
handle weapons, but everyone-so everybody takes up

arms, even the children. We do not want only one to
be the chief; we can't have that. There can't be concen

trated power, because that's capitalism. 57

The same community logic applies when it is timc to choose

the "leaders . " During moments of militarization, a differentiation is

made between leaders and "commanders." "We consider those cho

sen by the ayllu to be commanders. But then the leaders go to a sec
ondary position, and those who occupy the first position are the op

eratives . The executives go to second place." The community intends

to create an environment in which "everyone can be maflk.Ud, not only

those who are the most qualified," because "they can always buy off
the best, but if everyone is prepared. . . . "38

In this area, the community continues to function as a disper

sal machine.

avoiding the concentration of power, and by al

lowing everyone to be a leader or commander, it inhibits the emer
gence of leaders with power over the long term. In short, we see a

set of mechanisms in play that strengthen non-division by preventing

any single apparatus from becoming detached from the community
framework, These mechanisms also inhibit the formation of a per

manent leadership by means of the rotation system. We can s peak
then of how the Aymara have established "war machines"-that are

dispersion machines, both outwardly and inwardly, because they
36

Ibid.

37

Ibid.

38

Ibid.
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combat the state and break it up but without creating a centralized

or unified apparatus to replace it. Or, we could say,

disperse

the state without re-creating it. That is precisely why they can dis

perse it. Simply put: the way to disperse the state is by not creating

a state.

These social relationships are also visible in the way that El

Alto residents have constructed their urban space. It is different from
other cities: the amalgamation of self-constructed neighborhoods,

distinct from one another, means that there are no long, linear streets

within the neighborhoods that serve as panopticons. Outside the

major avenues - the entry and exit roads to La Paz - the panorama
is one of a labyrinthine network of neighborhoods with an infinity
of dead-end streets, twisting and turning on invisible or nonexistent

axes. Districts often do not have commercial centers, only communi
cations nodes at the junctions of major roads:

The municipality does not plan the layout. A group of

neighbors comes together, and settles or buys and builds

its own streets, so there is no continuity. There is no vis

ible continuity. The presence of the state is not visible in

the streets nor was it involved in the urban plan. But what
the inhabitants have done is very strategic. In October

[the military] went into the north, where the streets are

open, but then they could not find the way out. For ur
ban Aymaras, El Alto is familiar territory. Unintention
ally, without planning it, this has become very useful.
But there is an order, it has its plazas, its directionality,

its entry and exit routes in every neighborhood. It is not

capricious; there are avenues that lead from one side to

the other and come together in La Ceja. For a Spanish or
French architect it would seem like absolute chaos and

disorder and they wouldn't understand why we would

live in a city s o architecturally disorganized. Sometimes
it is difficult to leave the barrio and the people ask for
directions and the locals help them. It is a very friendly

place because sometimes it is easy to be lost. This is how
39

you manage the urban cartography.

Barrio life revolves around the plazas and the soccer fields,

which consolidate community relations and become the spaces where

these relationships are expressed and take shape. In general, they are·

the first spaces to be built by residents collectively, and disputes over
the ownership of' these spaces has been a source of intense conflict
that shapes the "us" of' the barrio/community, separating the inhab39

Interview with PablQ Mamani Ramirez.
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itants and their neighborhood council from the "others." "The first
thing the residents build when th arrive in a neighborhood is the
:70
sports field. I t is a defining axis.' o Public spaces serve not only to
provide a sense of belonging to a place for the people who built them,
but are also periodically re-appropriated during the
. fiestas, for sport
or meetings
of the local councils.
,
The plazas played an important role in the concentration and
non-division of social action during October days. "Formal decisions
,
were made in the plaza, and ritual acts performed in the church. , 4 1
This is a product of a different kind of urban area, non-state in both
its construction and conception. The plazas have their own histories
in the urban social struggles in Bolivia, as privileged spaces for ex- ,
change among popular sectors. So, it comes as no surprise that dur
ing the October events they were the place where residents, acting as
a communiJy, made the most important decisions. The plazas acted
as nodes for communitr consolidation and interconnection, within
each neighborhood and among neighborhoods and districts:
The plaza is the most important. It is the central point
for convening residents. The soccer field is in the plaza,
the place for socializing, as is the parish church, and that
is where you will find the neighbors. The plaza is the
space for holding neighborhood meetings. The plaza be
comes everyone's large backyard; in the Andean com
munitr, one cannot have a house without a backyard.
Here in EI Alto there are plentr of tired little backyards,
but the plaza i s the big patio. Everything is done there,
from lectures to meetings. But mostly the plazas are for
meeting people, at a sporting event, or a pany, the an
niversary of the zone, a political campaign. The plaza is
a large backyard, a backyard for all.
The big backyard means a lot for the people; each neighbor
hood has its own plaza. It is inconceivable that you wouldn't have
one. If not, you have to take over the street, close it off, and there
you have one. The plaza is key. Now the plaza is also an extension of
the house, and in that sense is an intimate place. If you have heard
some news story and you want to go somewhere immediately where
you can chat about this story, and where you will find your pal, your
friend, your buddies, then it is the plaza, the soccer field, the church
because you never tell your dad that you are going to the plaza, you
say I'm off to the library, to the church, and that means the plaza,
40

Interview with Marco

Quispe.

41 Pablo Mamani, liM microgobierfWJ barrialed en elkrantamiento de fa ciaJaJ de E{
Alto, 46.
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socializing, parties, the place to bring parties to an end. Fiestas begin
in other zones and travel though them and enter the plaza and finish
there, to make it more visible, to show that the party has occurred.
The market is there, the fairground is there.42
To summarize this process: the neighborhood communities
first take shape in the mass assemblies in the plazas; then after mak
ing decisions, the assemblies disperse into a multitude of actions
(blockades, communication between neighborhoods and districts,
marches, vigils, solidarity commissions, support for other zones,
campfires, aptapi4 [communal meals], digging ditches, etc.). Thirdly,
another mass concentration takes place (the march to La Cej� or La
paz) . To be exact, it should be said that first of all there is a massive
sovereign assembly; secondly, a series of multiple actions in the com
munity, deployed in parallel; and thirdly, a regrouping, or rather a
confluence, but of a much larger scale than the originaL
As to the forms of action, we see mass meetings, assemblies,

and communal meals, huge community events; then we see the mo
ment of dispersion, that of the "flea bite"; and lastly the "final" mass
action, putting into play an enormous, blunt force. It seems like a
game of concentration/dispersion. The moment of concentration ini
tially seeks to garner internal strength in the form of consensus. It is
not a matter of external concentration, in the form of mass or multi
tude, but an internal form of concentration, more spiritual than ma
terial, since there is no single gathering, but many in various neigh
borhood communities.
Mter combat, they disperse, and this is where the effectiveness
of dispersion can be seen, as a disarticulation of the repressive state
apparatus. Finally there is another movement of concentration but
now it is mobile, in m ovements and marches starting in a variety of
places, not necessarily in the communities but also in the spaces from
where the state was dispersed, the hundreds of nodes of blockades,
assemblies, combat zones. They form a multiplicity of streams that
converge in this space that the lung memory has fixed as the place
for the final confrontation or, one could say, of the concentration-in
movement: the Plaza de San Francisco, the space where the popular
sectors challenge and clash with the plaza of power, la lVluriUo.

Com munication in Movement
Bolivian social movements have a long tradition of having their
own communications media, at least since the period when the min
ers' radio stations played their important role in trade union struggles
and in the reproduction of the miner's identity. .More recently, radio
42
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has played a significant part in the establishment of new rural and
urban subjects.43 The second generation of radio stations linked to
the movement emerged in 1 982, around the time that democracy was
restored. The CSUTCB44 understood at that time that radio "had
played a prominent role in the organization process and uni1y of
the people" and that it was "an instrument that helped us uniIY the
,
campedino movement and, from that came C,)UTCB., 45 The oq�'aniza
tion found that communication "must be a communiiy creation."
I n the 1 990s, the Erbol .(Radio Education of Bolivia) network
defmed popular communication as "a practice oriented towards
social change" and , at a meeting held in 1995, decided to focus on
communication "as a relation, recognizing that people are social be
,
ings, and that we are in constant interaction., 46 Relations between
radio and communities are close. In the first stage, radio facilitated
relations between the communities and state institutions, then later
boosted the Aymara communiiy culture, and over the years came
to form part of communiiy life. Since 1 986, the experience of the
"popular reporters" in the province of La paz has been vital in shap
ing a generation of communiiy j ournalists. Some incidents reveal the
depth of the ties between radios and communities: in 1 983, at the
request of people of the "Vila Sacos communities, Radio Omasuyos
Andino was born in Achacachi: "the equipment was built with spare
parts and accessories from old televisions, old record players, and big
old radios that were no longer used."47 .
In the events of September-October 2003, radios were part
of the internal communication network of the El Alto social move-'
ment, most notably Radio San Gabriel, 48 which transmitted and cov
ered the hunger strike by hundreds of Aymara leaders (jilalcattU and

43

One of the most recent works on the subject is that of Gennaro Condori

Laruta, uExperienciad cOfllunicacionaled de kt AlOcwcwn de RadioemiaortM AymartM de La
P=" in Esteban Ticona (comp.) £od lind"" dude !oJ And"" (La Paz: Yachaywasi,

2003).
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C'nique Confederation of R ural Laborers of Bolivia.

45 Intervention by Jaime Apaza of the CSUTCB in "Tal1er AJUiirto de Intercam
bio de &-perienciad en Educacwn y Corrumicacwn de Organizacione.1 Campuino-IndtientM"

1989), 1 14,
46 Erbo!, UE1trategw de comunicacwn aitcrnali.'a para eL duarro//o," (La Paz:
1995), 13.
47 Gennaro Condor; Laruta, "Experlencw,f comunlcacion.ale.J ile fa A4dociacwn (Je
RailioemiJoraJ AymartM de £0. Paz," op. cit., 91-92.
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(Ecuarunari. Quito,

and literacy through programs that taught the Aymaras to read and wfite
bilingually. It is part of the Red Erbo!.
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mamatallaa45) who came from the communities. Before addressing

this issue we must considl:)r the differences between information and
communication.

Maturana and Varela argue that in communication there is

no "information transmitted" but only a linkage of behaviors. They

question the so-called "metaphor of the tube," according to which
"communication is something that is generated in one spot, carried

by a conduit (or tube), and delivered to another at the receiv-ing end."
Based on field experiences and research with birds and mammals,

they conclude that the communication is "coordinated behavior in a
domain of structural linkage. "50 In the case of the October 2003 in

surrection and other times of intense social activity, there is no unidi

rectional communication, but something different-the propagation
of a stream (collective actions, the circulation of voices' and feelings,

etc.) through a set of links, each of which activates the next. Scien

tists call this process "circular causation" or "feedback.usl

I postulate that a kind of communication without central emis

sion - and therefore 'iI--ithout passive recipients - has been critical

to mmring the whole of Aymara society, and keeping it mobilized

until the fall of Sanchez de Lozada.52 In effect, during those weeks

the message was of crucial importance -as much what was said on

air on the radio, as what was happening to those receiving the in

formation. The hunger strike at Radio San Gabriel by a group of
social leaders, including Felipe Quispe, functioned more as a node

of inter-communication than as a command center giving orders, to

the base. Moreover, the rural and urban Aymara communities took
over radio stations and transmitted their own messages, but above
all, they communicated -in the deeper meaning of the term - moods,

experiences, and emotions that were shared by those listening to the

l'adio. This produced a very emotional effect similar to those who

were airing it live. Thus there was a link that blurred the separation
between emissaries and receivers.

A process of communication flowed during the October insur

rection through the linkage (assembly, mutual understanding) of be

ha,rio� among people who do not know one another but who shared
49

Translator's note: traditional male and female community authorities.

50 Alberto lVlaturana and Francisco Varela, EL arb{J1 Je! cOflocimientfJ (Madrid:
Debate, 1 996), 169.
51

Fritjof Carpa. La trama de fa vii:la (Barcelona: Anagrama, 1 998), 75-82.

52 Translator's note: Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada was tvI,';ce elected president
of Bolivia, both times on the IVINR ticket. During his first term (1 993-1997), he
initiated a series of landmark social, economic, and constitutional reforms. Elect
ed to a second term in 2002, he resigned in October 2003 after protests related to
the gas conflict. In lVlarch 2006, he resigned the leadership of the lVINR.
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values, codes, and ways of life. Communication is much more than
what happens in and around the institutionalized media outlets 
which are literally taken over by the inhabitants. \\'hat happened
in hundreds of assemblies, in communities, and now also in plazas,
churches, markets, neighborhood councils, and mass meetings, can
be understood

as

collective self-education in which the people share

ways of seeing the world and ways of responding to problems, ex
panding modes of action to be shared out among an extensive network of relationships. Here is one

among many:

To convene the meetings they would hoist the Wipha
la flag and when it was a matter of emergency, people
would be summoned by firecrackers and whistles. In
less than half an hour, most people would be

1Il

order to be on the list. In times of tragedy

when

there was a death, coffins were veiled in the square be
fore being transferred to the church, with contributions
of food, coca, cigarettes, and dl'inks during the wake.
There were tears and widespread

but at the

same time they had more courage to fIght without havto fear death. 53
.

Communication between districts, between rural communities
and the city. between the various local councils, and the entire popu
lation did not follow an institutional pattern or hierarchy. Commu
nication, which is actually intercommunication or the internal com
munication oEthe Aymara nation, is where one can appreciate the
multiplicity of mechanisms, canals, and channels, both formal and
informal, already existing or created for the occasion. In all of them,
communication appears more prominently as a form of community
social relations, a body thick with multidirectional and simultaneous
links, 'without center or a unified command.
FrolT\ a communication perspective, the panorama presented
in October 2003 is highly complex: there is a double dynamic that
is difficult to separate. On the one hand, there is the concentrationl
dispersion dynamic to which we have referred before; and on the
other hand there is a set of spaces that function as communication
nodes (mostly plazas and churches) , where the multitudes gather,
later dispersing individually or collectively, creating other spaces to
resist the stat\".
The process of concentration/dispersion is territorialized i n
much of the city, in a n immanent a n d interior manner, creating nodes
and links that bind but do not unite. Parallel to this, the nodes are
53 Pablo l'vlamani, Lad microgobiernN barrialed en el le<>antamiento de Ia ciudad de EI
Alto, 43.
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dissolved in a multitude of initiatives agreed to at the time of the
meeting, during the assembly. The plaza is the place of collective de
cision making and the church is that of ritual acts, but after decisions
have been made and "starting with the inter-relation of information"
they are dispersed by establishing neighborhood committees that or
ganize the pickets and barricades without a fixed general criteria be
cause "in certain moments
had to make decisions on a collective
basis" without the possibilit;y or the need to consult all mobilized.54
The concentration/dispersion mechanism, now territorialized, repro

duces itself almost infinitely, encompassing the entire urban arena.
The mechanisms of this double pulse-the succession of beats
of the multitude -generate an incredible and diverse collective social
energy:
Powerful networks of action and systems of communica
tion were activated. The different radio stations transmit
ting direct coverage on the .events were instrumental in
increasing the numbers quickly. The system of Popular
Radio Television [RTP in its Spanish acronym] and Red

Erbol, as well as Channels 2 1 and 36 on the television
played a fundamental role. Many of these media outlets

were threatened by the government for doing this. And
they integrated themselves with the inter-neighborhood
means of communication such as blowing horns and
whistles or the banging of lamp-posts to communicate
an imminent danger or the presence of military forces.
These measures had also been used to draw attention to
the presence of criminals:
This is how what we define as neighborhood micro
governments emerge. Through the neighborhood orga

nizational structures, each area of the town becomes a
center for production of collective decisions in order to
weave a sense of power, immobilizing the cit;y and gov·
ernment.55
It can be added that a good number of the mechanisms of in
tercommunication discussed (whistles, banging) are used daily by
residents to alert the communit;y to the threat of thieves or rapists.
Secondly, there is a clear lack of separation between emissaries and
receptors, as well as between means of communication and com
muni1y. Finally, there is no planned-out
the traditional
sense-but a spontaneit;y, in the deep VU1UJlll'U.Y
54
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sons learned previously. In this way, it seems both intentional and
deliberate, though lacking a pre-prepared plan imposed from outside
of the movement. The plan of action, to give it some kind of name,

was born within the movement and in the throes of insurrection.

Sometimes, as in Oetober 2003 in Et Alto, it seems that there was

a general intellect at work or, in other words, a collective common

sense constructed in the heat of the action.
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CHAPTER 4

. State Powers and Non-state
Powers: Difficult Coexistence
So far, we have described the non-state powers that we see in the so
cial movements. It does not seem necessary to stress that these pow
ers are mobile, not static, that they are discontinuous, not stable; and
that they appear and disappear in complex situations characterized
by the simultaneous withdrawal from the state and the outpouring
of social relationships that form the core of the new society in move
ment. These factors do not bear a cause-and-eHect relationship to one
another (it is not the movement that � at least directly �weakens the
state), but are two machines that function ditIerently, with unique
logics, and feed on relationships that have little to do with each other.
Later we will see how those powers are manifest in the case of com
munity justice � an example that could be extended to other settings,
revealing that this system of justice is sustained in community rela
tions and not by formal institutions. \Ve have seen how non-state
powers take shape during widespread mobilizations that restrain the
state - and sometimes the state goes into crisis� allowing submerged
relationships to become visible. But the state exists, and there is a
constant attempt� especiany from within the social movements - to
crystallize and consolidate it

as

much as to impede it.

.

In effect, there is an ongoing social battle that is simultaneously
closed and open, covering every pore of the social body; it is a struggle
to impose the space-time of the state, which is that of capitalism. The
system: aims to disrupt the community's control -a self-control that is
grounded in direct, face-to-face social relationships � to "liberate" the
community from that control and to convert its members into citizens
with rights and duties under the state. That is, they are carried out
outside of the community space. What we see is a two-way struggle:
one to assert community and difference (as a community) and the
other to assert capitalism and homogeneity (equality "within" the
state and the market). In this struggle, the state plays a central role
in two ways: firstly, by seeking to disarm, disorganize, and disperse
community social relations-this can sometimes take the form of re
DneSSlIOIn. but more often it is done by making individuals submit vol
untarily (the dull coercion of economic forces that Marx speaks of).
6S
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And secondly, the state disrupts the communiy's control by imposing
itself upon socie1y and especially upon social movements, provoking
the emergence of a separate body that will "lead by commanding." If
for the first, it acts
legislating or suppressing, the second is
to build upon statist elements that
done in a more subtle way,
already exist in the "other" socie1y. That is, by disarming the abili1y
to neutralize
by spreading the latent state or the state as a
possibility, it thereby weakens the mechanisms of control. In chapter
two we saw that one of these mechanisms is to create basic territorial
units that are considerably larger than the urbanizations with their
local councils (with an average of a thousand people or 200 to 300
families), 1 encompassing neighborhoods with between five and ten
thousand
(one to two thousand families). Size does matter in
the state is attempting to weaken the kind of conthis case,
trol that can only be exercised directly, face to face.
When speaking of the relationship between low population
density and societies without a state, Clastres informs us that when a

community reaches a certain size, part of the group separates to cre
ate another communi1y. This is a natural communi1y self-regulation
that enables the continuity of the space without the state: to increase
numbers beyond a certain limit is one way to dilute community conof the social movement in the city of EI Alto
trol. The

should be
carefully, because it suggests that large numbers
of humans can live Vlrithout a state: something that has not been ap
parent until now and which has been a stumbling block from the
standpoint of social emancipation. In other words, one way to dis
perse the state is to create spaces without large numbers of people, in
which relations occur through face-to-face interactions. Perhaps the
number of members in each neighborhood assembly (in
the number fell by thirty percent) is related to this logic,
but it is too early to evaluate this fully.

We must recall that there are no societies or social spaces with
out the state: when we speak of non-state powers we are
to
their capacity to disperse or prevent the state from crystallizing. But
that presupposes that the state is always present, otherwise it could
not be established from scratch. Clastres is very clear about this:
Yes, the state exists in primitive societies, even in the
smallest group of nomadic hunters. It exists, but it is un
ceasingly averted, its realization constantly prevented.
A primitive society is a society that directs all of its efThis is a project of USAID.
2
186.

Pierre Clastres, Society Agailklt the State (Caracas: Monte Avila, 1 978),
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forts to preventing its leader from becoming the leader

(this can even lead to murder) . If history i s the history

of class struggle (in societies where there are classes, ob

viously), then you can s ay that the history of societies

without classes is the history of their struggle against the

latent state, the history of their effort to codi fY the flows
of power.J

�

•

Certainly, the state exists in all social spaces, in all relations,

as power or at least as a possibilily. and. furthermore. "it has always
in
existed . "4 Even in the rural Aymara communities, and
the EI Alto barrios where the exterior -the surrounding

communities is much more present. Furthermore. there is no evolu

tion of the non-state toward the state, because it arises "whole and

in one piece;"s so we must identify those relationships in the heart

of the barrios that encourage state power. This is a reverse view of

that offered by 1Ylarxism : i t i s not the existence of classes that allows

primitive sociely to develop toward the state but rather the existence
of the state that allows the emergence of

because that is the

mechanism through which the expropriation of wealth takes place.

This is what Clastres means when he says that the state, firmly an,
necessarily. ,6

chored in primitive society, "comes from the

How is the state formed in the EI Alto social movement? v.,1bat

are the conditions that encourage the creation of state power in EI

Alto? How did this separation take shape? \Ve believe that there are

at least two dynamics at play: one, we say, is in the interior of each

neighborhood council. and a second

to the movement as a

whole. The state exists, effectively, in every neighborhood council, in

every practice organized in a structured way, but the residents have

also developed mechanisms to address this. In many cases they fail,

even temporarily; sometimes they achieve partial successes - not as
a result of an explicit struggle with this

in mind, but through

desertion, apathy, disinterest, and

practices in which the

more subtle and therefore more e ffective mechanisms: camouflaged

Indians have been training themselves for some 500 years -to the

despair of colonizers. On other occasions, especially after the year

2000, the rebellious outpouring appears to have been the dominant

way to neutralize statist pressures within the social movements. In

3

In Gilles Deleuze, La ufa de,fierta (Valencia: Pre-Textos, 2005), 292.

4 Asserted by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari in Ef Anti EJipo (Buenos
Aires: Paid6s, 1985),
5 Gilles Deleuze, La ilia {)edierta, ibid., 292.
6
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any case, it is necessary to look in more detail at how the state grows
within the movement,

Neighborhood Councils as I nstitutions
The institutionalization of social movements is one way of establish
ing state powers, in which the leaders-or the bodies of leaders
are separated from the movement as a whole, The establishment of
these leadership bodies consolidates the separation between leaders

and led, creating leaders who no long.er "lead by obeying" but "lead
by commanding," So, the institutionalization of social movements is
a vital step toward producing separation, This is how the process
looks from above, From below, the need to institutionalize move
ments arises when impotency appears or the power to act weakens,
which is closely linked to demobilization or ebbs in militancy in
which residents leave the management of local councils to the su
pervisory commission, To be sure, the local community can control.
and indeed does control, the leadership through the framework of
the monthly or weekly
but often these same meetings are
overly formal and the ability to control them escapes the neighbors,

This can be said another way: the disengaged movement (disengaged
from the functional
in the system) arrives at its own limits and

thus becomes a movement institution,
The neighborhood councils are not identical ,vith the bar
rio community, but are rather the way that it represents to others,
particularly the state, This is a first.separation that we must bear in
mind: it explairis why the councils had to be transcended in Octo
ber 2003 to lead to an insurrection, The neighborhood councils are
subject to a type of separation that is a requirement of the Law of
Popular Participation [LPP, in its Spanish acronym], which imposes
certain standards of internal organization without which they will
not receive legal status, The municipal government recognizes the
urbanizations that meet certain legal requirements and, finally, the
FEJUVE also imposes certain conditions: it demands a legally ad
opted municipal resolution and, this is very important, a minimum
of 200 families or 400 lots? The LPP compelled changes in internal
organization and in the statutes, even obliging the councils to have
women in the leadership,S The Organic Statute of the FEJUVE rec
ognized that the neighborhood organization operates under the pro7 Article 72, points a) and b) of the Organic Statute of F&JUVE El Alto of
2003.
8 The Supreme Decree N° 24,447, December 2 0th 1996, provides in Article
5: "Gender Equit,y- In shaping its diI'ectives, the Base Territorial Organizations
should promote the participation of citizens of both sexes,"
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visions of the Popular Participation Law, the Supreme Regulatory
Decree 23858, and the Municipalities Law.9
As a result of the state regulation, all of the grassroots territo
rial organizations are strongly institutionalized. The FEJUVE, for
example, has an executive committee, which is the leadership organ
with twenty-nine ministries, including
and vice president,
elected every two years by a congress that must be recognized by
the CONALJUVE (national organization of neighborhood coun
cils) . The neighborhood councils tend to have an average of sixteen
in the districts in
secretariats; each council has one
have participation in
which the city is divided up, and the
the Executive according to proportional quotas. The monthly or
weekly assemblies are or should be occasions for the participation
and decision of all the neighbors. All work and duties are regulated
by the Organic Statute.
In addition, the legislation provides for the creation of the Su
pervisory Committee that decides on the Municipal Development
Plan, the Annual Operating Plan, and the physical execution and
budgeting for them both.1 0 The supervisory committees are impor
tant components in the relationships between local councils and the
state, particularly with the municipality, which is responsible for pro
viding many of the services which, in turn, hold together the barrio.
The law defines the supervisory committee as "an institution of civil
society" and even acknowledges that "its structure and functioning
are independent of public bodies, who should refrain from interfer
ing in its management." Even more, they concede it the power to
control and supervise lVlunicipal Government resources."Il
A central element in the institutionalization of any movement
In this case, besides
is the establishment of formal
the regulation of neighborhood councils, legislation provides that the
relationships between them and the state are mediated through rep
resentatives. One aspect that indicates the separation between the
structure of the local councils and the barrio appears in the statutes
of the organization, local councils
of FEJUVE: for each
from the leadership and
may accredit four delegates,
,
two from the base, elected by the assembly. ,]2 The bases have the
same representation as the leadership of the council. Although the
assembly elects those who serve on the council, they are typically
people "vith certain characteristics:
U

9

FEJUVE, Organic Statute of 2003, 1 5 .

10

Supreme Decree N ° 24.447, article 1 4 .

II

Ibid., articles 1 5 and 1 6.
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Organic Statute of the FEJlJVE of 2003, art. 16, subsection c), 23.
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A council has a president, a secretary of minutes, sports,

and finance, because they do the paperwork to get wa
ter, light, drainage, sidewalks, gas installations, schools,
sports fields . . . . They meet monthly and these councils

are like those in the rural communities. The feaoef(l are
thode who dpeak eloquently or have dome experience in network
in.l}. Initially, these positions went to people coming from
La Paz.13

This indicates that not everyone can be elected as leader of the
neighborhood council. In principle, rotation and obligatorin&M does
not function in this setting the same as it does in the community. In

the 1980s there was a "relative isolation of the neighborhood councils
with respect to their bases" largely because the leaders had economic
social prestige, and political power.14 There had been
a lot
emphasis on the existence of clientelMm in the relationship
between n eighborhood leaders and political parties and the state, rein the co-optation of the neighborhood leaders.
The requirements imposed by local councils and FEJUVE for
the election of leaders (i.e., not to be a. real estate speculator; not to
have links with the l aw or be a baker, trader, transporter, or political

pariy leader; not to have abandoned one's duties as a
not to
be a traitor, or have participated in dictatorships) appear to limit or
control the leaders. IS However, this set of conditions did not work,
because in the decade after its adoption, the 1990s, the FEJUVE
subordinate to the municipal government of CONDEwas
de Patria / Conscience of the Nation) and several
PA

of its leaders were members of political parties and even municipal
officials, which violated the rules of the organization.
In any case, in the late 1980s, a clear separation predominat
ed between the leaders of the local councils and the neighborhood

grassroots. Some residents noted the existence of "an elitist vision
of the councils," and " an ambivalent relationship between bases and
leaders, where the former occasionally identified vvith their organi
zation and the latter occasionally shared decisions."16 In the midbetween FEJUVE and the base was clear as it
1 980s, the
residents' demand to become an area of
had put
between the political parties seeking control of the organization. A
FEJUVE communique from March 1 985 reveals that divIsion: "The
13

Interview with Pablo Mamani Ramirez. My emphasis.

14

Sandoval and Sostres, La cliIJad prometiJa, ibid., 8 1 .

1 5 Ibid., 82. I n the statutes adopted i n 2003 th e reference t o treason and collaboration with
have disappeared.
16

Ibid., 83.
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neighborhood leaders urged the political parties 'to refrain' from di
viding the residents of El Alto with its practice of fighting an
battle' for people's votes, offering groceries, peoples' pharmacies,
free clinics." 17
Despite the criticism, FEJUVE did not question the prac1tIc'e,
but only the "opportunism" it represented by doing this during the
pre-election period, which is when they issued the statement. Accord
ing to FEJUVE, "what is right and moral" would be that the parties
oversaw works even be;yond the election period. Note that they attri
bute the practice of dividing or buying of volunteers to forces outside
the neighborhood, as if the leaders were passive objects engaged in
struggles beyond their control. In fact, from the very moment that
many of them were appointed, many aspired to and participated in
favors for votes.
the colonial policy of
In the late 1 980s, there was a growing tendency toward au
tonomy within the El Alto neighborhood movement, partly because
of the democratizing impulse experienced within the country from
1 982 onwards, as well as due to the relocation of thousands of miners
to the ci1y in 1 985 and thereafter. It seems that the First Extraordi
nary Congress of FEJUVE in 1 983 prompted "a new s1yle of team�
work" that tended toward "decentralization of the decision making
level." 18 Some analyses
the influence of the union culture
in the neighborhood movement, which would have given it a central
ized character, which the statutes define as '''democratic centralism."
However, it is possible that this may also corne from the hegemonic
statist culture in the Bolivian popular movement.
The migration of some six thousand mining families to El Alto
must have had a role in
this state of affairs. That seetor
it from the inhabitants of
bore social characteristics that
El Alto: the educational level of the relocated miners is above the na
tion's average, as much among men as women and children. To this,
we must add the experience of struggle and Ol'ganization in the min
ing unions, given that more than haH of those who settled in El Alto
had worked at least fifteen years in the mines. 19 These characteristics
coalesce in a somewhat different socio-political culture and, espe
cially, a knowledge of organizational capacity far more autonomous
from the state and political parties. It was apparently these miners
who played a decisive role in the mobilization of local councils and
the FEJUVE. The miners were well aware of their abili1y to orga17

FEJUVE Communique El Alto, March 4' 1 985. in Sand6val and Sostres,

La el,/dad prometwa, 93.
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Sand6val and Sostreg, La ciudaJ prometida. 97.
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nize and expressed it on various occasions.

2o

The residents, at least

those in some neighborhoods, showed deference to and admiration
for the miners' "deeds" and learned from their experiences Y
In any case, Sandoval and Sostres's analysis seems apt in the
sense that the democratization of FEJUVE put a brake on the dou
ble role of "being on the one hand, a barrio spokesperson, and on the
other, a partner in the state's operations in this city, and in this way
playing the role of intermediary bet\'veen the neighborhood coun
22
cils and the state." In effect, part of the work of the local councils
is to "participate in the preparation of district plans and programs
{Municipal Development Plan, District Development Plan, A:tmual
Operating Plan) , " and "to cooperate "nth central, departmental, and
local government and other institutions to improve the Sustainable
Human Development of its inhabitants, " among the most empha- .
25
Such tasks are assigned to the neighborhood councils and

sized.

the FEJUVE, thought necessary for the improvement of the neigh
borhoods,but - on the contrary-serving to intensil}r the separation
of a body of representatives that are only as much in contact with
their bases as with state institutions and political parties, with whom
they establish fluid relationships. Over the years these relationships
with the state and political parties tend to become even stronger and
more stable than those maintained with the grassroots, genera1:1n,g
habits and lifestyles that differ from the rest of the local

UUlaL'''�UH'',

who have no access to such spaces.
In EI Alto, the act of being leader has become

al-

most suspect. Indeed, complaints about cases of corruption or po
litical maneuvering (especially among electoral candidates) are
common, though not always properly substantiated.
testimonies, some of those allegations could be part of a
power within FEJUVE or for places on electoral ballots. In any
case, the act of denouncing leadership ..:.. amplified by the popular
media - shows that the grassroots have the ability to control their
leaders, as we shall see below.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

20 See testimony of miners relocated in Sand6val and Sostres, La ciudad pro
metida, 162 and 163.
21 "The neighbors have learned a lot from the ex-miners because they had
to
spmt
every opportunity to share their exploits. This
start the demonstrations in the University. " JVlarco Quispe, De ch'£4fa marka. ajach 'a ·
marl::a , 99.
22
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The 1 9908 experienced a: major political shift with the triumph

of the CONDEPA in winning the El Alto mayor's office, which advo

cated municipal autonomy for the .Iirst time in the 1987 elections. It is

worth dwelling on this decade of CONDEPA dominance because its
collapse coincides with the cycle of struggles launched from 2000 on

wards. CONDEPA was the embodiment of Aymara political. social.

and cultural ascendance.24 The massive vote for CONDEPA in the

1 989 national and municipal elections (in El Alto they won 65 per

cent of the votes, a percentage that remained steady throughout the
decade), pushing aside traditional political parties and leaving them

with ten percent of the vote, which should be read as a community

decision-because of the size and force of the s�,jng - indicating·that
social relations exist in EI Alto that still, as pointed out by several au

thors, operate according to the logic ofAndean reciprocity and dis

tribution.25 "The establishment of a strong cultural identity among E I
Alto residents has been expressed in collective voting patterns," says

Quisbert, manifesting itself in a kind of "ideological loyalty " to those

who value the Andean culture.26

The CONDEPA formed as a result of the ruling class of

fensive led by the Nationalist Revolutionary Movement (MNR

Movimiento Nacionalista Revolucionario) government, which shut
down the communications media of the popular broadcaster and

singer Carlos Palenque in 1 988. The popular sectors of El Alto and
La Paz, basically the Aymaras, mobilized to press for the reopening

of Radio Metropolitana and Channel

4, which made up the Popular

Radio Tele"ision (RTP in its Spanish acronym) . For over two de

cades, Palenque wove a vast network of loyalties based on personal

and family relationships that were activated �,jth the formation of

the CONDEPA. an organization that "embodied the social sectors
neglected and ignored by the Creole elite that monopolizes official
culture, and denounced the injustices of the prevailing order in the

name of those excluded from the economic, social. political, and cul
,,
tural life of the country. 27
CONDEPA had a social base made up of

impov-

erished teachers, housewives, artisans, traders, domestic workers,

We
the
24 On the subject there is a fairly extensive
work of Marcos Quisbert Quispe (2003). Rafael Archondo ( 1 99 1 ) and Joaqua
Saravia and Godofredo Sand oval (1 991):
25 See the work of Rafael Archondo (already cited) and J oaqua Saravia and
Godofredo Sandoval, Jac/' 'a [Jru: Ia edperan:m de
CarUM
<lectored popa/are" urbanrl<' en Da Pa:: (La Paz: CEP-ILDJS, 1 99 1 ) .
26
66.
27

Marco Quisbert,
Ibid . 53.
,

FEJ[JVE E { Alto 1990-/998 (La Paz: Aruwiyiri. 2003),
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unemployed, and workers, and promoted reciprocity and Andean
culture. According to Archondo, the People's Radio and Television
System (RTP) was based on three characteristics: solidarity, equal
ity for migrants, and a strong criticism of the political class,
larly the MNR, given that expressing the culture of the ODDr.essed
required a confrontation with the colonial political system.
Although CONDEPA has been analyzed from the oelrsoectlve
of clientelism and de-ideologization-as in prioritizing intimate per
sonal ties and converting them into political solidarity as a means of
solving practical problems - other core aspects should be considered
as well. It arose as part of a process of discrediting the traditional
political parties and hastened their demise. Suddenly those from be
low appeared on the political spectrum as themselves without masks,
28
(such as "Comadre Remedios" who headed

like the "poL/era women ,,

parliamentary lists) and the Ayrnara symbols: in a word, the Andean
cosmovision had made a political entrance. Regarding the role of
Carlos Palenque, no one has summarized it more beautifully than
Rafael Archondo:
To successfully convene them, he touched the most re
mote keys of his community soul, established the norms
of solidarity, recreated dialogue and discussion among
the homeless, and shared consolation and hope from the
microphone; he embodied the new Andean siege, like
Tupac Katari, but this one ""lith walls of adobe and brick,
calamine roofs, awnings, and even blue nylon TV ante.\l
nas. Tn this way, the miracle that took effect liquidated
the collective anguish, by giving way to the metropolitan
resurrection of the ayllll . The community, disconcerted
by urban rootlessness, began breathing again, but this
time within the centralized, authoritarian, arid vertical
29
limits of the metropolis.
In any case, the mobilization that led to the creation of'
CONDEPA as a popular reaction to the closure of RTP was a ple
beian action, born and carried out from below, not dictated from

above-at least not until the 1989 election campaign, when the intel·

lectuals and professionals showed up. This movement embodies the
rise of the urban Ayrnara and their slow conversion into subjects. An
example is the case of the women: Remedios Loza was twenty-four
years old, and the first
in 1 974; she

"poLlera woman" to host a show on television,

working on a radio program at the age of' twenty, a

28 Translator's note: Pol1era refers to a traditional dress worn by Aymara
women.
29

Rafael Archondo,

VVf,rWU(/,,;a

at mimf/onD, ibid.
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feat few Aymaras believed could even have believed possible.3o This
is a generation of young Aymara women, born in the city, educated,
but who have not abandoned their indigenous identities . In passing,
we note that comadre Remedios, who would later become the first
poflera deputy in the history of Bolivia, made her television appear
ance just a few months after a group of (male) Aymara intellectuals
issued the Mani/eJto of Tiwanalcu (1973) . She also took the radio mi
crophone in hand for the first time the same year as the publication of
Fausto Reinaga's The Indian Revolution and The Mani/eJto of the Indian
Party of Boliria (1970). A decade later, as part of the movement for
the reopening of RTF, dozens of Aymara women - such as Marcela
Machaca-became active as leaders. 3 1

But there is something even more remarkable. In the midst of
a crisis of the left, popular organizations, and unions, the Aymara
mobilization modified the dominant forms of social protest of that
time. These changes had already been refined when Carlos Palenque
was jailed for the first time in 1 979. The market women took the
initiative and broke him out of police custody - in the midst of a
full-on dictatorship! 32 Where there is mass action, when they carve
neighborhood leaders from the base in El Alto and on the slopes
of La Paz, a shift has occurred that anticipates the forms of social
action that will later take place in the insurrection in 2003. A huge
march to the Plaza de San Francisco was convened when the RTP
was closed down in June 1 988. "Defense committee," composed of
so-called "informal" workers and grassroots neighborhood l eaders,
led the mobilization:
The usual route of the march, generally organized by
the COB or the political parties, has been changed by
the defense committee. Instead of traversing, as has
been the tradition, the central artery of the city, the mul
titude leaves from the central station, reaches Buenos
Aires Avenue, turns off by Tumusla and then goes down
to the Juares Eguino plaza until it reaches the heart of
city; Plaza San Francisco . . . . In that way, an initially
small mobilization snowballed as it passed through the
market stalls and the busiest streets used by the urban
Aymaras, ending in a full occupation of the La Paz city
center. The march went through key retail areas, led by
30 "It is said that at the time some of the audience were skeptical that a tradi
tionally dressed woman such as Remedios Loza was using a radio microphone."
Rafael Archondo,
ibid., 153.
31
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the dark conqueror from Chuquiagu, Carlos Palen que,

and ducended like an lUldtoppable torrent in full view of the
authorities.33

During the powerful moments when vast popular sectors

get involved in social struggle, the follovvi ng phenomenon seems to
occur: they

the forms of action prevailing up to then, The

of the 1952

demonstrations in the main avenue

pattern of action instituted by the mining workers around the time
(the Prado) - was changed when new players, the urban Ayrnara,

emerged in 1 988. Fifteen years later, in October 2003, the mobiliza

tion that toppled Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada had very similar char
acteristics, despite some differences.34
The change at the macro level came at the same time as equally
profound changes occurred at a local level. \Vith the second closure

of RTP on November 7. 1988, a group of agents from the Interior

Ministry deactivated the Metropolitan radio antenna in Pampahasi.

The reaction of the people was immediate: "the residents. armed with

sticks and stones, forced the officers to flee hurriedly toward the town
of Chicani," and the officers very narrowly escaped a lynching. Then
people "decided to block the access routes to the area to prevent an

other similar attack." People stood guard, slept in the open and "ate

in turn-around soup kitchens organized by housewives . "35

The old pattern of social action began with a strike i n a work-

place, backed by a

pattern of action,
life and survival

strike and demonstrations. In the new

mobilization starts in the spaces of everyday

neighborhoods) putting in movement

an increasing number of social networks or, that is to say, societies
in movement, self-articulated from within. And not laying siege, as

transpired under colonialism two centuries ago, but rather boring

from within until cracks emerge and, later, partially smashing the
system.

This lengthy detour is an attempt to offer a long-term perspec

tive on what lies behind and below the birth of CONDEPA and its

overwhelming victory in El Alto. The co-optation of the FEJUVE
leaders and the COR by CONDEPA and the mayor's office in their
hands, was very different from the co-optation of similar structures

by the MNR in the wake of the 1 952 revolution. There is something
33

Ibid., 187. My emphasis.

34 The description of the large demonstration of Octo ber 2003 states: "The
west side of La Paz seemed like an anthill for an hour: every street, avenue, and
road was filled by thousands who came down from the hills. The deployment was
total and the contingents were crossing the steep routes in tight masses." Luis
G6mez, El Alio oe pie, 14 L
35
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in common here �they occur at a time when new social subjects are
growing and it becomes a way of disciplining them -but the differ
ence, which is not minor, is that the co-optation of CONDEPA was
overseen in and under the codes of the Andean cosmovision and not
within those of the Western culture, as had happened after 1952.
Furthermore, and this is something quite fundamental, this occurred
in a period of state decline, when the colonial elites were not only
retreating but the state that they had constructed was suffering a de
legitimization and losing its ability to discipline and sub.ordinate.
In this new scenario, which is frankly unfavorable for the elites
and favorable for the oppressed, the 1 9908 were a sort of parenthesis
for the insurgency begun by the urban Aymara, and also an intense
period of internal development, which changes in the forms of pro
test reveaL It is during this period that villas or townships reduced
the number of their members by a third, thus strengthening their
communities, as we have seen before. Continuing along this line,
we must uncover what was happening in this decade that concludes
with major insurgencies.
On the one hand, CONDEPA became a party of order. It es
tablished alliances vvith former dictator Hugo Banzer and the ADN
(Nationalist Democratic Alliance) and was accepted as a political
force within the system. From the mayor's office in EI Alto, it used
patronage networks and friendships to establish vertical loyalties,
based on cultural identification between the Aymara people and
their leaders. The emergence of CONDEPA and the simultaneous
, realization of genuine elections all over the country brought about a
real redistribution and expansion of power, resultin in the fact that
!
previously displaced sectors assumed local power.3 From the point
of view of the social movement, the new statist configuration in EI
Alto caused the subordination and co-optation of the leaders. "The
political parties, acting as mediation structures, established practices
that introduced the possibility of clientelist connections, impacting
the local organizations, which represented a new space of influence
.
and manipulation," points out Quisbert.37
The overall picture of the decade is twofold: co-optation of
the movements into i nstitutions (or their leaders through perks and
the grassroots through concessions received as clients) and, parallel
to this, neighborhood action to control their own organizations and
leaders. In the background, control by means of co-optation is fleet
ing and incomplete, because it does not reach all of the organizations
throughout the
are not enough resources to accommo
date so many unmet needs. The unions lost their capacity to exert
36
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autonomous pressure and the FEJUVE lost "the ability to keep op
erating as an organic civic structure. ,,38
Competition between political parties to subordinate the
movement resulted in its division: in 1 994, the Federation of Retail
Traders had two leaderships: one identified with CONDEPA and
the other with UCS (Unidad Civica Solidaridad - Civic Unity Soli
darity) . In 1 992, FEJUVE divided under pressure from the UCS
and the Patriotic Agreement (ADN-MIR) . In 1 998, FEJUVE un
derwent another division, this time forming two federations, due to
competition between CONDEPA and other parties who were trying
to displace it - a division that remained until mid-June, 1 999. 39 But
this is just what happened in the institutions, problems that intensifY
during election periods. In reality, the whole decade reveals a pan
orama of intense struggle: for the leadership of the local councils and
the unions to have control of the grassroots communities and for the
communities to maintain their own control.
We note some counter-tendencies. One of them, the most ba
sic, has a "legal" character and tries to insert into the organizations'
statutes requirements that leaders cannot be municipal officials or
electoral candidates for political parties. In general, these measures
don't work, and are circumvented in the same way that commu
nity control is circumvented. At other times, the movement made
specific calls for candidates to renounce their leadership positions.
This happened in almost all election campaigns and, beyond the re
sults achieved, shows that there is some kind of control exercised
by the bases - although unclear and inefficient on many occasions.
Sometimes the forms of control are very oblique, especially when
grassroots movements are undergoing moments of great weakness.
In 1 992, when FEJUVE divided, the bases in several neighborhoods
also divided - not as a reflection of what was happening "above,"
but as a strategy. Thus, in Villa Pacajes, "as the leaders of this area,
we have also divided, in order to distribute ourselves in both confer
ences, so that we could play an important role through FEJUVE
,,
and not support any of the conflicting tendencies. 4o
There is another example of the base remedying this situation
collectively. In 1 992, the El Alto Assembly was created. Born in an
informal way (people don't even remember when 'or how), it had
no legal standing, but neighborhood organizations and labor unions
found a voice within the assembly and it took on a diversity of issues
within the city. Mter overseeing important actions such as the strike
on March 6, 1 997 - supported by officials in the mayor's office and
38
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all social sectors - that demanded more resources for the city, the
construction of a hospital, and an airport transfer service; these be
ing the most prominent demands among others. They articulated the
diversity of the various actors, and "occasionally tried to overcome
the fragmentation of social demands caused by the clientelism rife in
City Hall" and became a force that combated both co-optation and
CONDEPA's persecution of those community leaders who would
not submit. In sum, the EI Alto Assembly was a resource for the
neighborhood and union leaders who acted on behalf of the people to
fight the overpowering advance of CONDEPA during these years 
although some activists here were merely competing for the patron
age of CONDEPA. The Assembly stopped functioning during the
conflicts in 2003. Or to put it another way, the rise of social struggles
meant that mechanisms such as the EI Alto Assembly were no longer
required, and it was transcended.4 1
Finally, the general impression is one of generational turnover
coupled with growing dissatisfaction with the patronage system (and
a widening of the social movement demands to include water and
gas), pushing aside and breaking the mechanisms of co-optation. In
this process, the consolidation of the barrio communities and their
growing politicization-to the point of taking the initiative on the
debates about water management and nationalization of hydrocar
bons - appears to have merged into the FEJUVE Congress of 1 999 ,
representing an important turning point.
On the one hand, CONDEPA disappeared. Carlos Palenque
died in 1997 and by the 2002 elections his social base has vanished.
As a result, the loyalties of his "clients" fell apart, having no vertical
reference point left, as the CONDEPA could not hold the networks
together in the absence of their senior leader. In addition, a cleft ap
peared in the hills that would have immediate relevance.
But maybe what really matters in this case is what is happening
at the grassroots. According to several interviewees, EI Alto would
have erupted in the early '90s, when the conditions for this were
ripe, but for the efforts of CONDEPA to prevent this. It seemed
that "the city was immobilized for ten years , tightly controlled and
gagged, the suppression reaching even as far as Pepelucho (Mayor
Jose Luis Paredes, of the MIR) . Eventually it could no longer be
contained and it had to erupt. EI Alto began to expkde around 2003
,
with the Maya and Paya taxes. ,42 In Julio Mamani Conde's view,
the phenomenal growth of the city since 1 990 increased the pressure
from below, and in parallel, "the experience of CONDEPA served
as a lesson. Congress ensured that leaders should have no relation to
41
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the Mayor's office when exercising their duties; that is, to make it so
that it won't happen again. "
But the most important aspect o f the turnaround in 2000 was
the emergence of a new generation of youth. There is a general un
derstanding that the "UPEA (Public University of EI Alto) genera
tion" that appeared on the scene in the late 90s and was formed by
the pressure and social mobilization in 2003:
Without the

lJPEA

mOl'ement, alL the mo.'emenl<1 would hape

been di" iJed. People have been calling for a university

since our parents' time. They believed that their chil
dren should not be denied education like them. From
the clamor for a University of EI Alto
1 989
lIl<2re'aseu. and we began to gather the building materi
als. The first point of negotiation we demanded was for
the UMSA 430f La Paz to oversee the process, but they
believed that EI Alto was second class and in the end
only threw us two technical courses, one in mechanics.
And that was a disappointment, because people wanted
more than mechanics - it is not, enough. The UJ'ViSA
made no effort to create the University of EI Alto.

Palenque died in 1 997, around the same time that these
young people emerged. who were willing to take up the
struggle for the university. It was a pressure from be
l ow. They formed the organizations. The leaders of these
organizations were highly suspect, because the political
parties had been interfering in them since 1 998, pretty
scandalous
like parliamentary deputies circulat
FE
ing around the movement congresses. The
JUVE congress was held in 1 999. I went to four confer
ences, and the 1 999 one was historic, with around 1.200
people convoked. Before this congress, attendance num
bers were nominal, and the only time they were there
was when it was time to appoint the leadership. Docu
ments were not discussed here, and the first commis
sions functioned here. This congress was a turning point;
there was strong pressure exerted from below. The ten
years of CONDEPA was the lost decade during which
no work was done. CONDEPA helped enhance the self
esteem of the Indians, because from that moment on the
Indian was no longer ashamed as before, but at the same
time there was gradual pressure from the social base to
43
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improve their organizations. In 2000-2 00 1 , they started
to organize the movement with Cori.44
This pressure "from below" is also related to generational
change. Young people had been mostly confined to parish-run youth
centers. But they began expanding their activities throughout the
'90s, through communications media, radio, the popular reporters
center, and music. Plazas bec-ame meeting spaces for the youth, and
included debate and learning. "The push came from the cultural cen
ters that began to open in the neighborhood; they were accepted by
the neighborhood and are now part of it. "45 Up to 1 999, the vast
majori1y of the leaders were fif1y or older, many of them retirees
with time to devote to the work of local councils; but then, around
this time, students and teachers began to get involved. According to
lVlarco Q'uispe, rather than a generational turnover, "it is an encoun
ter between the UPEA youth, other young people who have a more
diffuse but no
effective presence, and the adults."
Heading into the new Qentury, the stage is set for the barrio
communities to overstep the neighborhood councils. It is indeed dif
ficult to believe that the old system of clientelism has disappeared.
The current majority who are ...,,jth the lVL,\S could well reproduce
the old molds or create new forms of clientelist relations. In any case,
the image we want to project is of a dynamic of relationships and a
state of flux. No process can move from a state of total co-optation
to a state of autonomy; there are changes and ruptures and continu
ities, always linked to the involvement of, or disconnections with, lo
cal communities. We must stress these lines of fissure - breaks such
as those that occurred between 1 970-1974, 1 988-1 989, and 20002003. Regarding the
issue of co-optation, note that less than
a decade passed between the initial triumph of CONDEPA and its
demise in 1989-199 1 . If we compare what happened in this period
with the post- 1 952 period up to the breakdown of the military/rural
farmers pact in the 1970s, it must be concluded that the m ovement's
vulnerabili1y to co-optation and neutralization by the state has
nificantly declined. These findings are important in a pivotal time
like right now, in which there has been a transcendent change in
those individuals running the Bolivian government.
In any case, it is clear that barrio residents are
counter the new forms of state subordination. Since 2002,
change of leadership and Cori assuming the presidency of FEJUVE,
the amplia1Jod (assemblies of leaders of the neighborhood councils)
are beginning to make the important decisions in an effort to prevent
44

Interview with Marco Quispe. My emphasis.
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the organization from being monopolized by the small core of the

directive, a situation that had led to numerous acts of corruption.46
Still, this type of control is unsatisfacto:ry and requires constant vigi

lance. After October 2003, a series of divisions occurred in the FE

JUVE leadership and now it is more difficult for leaders to operate

behind the backs of the people. In August 2004, "Mauricio Cori was

beaten and had to walk the streets of EI Alto half-naked," accused

of secretly negotiating for jobs in the EI Alto and La Paz munici-

palities and with a state company.47 This
the rural communities, reveals that the

borrowed from

neighborhood com-

munities are becoming a force. It also reveals that the battle for con

trol and autonomy fought out between the base and the leadership

(which is actually a manifestation of the concentration-dispersion

struggle) has no end; it is a permanent

becau se �as Clastres

noted �the state always exists, although in some societies it is end

lessly thwarted.

Movement as I nstitution and as a Moving-of-itself
The organic unity of the movement - different from the confluence of

unity from below �is a statist form of social mobilization. The mobi

lization of the popular sectors often occurs horizontally. while that of

the elite is done vertically.48 The oppressed mobilize vertically whe�

they are accompanying or following mobilizations of those above,

such as what occurs during elections. When we talk of the mobiliza

tion of the subordinate, we are talking about a mobilization born

from below and directed from below. usually without

formal leaders but led by " natural" leaders re(co{!.:m;�ed

and

below: that is , people just like them.

There is a large body of work dealing with social movements

as a whole, on three questions: organization, collective
and codes of mobilization.49 This view is hegemonic in the

lU';U�"�,
H.lC"'CJLLV.

sociology 'of social movements and, accordingly, gives priority to as
pects of the movements like structure, cohesion, and definition of ob-

50 To be considered in this way, movements must have an or

ganization that is different from that which preceded its

because social relations immersed in the daily lives of the
not

46

Interview with Julio Mamani Conde.
PabJ.o Mamani in !/ficrogobiernN barriale.J, 80.
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Ranahit Guha. Lad votu ;]e fa hidtoria, 37.
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are

as organization per se. They should have a common

Alvaro Garda Linera. Socwlogia ;]e 10.1 flWvimientOJ .1ociale.1 en Bolivia, 2 1 -22.

See Godofredo Sandoval et al, Chulciyarva. La cara aymara de La Paz. NuevtM
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goal (Garda Linera); minimum standards of cohesion (Sandoval et
al); and finally, present strategic (Garda Linera) or well-defined ob
(Sandoval et al).

Movements are therefore framed as homogeneous , collective
actors , with defined interests and rational forms of action appropri
ate to the aims pursued. If this formula has ever functioned, it was

during the period when mass-trade unions and centralized syndicates

dominated, but it is doubtful that the miners who participated in the

1 952 revolution had been inspired by the llJU {)e Pulacayo -which
the

surely the vast maj ority had not read before the events,

clear value of the work.
have

A kind of epistemological earthquake occurs when those who

women, etc.

the depths of society for centuries - Indians and
as subjects, which calls into question the subone of the most pernicious

j ect/object
nialism.

of colo-

This relationship is reflected, among many
in what
Guha Ranajit defined as "the univocity of statist discourse" that "sees

a particular set of contradictions as dominant or central and the need

to resolve them as a priority or more urgent then all the others."s2 I t

i s because of this argument that those of "the low voices" (women,

Indians, etc.) were not take n into account for centuries. It brings to

mind the

of a vision of the world very similar to that

of the Indian and i ndigenist elite of the Movement for Socialism
(MAS) .

In

the MAS organization issued a statement that ex-

empathy with the modernization project enlaJGa1tlllg
the 1 952 revolution. For the principal intellectual

the MAS, Alvaro Garda Linera, "the social movement cannot man

age or occupy the state" because the logic of the movement is to decentralize decision

while the government has to concentrate

which i s why they

cede this power to politicians, intellectuals,

this capacity,

social movement unfit for government-

and party professionals. But, in addition, he argues that "the state is

the only rational force in Bolivia." Therefore , he argues that

struggle goes through the state; even the struggle against the state

passes through the state."53 In sum, according to this view, there is
no way

that for
61

the institutionalization of any struggle, including
which by definition is a process on the mar-

This theme is developed here: Raul Zibechi, La emancipaciin como produccwn

de viJlcnlLM (Buenos Aires: Clacso, 2005) .

52 Ranajit Guha. Lad roce,1 {Ie ta hidt(wia, 30. For "statist" is understood as "an
ideology for which the State is at the center of history." ibid., 17.
53

Alvaro Garda Linera, interview in the periodical Pendamiento y movimienhM

,Jocia!e,J "n America Latina, Niteroi, 15 October. 2006.
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gin and against state institutions. This view of the political responds
to a strategy that clearly defines enemies and principal contradic
tions ("first we will face the petrol bosses and when we've resolved
this contradiction we "I'ill deal with the others,"

Garcia Linera),

which is to know the differences and separate

secondary, in a

kind of rationalization of social activity that we define as "statist."
Nevertheless, the lVlAS's modernist outlook goes much further:
The future of Bolivia is the modern, not the familial
economy. In El Alto, sixty soldiers killed seventy people
in a half an hour. Until you have modernity on your side,
you cannot succeed. The pre-modern cannot Su,cc(�e(1.
The traditional and the local are fruits of domination. To
e ulogize the local and traditional is to eulogize domina
54
tion. The World Bank promotes the 10cal.
This type of analysis is based on "a certain order of consistency
and linearity . . . that dictates what should be included in history and
,55
what should be left out.'
And apparently this should be the fate
of the so-called pre-modern, such as the traditional and the local 
just as the indigenous movements have been disregarded in recent
decades. In other words, the Andean world as we know it, the world
that its inhabitants have built in their five centuries of
is itself only a reminiscence from the past, fated to disappear at the
altar of modernity and socialism.
This vision of the movement is not able to go beyond the sys
tems of the srate, which prevents it from hearing the "quiet voices
submerged bv the noisy state mandates," and even less "to interact
s6
with them." If we put aside the conception of history and
implied by this analysis and focus instead on the issue of social move
ments, we see that they are considered incomplete and inadequate,
and must be completed and led by parties that are part of the state
system. In this case, the "pre-modern" ranks with the "spontaneous"
in the classic Marxist analysis: the point of convergence is that the
pl'le-Iltlo(1el1l as much as the spontaneous are the opposite of the ra
tional (the state, the party), and in both cases the movements of the
oppressed themselves are thought unable to create the new world.
That can only be done from the perspective of the state and with
\Vestern rationality.
At this point, the road forks: we either accept that the op
pressed have their own autonomous political capacities or label
their activity "spontaneous;" that is, politically blind, not conscious
54
55

Ibid.
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Ibid., 20.

Ranahit Guha, La" POC&I de fa biAoria. ibid., 31.
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or structured, as in, unconscious and pre-political. Guha, following
Gramsci, says that using the word "spontaneous" is elitist because it
responds to a scholastic and academic historico-political OerSIJe(:tnre
that " defines as real and worthy of consideration only for

move

ments that are 100 percent conscientious, meaning the movements

that are directed by plans prepared in advance to the last detail,
or
.
situated along an abstract theoretical line."s7
The Indian historian Guha says that there was nothing sponta

neous in the peasant uprisings, in the sense that they were not reck

less, and that "the peasants knew what they were doing when they
revolted. ,,58 And they had carefully prepared their actions, only that
it was all outside of the usual established channels, outside of the

institutional framework of the state:

In most cases, consultations between peasants who de

pend on the various organizational forms of the local
society where they start off, precede a revolt. There are

assemblies of the clan elders and caste panchayatJ (coun

cils); neighbors' conventions, larger mass meetings, etc.

These consultation processes are often very lengthy and

can last weeks or even months before reaching the nec

essary consensus at various levels until the maj ority of

an entire community is mobilized by the systematic use

of basic channels and media that are very different, from

verbal to non-verbal communication.59

There is, of course, another way of addressing the social move

ments of the oppressed; it is not a gaze from above - taking the state

as its starting point -in a colonial form. It consists of beginning with

social relationships created from below for basic survival, meaning

the "pre-modern" or familial relationships, and assuming as a starting
their flow, their faults. Because

point the movements of that

what is a movement but

"Every social move-

ment is configured by those who wish to rupture social inertia and
move themselves, which is to say they change plac&J, refusing the place

they have been historically assigned within a given social organiza,
tion, and broaden their
for expression. ,6Q Porto Gon<;;alves

reached this conclusion

working for years with the JeringueiroJ

(rubber extractors) from the Amazon jungle, together with Chico

Mendes , who ,vas their adviser.
57
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We are talking about giving priority to the shift over the struc
ture, or the mobile over the fIxed, to the society flovving as opposed to
the state, which seeks to codifY and control the flow. In this analysls,
the movement's objectives .do not derive from the place they occupy
in the society (worker, peasant, or Indian, etc.) nor the program ad
vanced, nor the statements or intensity of the mobilizations. It does
not judge the m ovement according to its organizational "solidity, " its
degree of centralization or homogeneity� things that would speak
about the strength of its organic structure.
We do not discount these fragmented or dispersed move
ments but rather propose to address these characteristics from an
immanent gaze. Again and again, non-articulated and non-unifIed
movements have been capable of doing n;lany things: toppling gov
ernments, liberating large regions from the state's presence,

r,.,�" i·mD'

different ways of living beyond the hegemonic, and waging impor
tant daily battles for the survival of the oppressed. Social change, the
creation and recreation of social bonds, does not need articulation,
centralization, or unification. lVloreover, emancipatory social change
goes against the type of articulation proposed by the state, academia,
and political parties.
A first question revolves around the significance of disper
sion or fragmentation. What is our vantage point when we use these
terms? We are dealing with a perspective that is external, distant,
and on top of everything, from above. To speak about a movement,
a social subject, or a society as fragmented, does this not imply per
ceiving it within a state-centered logic, one that presupposes the uni
ty-homogeneity of the social realm and thus its subjects? Moreover,
to be a subject supposes some degree of unity or at least non-frag
mentation. Supposedly the state-party-academic perspective already
knows the role of subjects and can even defIne when they exist and
when they do not.
Secondly, proponents of the articulation of the movements �
who are generally those with a state-centric policy - leave to the side
the need to take stock of the past one hundred years of socialism and
the labor movement. That accounting can be summarized like this:
"A controlled and organized transition tends to involve some conti
,
nuity of exploitation. ,61 Again, it is not a theory but just a
of
one hundred years of socialism. However, the left and the academics
assure us that without articulation there is not the
of'victory, or the triumphs are merely ephemeral,

chance
that a disar-

ticulated and fragmented movement marches toward certain defeat.
Was it not the unifIcation and centralization of past n;lovements that
61
Immanuel Wallerstein, ",Jlar" y cl Jubduarroflo. " in ImpelMar W cicncUu "0- <
dale_ (Mexico: Siglo XXI. 1998), 186.
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enabled the state and capital to neutralize or domesticate them? On
the other hand, how can the popular uprisings in Latin America be
explained, at least since the Caracazo of 1 989, which garnered very
significant victories and yet were not convened by formal and estab
lished structures ?
In E1 Alto, the distinction between leaders and led i s a first
and most elemental separation. Without it, there would be no FE
JUVE or COR or any articulation of the social movement. However,
in some spaces, such as the rural communities, there are mechanisms
to prevent the state realizing itself or the separation between "to lead
by obeying" and "to lead by commanding." This is not how it is in
the cigr, but it could be. The Aymara rural communities suffered co
optation and state interference during the long period from 1952 to
the 1 980s at least. They waged a prolonged internal struggle in order
to make what they have today: autonomous organizations. This was
not given to them, and it is a construction that other movements and
social sectors can produce as well. In this construction, resolving the
problem of leadership is key. Leaders must adopt the ways of the
elite � not only the manners but also the forms of relating � because
as leaders, they must be faithful to the state as well as their bases.
Without state loyalty, their role as leaders would be very limited, at
least in spaces like large cities.
We have seen that the separation (inside the movement) inten
sifies with demobilization since it implies impotence, the moment in
which the movement-disengagement reaches its limits and then the
movement-institution wagers on reining in the leaders. But talking
ofleaders supposes going into the field of representation. For \Veber,
of
everything related to representation goes into the chapter
domination" and he insists that representation implies the absence of
solidarity. For "below" the FEJUVE and the neighborhood councils,
there is a large tapestry, a true society in movement that is what we
call the social movement. The panorama presented by the EI Alto so
ciegr is one of a pendulum swinging between dispersion and reIITCHlT}
ing, disintegration and unification. We can understand it as
although not necessarily a struggle in the classic sense but
fight to encode/decode flows, or social relations in movement.
The EI Alto social movement appear's to have gone through
three stages: from the re-democratization in 1 982 until the end of
that decade, the 1990s dominated by CONDEPA, and the "HdCUE;'""
that occurred from the late '90s with the neoliberal crisis and that of
CONDEPA. We recall tliat in the late '80s, "the relative isolation of
the neighborhood council with respect to its base" was emphasized.62
Then came a period of heavy clientelism and co-optation of leaders
62
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and, more recently, a contradictory democratization that integrated

past practices. From below, it is more complex: there are simultane

ous growing pressures and forces and growing trends pushing the
grassroots to move away from their own organizations. As a result, it
is difficult to identify a linear process, as tendencies and counter-ten
dencies manifest themselves simultaneously, and practices of grass
roots control and the expansion of democracy coexist with forces
that reinforce hierarchies and shutter fJellCIClfJd'.lU:'l.
Typically, analyses of the process

by a social move-

ment emphasize its cumulative growth. But if we see it from another
place, let's say from the perspective of the movement-disengagement
and simultaneously from the longterm, we must discard the concept
of accumulation and also the process of dev.elopment. Instead, we see

a pendulum or cyclical movement in which the society in movement

and the barrio communities deploy their dispersion capacities on the
state/institutional realms and, simultaneously, are constrained by the

"cold monster" of the state (to cite Clastres), which seeks at every

turn and in every corner of the Aymara world to be born "whole and
in one piece." Each step in the expansion of communitarian relations
between neighbors represents a decrease in the power of the institu

tions and of the autonomy of the representatives. The history of the
EI Alto s ocial movement can be framed in the context of this pendu

lum dynamic, in which space-time is a productive force of the state
and the non-state. There is growth in this cyclical process, which we
could call natural, without external objectives.
This dynamic is visible in the fight for public spaces. The
state seeks to set its own space-time and, to do so, it is necessary
to deconstruct the space-time of

in movement. As the How

of the movements deconstructs state domination, the same happens
in reverse. A clash of flows occurs,

throughout society.

The attempt to legislate the gra;;sroots territorial organizations63 is

just one of them. What happened to the plazas - important spaces
for daily socialization and for the coordination of the rebellio n - is

a good example. La Ceja, the small plaza where book and pamphlet
stalls were set up, was fenced off after the movement of May-June

2005. There was an attempt to prevent that space from being used by

63 Translator's note: During the implementation of the 1 994 Law of Popular
Participation (LPP) nongovernmental organizatio�s (NGOs) assumed a new role
as intermediaries between the government and the Bolivian populatiou. The law,
at the heart of a decentralization program, transferred twenty percent of the na
municipalities, established participatory planning, and mandated
tional
ovc"Ri,;rht by !,rrassroots territorial organizations.
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young people and other residents for discussions and gatherings. 64

In El Alto, the plazas -which had been built by the residents, used

as commercial trade centers, and spaces for meetings, assemblies,

and symbolic exchanges - have now become somewhat homogenous
thanks to state interference:

Now what happens is that there is a

policy

that means they are starting to enclose the
security reasons. It is also space for

misunderstood it. The metal bars

absurd because they take away the

for

and adults

have erected are
lor gatherings.

The pLaza is a cultural thing. There is a model of the

plaza and the people asked for a plaza and they have
been cheated by this the model - it is a state model. The
kiosk idea is Spanish; it is what you see in the villages.
But here, many plazas are a mere homage to cement,

to the wind, to the cold; there is no warmth at all. The

office is offering nothing more than a modernist

logic with these kind of trees and cement and not return

ing to the aesthetic of the cobblestone streets and cacti

like in the villages , which is another aesthetic altogether,

not of the modern sort, and it just creates more problems

than solutions for us. Before there was no flooding; now
those living in the South are flooded. The resident suf

fers because of this imposition of modernity.65
The image is of a permanent space.time

be1."Ween

movements/communities and the state/political parties: the latter to

create division, to divide power, to co-opt, to dominate and consoli

date its hegemony; the former, to deconstruct dominance, to re-unite

and prevent separation. One way to avoid co-optation is to advocate
fragmentation and dispersal, rather than advocating

ments or insti tutions, thus enabling the movement to

move-

spaces

of autonomy -gaps through which they can resist, because the state!

party system does not enter into these gaps. When the FEJUVE

leaders criticize the grassroots for their "indifference," we are wita silent struggle to avoid subordination.

It should be added, following Foucault, that this

tween two

be-

is not one of an exteriority relationship but rather

64
similar happened in Buenos Aires: the state installed fences and gates in the main plazas, where the neighborhood assemblies had met af
ter the insurrection of December 200 1 - installing exhibitions, holding meetings,
sports, and
activities - because they are the spaces of socialization for
the neighbors, and so it was necessary for the state to control them.
65
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that the party/state logic lives in the bosom of the community and the

movement; it permeates them, not as something that comes from the
outside but rathe r something that exists in an immanent, relationship,

as

"manifold relationships of force that take sbape and come into

play in the machinery of production - in families, limited
institutions - are the basis for wide-ranging effects of

run through the social body as a whole.

66
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CHAPTER 5

Community Justice and EI Alto Justice
It seems impossible to travel on the streets of EI Alto without com

ing across hanging dolls. "\Vhether in the main avenues or the more

secluded and quiet neighborhood streets, the figures are testament to

. a peculiarity that distinguishes the Aymara city. Some display post

ers ("Death to thieves," for example), but most of the dolls made

and hung by the residents simply have their heads turned SICleV,R\TS

simulating death by beheading. Others are covered in red

bolizing blood, signifJ�ng punishment and death. "The "d-U/SJLUe;

mean that here is a house that has been robbed."[ But at
time they deliver a warning to thieves, saying:

The people who live on these streets have come together

and have decided that when they catch a thief they are
going to kill him. " In short, the neighbors are organized,

they have their own system of vigilance, like their warn

ing whistles to summon people to defend the district or
any affected family. The hanging doll symbolizes the lo
cal self-defense organization. In some cases, when resi

dents catch thieves in the act or identifY culprits, they
have killed them. Some people speak of up to 900 such

deaths per year in the city of EI Alto, though surely that

figure is exaggerated.

The existence of thousands of ominous hanging dolls is a symp
tom of a powerful territorially based local organization and it seems

clear that this form of collective self-defense "is based on communal

justice."z Or, to put it differently, it is one more urban manifestation
of Aymara society, albeit somewhat different - because while com

munity justice seeks, as we shall see, to reintegrate the criminal back

into the community, in El Alto they seek to identifY the culprit in

order to eliminate him.

This chapter does not attempt to judge community justice,

or even this form of "justice" applied by the El Alto residents, but
1 Testimony of Rosario Adrian of Mujeres Creando in Mal l.!e Altura (Buenos
"'\ires: Colectivo Situaciones, 2005).
2
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simply to demonstrate that in the Aymara world there are non-state

forms of justice. What happens in EI Alto is related to the specifics of
this highly conflictive city as much or even more so than to Aymara
culture generally.

Certainly, the securiiy situation for El Alto residents is dif

ficult. The police do not exist or are an accomplice to the thieves,

rapists, and those who attack the residents, and state justice is a bad

joke. The extreme conditions in EI Alto or, to put it more aptly, the
extreme conditions of state abandonment and the extreme violence

of the mafia-like state apparatus, creates limited solutions. "Here
in EI Alto the situatio n gets so out of hand and dangerous that the
z;
people become infuriated . " Many, like Rosario Adrian, differenti

ate between communiiy justice and what happens in EI Alto. Silvia

Rivera feels the same:
To me. it seems to be a cathartic

of a pro

found cultural crisis. Community justice was, in prin

ciple, a form of reintegrating the person who had vio

lated the rules. On a third offense. they can kill you. In
the best system of justice. the badness of the person is

considered, or to put it another way. it is not so much
the size of the cow that was stolen but rather the degree

of the person's intent to do evil. The seriousness of crime

is based on the badness of the person, like if they reveal
that they have no desire to change their ways. But there

is always a long. considered, and deep period of delib
eration. The decision is not taken in the heat of

The defendant is allowed to speak; everyone has
say, and that is communiiy justice. 4
In her view, many of the furious reactions among the people

of EI Alto ciiy are "a

of powerlessness, a feeling of insecurity

before the state." This situation explains residents' decision to act on
their own, based within their experience of communiiy

but

without the mediation of any collective body because in reality, they

do not have the same level of control over the urban spaces as they
do in the rural communities.

In any event, it is worth retaining Silvia Rivera's distinction

between communiiy
intimidation is more

and the El Alto case. She argues that

than going to the police. "beeause state

justice is so corrupt that a confessed rapist, or very dangerous guys

are just set free." She concludes that what we will refe r to as "EI Alto

justice" is the consequence of a corrupt and morally deteriorated
3

Ibid.

4
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state j udicial apparatus. Furthermore, "it's more dangerous for a lo
cal resident to go to the state court for justice because the criminal
. will come back looking for revenge. EI Alto residents' experience in
the official courts has been awfuL"s
"We can't understand this form of killing, of
life," says
Rosario Adrian. She maintains that the system of
practiced
its own time and space, in the sense
in the communities
that "the whole community comes together, meets and
en
ters into dialogue, and asks questions. And finally they arrive at an
,
. agreement. , 6 According to Silvia Rivera, community justice typically
first involves delivering a warning and even a threat to the culprit in
order to prevent a relapse, but the situation is just the opposite in El
Alto:
In EI Alto it is a reverse process, coming from Ii lot of
experience of ordinary state justice (unlike in the rural
communities where there had been no state), and this
bad experience made the ordinary justice system illegiti
mate in the eyes of the residents. The criminals would
be taken out of circulation for a while and then they
would return and the rumors would abound that these
dangerous people had been released in collusion with
the police. From that sense of danger, cathartic emotions
emerge. There is no mediation process or conditions for
which the punishment is progressive in the EI Alto sys
tem of community justice. The residents kill because it
is cathartic. The release comes from the emotional force
of the process.7
HEI Alto justice" has two roots, then: one is related to the ex
istence of a "state against society" where some instimtion� (security,
the inhabitants, who they
j udicial, etc.) simply go to war
perceive as if they were enemies. On the other hand, neighborhood
self-defense is part of the same social and cultural context that has
allowed the inhabitants of EI Alto to build their own city and man
age it. And'just as they built their own houses, plazas, sports . fields,
schools, and paved streets, so too they took the issue of security into
their own hands: "As there were no police, the residents had to do
guard duty at night in their own neighborhoods, using the dolls and
the whistles; they assumed responsihility for the whole security
strategy."s
5

Ibid.

6
7

Testimony of Rosario Adrian

8

Interview Vlrith Marco Qui'pe

C..eando in 3fal de Altura.

Interview with Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui.
.
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When talking about the dolls and the security system in EI
Alto barrios, the lack of studies and the difficulty of finding people
willing to openly discuss the issue is striking. We must put ourselves
in the place of the people of EI Alto. The state not only fails to guar
antee a minimum level of security but actually acts against it and in
favor of criminals. In such a situation, what should the residents do
in their barrios? They could identi(y the robbers and rapists and then
expel them, as in rural communities. But the next day the expelled
would return again with the police,
revenge and identi(ying
local councils. Death
the most active residents or the leaders
is a drastic option but guarantees anonymity and therefore protects
the residents. Community justice cannot function in the same way
as the rural communities. The Aymara
of the rural com
munities allows justice to be carried out openly, based on dialogue,
with enough time to make reflective decisions based on consensus. In
Bl Alto, the inhabitants can convene a barrio assembly but they can
not prevent the infiltration of police or accomplices of the criminal,
rendering the neighborhood council and the residents vulnerable to
reprisals.
There is no question that this form of U BI Alto justice" is too
drastic and does not allow for any forms of intermediation. Hence,
the need to highlight the foundational mechanisms upon which rural
community justice functions, which may in time come to fruition in
the cities, the centers of state and elite power and domination.

A Non,state Justice
<Tustice and law are social relations. And just as the state must be un
derstood as a social relationship - that is, as a relationship between
human
must "understand the law as a social relation, in
the same sense that JYlarx described capital as a social relationship. 9
In other words, "the regulation of social relations under certain eon
IO
ditions addUmCd a legal character." You can even establish an anal
ogy between commodity fetishism, as Evgeni Pashukanis does, and
a legal fetishism - in both cases the relations between human beings
as relations between things or, in this case, between "legal
,,

At a certain stage of development, therefore, human re
lations in the production process assume a double and
t:UIgIUdW'; form. In one sense, they operate as a relation9 Evgeni Pashukanis, Teoda general Je! ()erech(i Y flUll'xidma (Barcelona: Labor,
1976).
10

Ibid., 65, emphasis in the original.
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ship between things/commodities; and in another sense,

on the contrary, as mutual relations between reciprocal

independent �nd equal subjects. Next to the mystical
properly of value appears something no less

",·,u�; ,u."" .�.

the law. At the same time, a single, unitary relationship

takes on two fundamental abstract aspects: one econom

ic and one legal. 1 1

The abstract concept of a legal subject, which turns people into

bearers of rights, is a reflection of the " abstract and

pow

er of the state :d2 With the development of bourgeois social relations,

the abstract nature of law appeared, because "every man becomes a
man in general, all work is social work in general, and each subject

becomes an abstract legal subject," and because the will of the legal

subject "has its real foundation in the desire to alienate acquiring and
,
to acquire alienating. , 13

We reach the point where "the process of constituting legal

"""'IPp'nr',ps

loses its 'naturalness, ' transforming into a form of capital

ist mystification of the circulation and the reproduction of capital,
as an extension and deepening of exploitation. ,, 14 From this point of

view, It IS

understood that both the law and the state are forms

of capitalist social relations . ,, 1 5 And, therefore, they are not valid out

side of that context. Similarly we cannot speak strictly of an

state " -in societies in which capitalism and the state are not consolidated realities - nor can we talk of justice or
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

law.

•

•

•

\.AJ'"U:ll u,nll�V justice should be understood as a set of culturaJ

practices

peoples who seek to overcome their conflicts

in order to maintain the continuity of their communities. As we have

seen, the term "justice" is misleading and we should find another.16
In effect, the concept of justice refers to a statist relation: The law has

been defined as an order "externally guaranteed by the probabilily

of coercion (physical or mental) carried out by a team of indi!'wuaf" in
stituted with the mission of compelling the enforcement of rhat order
,, 1 7

or punishing its
II

Ibid., 99.

12

Ibid" 1 00.

13

Ibid. . lOl-102.

14

Antonio Negri, La/orma-Eflado (!\ladrid: Aka!, 2003), 263,

15 John Holloway, Cam6iar el mun(Jo Jin COfl1ar el pOder (Buenos Aires: Herra
mienta, 2002), 1 20.
1 6 Enrique Mier Cueto,
tura! (Sucre: Poder Judicial, 2005), 6 1 .
17

aymarad dude una perdpectiva cul-

1'vlax Weber, &onOfl1ia y d{)cieda;}, 2 7 . Italics i n the original.
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The existence of a team of people imposing justice from out
side is what distinguishes the practice of l aw, which is a standard
"not externally guaranteed.n l8 In the case of the communities, there is
no such separation because it is the community itself imparting jus

tice, whether it is the authorities . or the communal assembly. Hence,
strictly speaking, there is no talk of law or justice but of cultural

practices to resolve conflicts and ensure internal balance. This mech
anism of healing or "system of conflict resolution" is closely linked to
the process of legitimization of the authorities, and this requires the
presence of a "third party" that has legitimacy and socially accepted
power. 19 The difference is that this "third party" is not a "team" or
external, separate institution placed above society, but rather con
stituted by the community itself and its own authorities . Therefore,

for community justice to function, the community needs to be able to
legitimately choose its own authorities.
At one time or another, all decisions in Aymara communities
pass through the communal assembly, whether because the authori
ties responsible for resolving conflicts have been elected by the com
munal assembly or because, if these authorities are

the

assembly has the final word. \Vhat we find is "a collective that ad
ministers justice" and "its members are part of the tribunal as
ecution and defense witnesses until the fairest £olution is

rp,,,,, �.Prl

because "all members of the community know the norms and existlegal principles.2o

The community sanctions that are applied meet three, interre
lated conditions: moral. social, and legal sanctions, which are united
in the prosecution of a crime. Four parts or steps are mentioned in
resolving a conflict: an outline of the conflict by the authority (elected
authorities or the assembly); the introduction of the background and
. actions to prove the facts; "long deliberations between the different
including the authorities; and finally, "the agreement�' based

on consensus, which is an essential and lauded component. 2 1

In any event, before taking any decision regarding the penal
ties (in the Aymara case: moral sanction, community work, a fine in
cash or kind, whipping, exile, or death penalty), debates occur and
it takes a while to process the conflict. The sanction seeks repara
tion above punishment and reconciliation between the parties before
any separation in the community. Nevertheless, community
18

Ibid., 25.

19

Enrique LVlier Cueto, Lad prcictic<LJ jllrftJicad aymarad dude una perdpectiva CllL

turat, 66.

20

M;:u-ce]o Fernandez, La ley {Jel aylLu (La Paz: Pieb, 2004), 54.

2 1 Enrique LVlier Cueto, Lad prcicticaJ jur(,Jicad aymara.1 dedde una perdpecli:va clll
lura4 73-74.
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justice has been changing: previously, there were no economic pen

alties, and sometimes now the punishment is to refer the case to the
s tate justice system. The aim is, wherever possible, to

the person who has committed a violation back into the communi

ty. Hence the importance of reparatio n and the ritual, because they
believe the "unlawful not only disturbs human order, but also the
divine.

,,22

For Silvia Rivera, the death penalty is exceptional and rarely

applied, and if it does take place, the offender accepts the outcome as
an acknowledgment of his guilt: "The entire community takes
in stride. They are consulted, to see if the decision is correct or not.

It is very common that the guilty party will be pardoned, but in some

cases the process reaches a level of recognition and the criminal com"
mits suicide. He suffers greatly and often breaks under the psycho"
logical pressure. ,,23
According to Marcelo Fernandez, in the Aymara cosmovision,

justice is part of the duma qamana, meaning "the good way of life "
,
or rebirth, renewal and revival; a way "to live fully and reciprocally

with other elements or lives that surround the persons and societies,

experience, (self-) confidence, and (self-)respect being the most im
portant elements.,,24 Therefore, one cannot deal with the community
system of resolving conflicts from a Western point of view as if it

were a legal system, since there is no separation between the politi

cal and legal authorities, nor between "the real legal world and the
,
cosmic ritual-religious law. ,25 The differences between state justice
and the law of the ayltu can be summarized as follows:

The paradigms of positive state law is characterized by

the "separation of discourse and the social body, " the

rupture between the present and the past, and especially
the division between law and justice - that is to say, the

values of the practice. Conversely, the reality of Indian

justice is conducted by the standards of the past; law and
justice walk hand-in-hand, constituting

an

indissoluble

unity. In other words, the memory of the "souls" governs

the present, represented by yatiri, forming part of the

structure of the original authorities, who exercise their

functions in a logic of lending their service according to
the road or thaki.

26

22

Ibid., 79.

23

Interview with Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui.

24

Marcelo Fernandez, La ley delayllu. Preface to the second edition.
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Ibid., 332.
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The community system of conflict resolution has some impor
tant characteristics from the standpoint of emancipation - that is,
characteristics that have value beyond their own communities . It is
an aulonoJnlJlM system, disengaged from the state, even if colenialism
has embedded some norms of the state judiciary in it (the records
and economic penalties, among others) . It is an integraL system that is
built on totally different values that are often antagonistic to the state
judiciary. The purpose of this system is to maintain internal stability
and thus ensure the continuity of Indian society.
Secondly, unlike universalized state law, community j ustice is
a practice characterized by the

Loea4 tempora4 and dpatia4 "strongly

depending on the characteristics of the social context from which it
arises."27 It is worth repeating that this is not a system of law or an al
ternative system of j ustice, but a manifestation of another reality that
does not necessitate comparison "rith the Western legal system. It is

a system for resolving conflicts based on a culture and a cosmovision

different from the West.
Thirdly, we are dealing with a non-dtate system of conflict res�
olution. The non-statism is evident in the absence of a

"f".c<" .aU"-"'LL

body (a "team" in Weber's words), separated from society, in
of implementing justice. The non-separation. a basic feature of
Aymara world, means that responsibility for resolving conflicts lies
in the hands of the community itself and its own authorities. But
the concept of non-separation has another possible reading, related
to the integral nature that I have already referred

does not

separate the present from the past, nor values from their implemen
tation, nor the crime from its context, nor the real world from the
sacred and religious world. This is because what is sought is not pun
ishment, and therefore separation, but to recover balance through
compromise �which is among the most important
community � as a way to restore harmony.
This form of no�-state conflict resolution is

of

and

a dispersing agent, as well as decentralized. As we have seen, it is

not an appeal to an abstract and universal law and there is not a
homogeneous, j udicial subject. In different communitie�, there are
different punishments for the same crime. There is no single model
or paradigm that applies in all cases and

Similarly, there is no

single, centralized body in a position to resolve conflicts, but there is

a series of "authorities" in charge of dealing with them, according to

the specific characteristics of the conflict,

from the family to

the community assembly, passing through the various authorities. I n
sum, there is no o n e model

or

body in charge of

27 Enrique l\i!.ier Cueto. La.1 prlfdu'11.1jurtJitXt4 aynulrtu deide urla per&pectiva cul
lural, 62.
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imparting it, but rather a diversity of instances and a multiplicity of
,,28
possible solutions, because " Indian law is the sum of pluralities .
However, the Aymara form of conflict resolution includes op

pression and servitude as well as non-state and emancipatory aspects:

for example, the penalty for adultery is punishment with whips. These
measures are not only shocking to those who live in Westernized so

cieties, even in Latin America, but also from the viewpoint of the op

pression of women, children, and youth. In this case, the community
very clearly forms a part of the chain of constraints and restraints that
always harm the weakest and hinder individual growth. You do not

need to be an advocate of individualism and universalism to recognize

the oppressive �spects of some community practices. It is thus heart
ening that the Zapatista women have pointed out the need to "distin
guish between the customs that are good from those that are bad."29

On the other hand, the colonial system forced the Indian sys

tem of conflict resolution underground. In this respect, the fate of the

system of community justice has traveled the same trajectory as that

of the plight of the previously semi-clandestine existence of commu

nity authorities : a long journey from concealment in order to protect

the traditions, towards, particularly in recent decades, a slow emer

gence into public light. Despite being clandestine, the legitimacy of
community justice is further ratified by the ineffectiveness and cor

ruption of state justice. A key point is the application of sanctions, in

particular the heavy penalties. which had to have been "hidden from
the state and the view of the communities themselves to prevent the
reprisals that might be raised against them."30

At this point. it is advisable to return to the EI Alto experience.

As we have seen, some conflicts are resolved by the neighborhood

councils and trade unions: quarrels, disputes between neighbors,

faults with the organization, etc. In these cases there seems to be a

system of conflict resolution inspired by community

The

case of the hanging dolls is different. This is more a method of self

defense, albeit rudimentary, than a form of community justice. There
is no doubt that the neighborhood community should defend itself
since nobody else is going to do so. And it seems very positive that

they defend themselves without creating a specialized, separate ap

paratus. just as they do not create a specialized apparatus to mobilize
and fight for their interests. Nevertheless, this issue deserves

discussion, and requires the capacity to grasp without prejudice or

compromise practices that should not be justified by state h ostility or

dangerous situations .
28

Marcelo Fernandez. La ley del ayLlu. 345.

29

Guiomar Rovira. lriu/er&l de maEz ( Mexico: Era. 1997), 172.

30 ' lVlareelo Fernandez, La ley del ayLltt. 108.
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Toward an Aym ara IIState/?
The Achacachi Manifesto, issued on April 9, 200 1, should be read

from the last page: dozens of 'communities, stamps, or those of sub

centrals and agricultural unions; more than eighty signatures of rep

resentatives of thousands of community members and their families
in the province of Omasuyos. The pages where the stamps

can be viewed like a community jigsaw puzzle or, if you

as

the social fabric of one of the eight EI Alto urban districts composed

of dozens of neighborhoods, villas, and communities. This CO'lTIj:)le:K
articulation of units, irreconcilable in their differences, can

described as "united" by ignoring the careful preservation

be

of

their distinct characteristics, which are only united at certain "very

critical" times, as the Manifesto itself points out in its hI"st paragraph.
So, we can begin to understand what an Aymara "state" would be

like - or, a horizontal articulation of powers not separated from
from this juxtaposition of community

their

stamps.

Each of the

of the community, is

tive: it is the collective

printed by the president or the secretary

more than the signature of the representa-

of the concept of "to lead obeying,"

and behind these seals are dozens of meetings, assemblies, consulta

tions, and debates. But, above all, this is how these dozens of com

munities articulate themselves. This is the basic form of what, for

lack of a better word, we will call an " Aymara state" or the articula

tion imagined and constructed by the Aymara during the deployment
of their potency as a

The stamps appear next to each other, without hierarchies or

synthesis, and yet the seal of the central province-the most "impor

tant" according to Western logic -would not have even the smallest

value in the absence of the other stamps, the seals of all the provincial
communities - or at least a

number of them. This consen

sus of horizontal seals, this rainbow of stamps/communities, could be

seen as an expression of

society in movement (like a non

state in session without repfles<�nl:atLv<�s

The articulation of communities that produced the lYlanifesto

of Achacachi is a temporal coilfluence, which occurred in order to

1 01
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produce something - in this case a document, and in others a mo
bilization or a set of actions decided upon by the communities. The
articulation (or state, if you wish) only makes sense as a mechanism
for overseeing a collective decision, for giving form to "leading by
obeying." It is not an institution, nor even a permanent or fixed body,
but rather a temporary, mobile one. It is an unstable articulation. It
is a matter of thinking, in the social field, about the possibility of an
articulation capable of combining the stability of the structure with
the fluidity of change, something Prigogine defines as "dissipative
structures," which are the union between stillness and movement,
!
time suspended and time in flux.
In the social field, "dissipative structures" appear in small
groups of youth, women, and others, and can be viewed as areas
where there is an unstable equilibrium. 2 However, the existence of
larger spaces of " dissipative s'tructures" - covering hundreds of thou
sands of people and entire regions, bringing together the contradic
tory characteristics of stability and change, order and dissipation 
seems a challenge, and remains far off, if it is possible at all.

The Idea of State�power Among the Aymaras
In 1 970, Fausto Reinaga published The Indian RevoLution that included
3
the Manifesto of the Bolivian Indian Party. The question of the state
and the organization of Aymara power had little relevance in it. The
work defends the "struggle for the conquest of power-the Power
4
to build a new society." When addressing the issue of the Indian
revolution, it argues that the Indian conquest of power is "for the es
s
tablishment of socialism. " On the state, it says: "The state shall be a
power, and the nation a community of blood and spirituality; a unity
,,6
of flesh and soul. Inspired by The Communut Manijedto, it makes a

1

,

Ilya Prigogine and Isabelle Stengers, La nueva alian:za, Metamorfodu 'de fa

cLencia (Madrid: Alianza, 1990). According to Prigogine the dissipative structures

are islands of order in a sea of chaos, but that order emerges spontaneously and is
maintained at a steady state far from equilibrium. See also Fritjof Capra, La trama
de fa vida (Barcelona: Anagrama, 1998), 193-205.
2

Raul Zibechi, La revueltajw,enil de Iod 90 (Montevideo: Nordan, 1997) and

Genealogfa de fa revuelta (La Plata: Letra Libre, 2003).

3 Fausto Reinaga, La revo!ucwn india (La Paz: Fundaci6n Arnautica Fausto
Reinaga, 2001).
4
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5
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fervent appeal for the unity of Indians: "Indians of Bolivia, unite ! "
" Unity will lead u s to Power," it says?
Beyond a vague appeal to the past, Qullasuyu,8 and Tawant
insuyu, Reinaga is not clear whether there is any difference between
the existing capitalist state and Reinaga's proposed Aymara state. In
the introduction to his book Tedi.:J India, published in 1971, Guillermo
Carnero Hoke, "leader of Peruvian Communal Power," said that
Indian power "derives from the word 'community. ' Knowing how
an Inka community functions is to have an ethnic government in
hand."g He posits the need to return to community organization and
concludes: "The great Confederation of Communities -that is the In
dian Government, that is Indian Power, that is Indian Socialism ! "lo
Reina:ga's theory of revolution tends to reflect Marx, but it
should not be assumed that his theory of the state has been copied
from ·Marx entirely. In any case, we should note that he offers no
clear definition of what an Indian state would be like. This absence
is not accidental. In the same period (1 973), a group of Aymara
residents in La Paz passed around the Tiwanaku Manifesto, which
was "the most succe�sful synthesis so far of the various currents that
comprise the Katarist movement."ll The document, signed by the
Centro Campesino Tupak Katari, MINK'A, the Association of Peas
ant Teachers, and the Association of Peasant Students of Bolivia,
made no reference to what an Aymara state would be like. It only
states that " economic and political power is the foundation of cultur
,,
al liberation. 1 2 At that time, what would later became the powerful
Aymara movement was in its infancy.
And in a later phase of the movement, in 1990 specifically,
Felipe Quispe published the book Tupak Katari LiVed and Return<! ...
Dammit, in which he offered his own vision of the "Tupac Katari"
revolution. In the conclusion, he argued for the need to resume the
armed struggle so as to unleash the "Indian Community Revolution"
7

Ibid., 447.

8 Translator's note: Qullasuyu was a provincial region of the Inca Empire. It
related specifically to the Aymara territories which are now largely incorporated
into the modern South American states of Bolivia, Chile, Peru and Argentina.
Recently, there has been moves to form a "Greater Qullasuyu" (or Qullana Suyu
Marka) which would incorporate a territory similar to the former Inca Empire,
known as Tawantinsuyu in Quechua.
9
10

Fausto Reinaga, TedU India (La Paz: Hilda Reinaga, 2003), 14.
Ibid., 15.

1 1 Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui, "Luchas campesinas contemporaneas en Bolivia:
el movimiento 'katarista': 1970-1980" in Rene Zavaleta Mercado (ed.) Bolivia boy
(Mexico: Siglo XXI, 1983), 142.
12
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to achieve self�determination for the original nations, destroying
capitalism:
[A]nd upon these ruins to construct and return to the
Aymara Commune, and to form a Union of Socialist Na
tions of Qullasuyu, creating a
vvithout class and
race, where the Collectivism and Communitarianism of
the ayluM reign, where we shall be the owners of our
ancestral Pacha Mama, of our own destiny and political
power, so that the Aymaras can govern ourselves in the
time of Tiwanakense. 13
That same year the Katarist Liberation Movement issued a
pamphlet entitled . The Social i1lodel 0/ the Ayllu, �hich examines in de
tail how an Aymara socieiy of the future might look. The text advo
cates for an updated reconstruction of the ayllu that would not just be
a return to the situation before the Conquest. The forms of organiza
tion of the ayllu would be based on four iypes of social relations of
work: Ayni (cooperation between families of the ayllu), irfink 'a (reci
prociiy between ayL/ud), mila (reciprociiy between ayuLltkl and the
marka!), and q 'amafia (environmental reciprociiy) . 15
The political practice of the ayLlu (designated authorities by
rotation and in succession for a limited time, to ensure no monop
oly of power) is the basis of political power. The pamphlet points
out that "politics are not only exercised at ayLLu level, but are more
widespread at the marka level through to the traditional authorities
known as mallkw, which in turn are appointed by the different ayL
hM, rotated and in succession.,,16 It is about building a "communal
socieiy" based on the ayllu, from the bottom up, including the forma
tion of communally based businesses "to build the great Economic
and Political Confederation of AyfhM and Communities, where the
jilakattkl and nzaLLkUd7 the traditionally appointed leaders, are the au
thorities of this new social and economic model."17 These authorities
would govern through mass meetings and assemblies.
At
beginning of the new century, some of these ideas were
embodied in the powerful mobilizations of the peasant farmers' move
ment. The Ach�achi Manifesto was issued on April 9, 200 1 , dur-

13 Felipe Qhispi Wanka, Tupak Katari "ire y vuelve . . carajo (La paz: Ofens iva
Roja, 1 990), 3 1 3-314.
.

14
nity.

Translator's note: marka is a set of ayU/M, or the territory of the commu

1 5 Ivlovimiento Katarista de Liberaci6n, Mooe!') .focial oel ayIJu. Peflxjamiento ka
taruta (La p az: IvlKL, 1990), 6.
16
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17
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ing the full mobilization of the Aymara communities of the Altiplano
against the government, preceded by the Charter for Rebuilding the
Aymara-Quichwa Nation. Six months earlier, amid a formidable Ay
mara mobilization on October 6, 2000, the Omasuyos trade union
leaders of cantons, centrals, and sub-centrals stamped more than for1y seals on the Declaration of Achacachi, representing organizations
from six provinces of North La Paz, agreeing to uni1y of action.
This series of documents, resolutions, and manifestos were
produced under very special circumstances: the first three major Ay
mara uprisings of the twentieth century, whose epicenter was the
province of Omasuyos and the ci1y of Achacachi - a historical, eco
nomic, political, and cultural Aymara center. In April 2000, the first
uprising against the water law took place, which lasted nine days,
with widespread road blockades. It began in the Omasuyos province
but had effects nationwide. A movement of this magnitude had not
been seen since 1 979, during the struggle against the dictatorship.
It made extensive use of the system of taking turns and rotation to
mass meetings and as
ensure the blockades were maintained,
semblies as a means of decision making (up to 1 5.000 Aymara are
concentrated in Achacachi) . The government declared martial law,
but the police disobeyed, leading to a mutiny. This cumulated on
April 9, with the invasion of Achacachi by two thousand soldiers
from the Anti-aircraft Artillery Group, arriving in twen1y trucks to
militarize the ci1y, and surrounding communities. The military killed
two youth and the public responded by confronting the army, killing
a captain and destroying the municipal prefecture, the police
and the prison, freeing the prisoners. "It was the first major
feat of'the prevailing neoliberal system in Bolivia, ,,18 which happened
simultaneously ",..jth the "water war" being waged in Cochabamba, in
a struggle where the Aymara "brought the community ethOd into play
as a strategy of struggle. ,,19
Shortly afterward, a 'new uprising- the second- began in
September and October of 2000, covering the entire Altipla:no re
gion and the north
of La Paz. The most notable feat during
the nineteen days of this uprising was establishing the "indigenous
general headquarters of Qalachaka," which became the nerve center
of the movement. Here 50,000 militarized communards congregate,
exercising self-government in deed. This movement, which continues
and grows, represents a lo�g-term shift in the forms and objectives of
the indigenous movement:
18

Pablo Mamani Ramirez, GeopolfticiU IndfgefIM (EI Alto. Cades, 2005). 95,

Felix Patz;, "Rebelion indigena contra la coloaialidad y la transnacional
izaci6n de la economfa: triunfos y vicisitudes del movimiento indigena desde 2000
a 2003" in Yo, eJ ('fro tiempo el preJente (La Paz: Muela del Diablo. 2003). 208.
19
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Unlike what happened in 1979, the aims of this movement were not to defend representative democracy or to
win limited demands. On the contrary, it signified, first-

.

the beginning of the end of representative democracy
and the. collapse of the neoliberal economic model imple
mented in 1 985 and thereafter. And secondly, it was the
beginning of the legitimization of the original nations
o
confederation's political project for self-determination. 2
The Declaration of Achacachi was issued at this particular po
litical conjuncture. The document has six points; its first calls for
"the revival of indigenous power and of the original nations of this
republic dominated by economic, political, and ideological power as
a legacy of colonialism." The third point represents a qualitative leap
in the history of recent Aymara struggles: "For any joint action of the
peasant movement, the general headquarters and capital of Indig
enous power will be located at Achacachi, Omasuyos province, de
partment of La Paz." The fifth point reads: "The original nations will
respond to any action against the peasants by taking up arms. " And
the sixth: "To establish Councils of Communal Justice in the indig
enous territories instead of magistrates and police. Also, to expel the
1
repressive bodies of the government, the police, and the army. "2
The third uprising took place in June and July 2001, lasting
about two months and also encompassing the Altiplano and valleys
north of La Paz. During this movement, alongside the "General
staff" of the Qalachaka, several micro headquarters were created to
control Aymara territory, and others were created that were mobile,
sporadic, and diffused. 22 A "civil war" was declared and "an Indian
state of siege." In this social atmosphere, shortly before on April 7,
commemorating the anniversary of the events of the previous year,
the Charter for the Reconstruction of the Aymara-Quichwa Nation
was issued. The document was received by a massive concentration
"of the children of Mallku Qhapaq and Mama Ajlla" and offered
in the memory of'Tupak Katari and other historical revolutionary
figures. "Bolivia was established on top of our millennium-old Qyul
lana or Qullasuyu," it asserts, and "the clandestine government of the
Aymara has maintained its political and social institutions." The text
goes further in stating that "we are living a new historical era with
an autonomous government, because we liberated ourselves in 2000
from the sub-prefecture, the police, and other reI)reSsrve.
20 Ibid., 2 1 5,
21 Declaracwn de Acbacaebi, Achaca"hi, 6 October, 2000. Emphasis in the orig
inal.
22 Pablo Mamani Ramirez, Ge"polttiC<1d
97.
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and corrupt forms of the government of the Republic." The charter
calls for rebuilding the political and administrative unit, which was
known as Omasuyos, the Jach'a Umasuyu, which "will be in con
cert" with other similar units and will contain an "autonomous gov
ernment of the Aymara" situa:ted within the ay!ill economy and its in
stitutions." The original transcript of the document states - although
this does not appear in the final version -that the government "will
be formed by two representatives of each provincial town, which will
,
meet in the Ulaqa [Parliament or Congress] . , 23
The Manifesto of Achacachi, delivered on the same day, does
not go any further although it does present a detailed list of the prob
lems of the Aymara and Quechua people as well as their history and
recent events of note. "The restoration of the Qullasuyu as a model
of a nation-state" is the only reference in these documents as to what
an Aymara state might look like. Three months later, on July 7, 2001 ,
with the region fully militarized, the Aymara Supreme Council i s
sued a statement denouncing the repression and appealing to the
mara to expand the struggle. The statement points out that "Bolivia
is not a solution to our problems. " The communities of Omasuyos
and the North of La Paz appear increasingly to be outside of the
Bolivian state.
Th us far we have looked at the documents related to the so
cial movement. At rio point does it seems clear that the Aymara are
as Patzi
defending the idea of founding a state, perhaps
says, "The Indians and workers are not rooted in a statist vision.,,24
It seems clear that·the logic of the state is not part of their histori
cal learning process or their cosmovision, beyond the brief and con
fusing passage in the Achacachi lVlanifesto referring to a "model of
nation-state." There is a strong consensus that the community ayl
UM would be the basis for a desirable society, and that there would
be some form of regional coordination of communities, which in the
recent documents was referred to as Jacb 'aJ, and that would be the
basic territorial unit grouping together various communities. Apart
from this formulation, nothing clear is indicated, beyond the desire
for the Bolivian state to disappear.
In fact, the general headquarters of Qalachaka is perhaps the
that is
most revealing indicator of the Aymara vision
not split from the community, a non-state power.

23 Acta ()e recOt",titucwn {Jet G"bierno ()e fa Nadon Aymara-Quichwa. Capital
Achakachi del 1\1.ilenario Umasuyu, Achacachi, 9th
200 l .
24
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Diffused Powers; Centralized Powers
"For me the state is an instance of coordination," says Patzi. He is
rp.lcp.rrlT'p". of course, to what an Indian state could be like. But im
m��dlat��ly the contradiction between an Aymara and Bolivian nation
appears:
It is impossible to think of a communal system without
a nation. I do not agree 'with the modem national frag
mentations, but we must take the national creations as a
In Bolivia there vvill be the Bolivian revolution.
You cannot erase nations from history. For this reason, I
criticize the idea of Qullasuyo. As a dream it is good but
it is not real. "Communards of the world unite" could
possibly be, but in a national form.25
Notwithstanding his insistence on viewing the state as a "coor
dinator," he thinks that parliament as a legislative body should disap
pear because "the community will make the laws," and he notes the
difference between "the liberal representative who deliberates and
decides" and the community representative "who only expresses and
executes what has been decided by the community, a representative
who is a transmitter." In his view, "the state should be placed not
above but below
to carry out its decisions, to discuss the ex
pressions of the various communities, but not to supplant them."
A tension appears when determining how to denominate this
coordinating organization, since the word "state" refers to a clearly
separate reality on top of society. Nevertheless, any instance of co
ordination can become an elite that is separate from society. "The
system of rotation, " maintains Patzi, "eliminates this entirely. The
danger of creating elites is overcome with the system of rotation." He
imagines the presidency as a revolving role: first one department gets
and therefore the
its turn and within this department turns are
more than once and control
same person never assumes
is with the collective. "Just
how it is done in the community. Everyone vlfill get the opportunity to have a turn," he says. It would only
take developing what already exists at a community level, creating a
general theory to raise awareness of the process, and expand it.
For his part, Pablo lYlamani believes that the term "state" is
merely a "semantic loan," because "state is a logic of the centrality
of power and we think of a state in the logic of the ayllu, territo
riallv and bureaucraticallv de-concentrated, but with a rotation of
,,26
and
In his view, the
gov�rnment by sectors a�d
25

Interview with Felix Patzi.

26

Interview with Pablo Mamani Ramirez.
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key is to overcome centralism and bank on "a kind of multiversity
logic." "Diversity comes together in the state," he says, "so that state

and society would no longer be separate. The state is the society and

society is state." Remember that the word "state" does not exist in

Aymara, but the term dUYO is used, which refers to a great political
and territorial region:

If a revolution triumphed, power would stiH exist, but
as a diffuse power, de-concentrated, cohesive, and not

coercive. Armies would be necessary, hut armies like the
Qalachaka army -one that

forms in certain moments

and disappears, that

then dissolves, to appear

again in other conditions and in a different manner, but
nevertheless an army that has a real effect, which is to

make people obey. The state is society and society is the

state. We are talking about a political philosophy very
different from that of Weber and Marx. But if we do

not have a state, then each will want to have their own
micro-state.27

Like the texts of the movement, these two Aymara sociologists

take the ayLlu as their

point. In

the Bolivian upris

ings beginning April 2000 cannot be understood without emphasizing community organization. Moreover,
rise of communities, and of the social

form

of the slow

embody. The

ay/lll.1 have inspired structures of mobilization
structures." Mobilizations directed by traditional authorities -or,
that is to say, councils of government of the marka,; and ayllud. 2 8 The
communities have been able to recreate themselves because they are
undergoing a long process of change, in which the new role of wom
en, youth in general, and young Aymara professionals in

stands out. But at base, they struggle as they do in the communities,

combining the concentration/dispersion model, as

in the

October 200 1 blockades, when it was used for the fIrst time in a sys
9
tematic way in shifts by parciali()a()u : 2
In these circumstances, they are putting in movement

the socio-political structures of the aylltl.1. At night they
go from house to house holding small meetings to clarifY
ayLfu strategies: that everyone should go out and block-

27

Ibid.

28

Pablo Mamani Ramirez, Elrl1;'lir de /M mllllitl1£d (La Paz Y�<'nn\l"""<L 2004),

73.

29 Translator's note: each aylLu has two parciaL/daded: arallJaya and urirMaya,
the upper part and the lower part, repl"esenting a concept deeply rooted in the
Andean cosmovision.
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ade "together" but "dispersed." . . . Half the members of
each family must stay in their houses to feed the children
and livestock, and to graze cattle, sheep, llamas, and al
pacas. This means under ayLLu logic: everybody "sepa
rate" and "together" becomes responsible for mobilizing
the ayLLu forces. That is, half the members of the ayLLiM
are on the roads and the other half are preparing food
3o
and drink to take to the road.
Thus, combining concentration and dispersion, both in the ter
ritory of the community spaces and those chosen for the blockade,
the movement achieves unity without unification. In the same way,
based on the knowledge of the ayLLIl and the community social re
lations, alliances are made between markad during the mobilization
without resorting to an apparatus that links the communities, but
through ritual moments of gathering. During these consolidations of
unity, "some arrive with Wiphafa flags, with coca leaves and a little
alcohol to chew coca with the God,} . . in these spaces, men and women ·
coming from different markad embrace to keep the ayLLIl movement
31
united. The strength of the blockades is that they become the space
time of the internal unification of the ayLLiM and markad, without for
mal structures or apparatus.
.

Something similar happens with maLLkiM y t'aLfad (male and fe
male authorities of the markad) and the jifakatad (the authorities of
the ayLflM) . These political, social, religious, and territorial authorities
become the leaders of the mobilizations despite being formally con
voked by the union, the peasants' central or sub-central. As Mamani
has noted, this is a new phenomenon that reveals the depth of the
turnaround that is taking place: "During the great Indian uprisings
of the colonial and republic period, the Kataris-Amarus had been
revered figures; now the MaLLkiM have emerged as the new refer
ence for the genealogy of the symbols of indigenous authority and
,,32
power.
The decisive factor is that all the enormous potential of the
Aymara movement lies in "the micro-spaces of social life": this set of
social relations manifested in the communities, in the connections be
tween communities, in events and assemblies within the community
33
authorities. To sum up: this is a society in movement, its hardened
core made of non-capitalist social relations in movement, no longer
depending on external factors to create political scenarios, agendas,
30

Pablo Mamani Ramirez, EL rugir de Ltu muLtituded, 80.

31

Ibid., 89.

32

Ibid., 106.

33

Ibid., 183.
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and strategies of change. Instead, these circumstances are created on
the basis of the maturation of their own internal time and, eventu
ally, expand in a multiplicity of forms. As necessary, the grassroots
of this society make some type of articulation possible that is bigger
than the marlctU, a kind of state that is not a state but something else,
and will be nothing more than the recreating of the ay!!u and the
marlca, or, that is, the social relations of the community. At this point,
Aymara logic indicates that it does not need any articulation, except
that which does not cancel and destroy the potencies that form the
ay!!u. Counter-powers only convert themselves into power by de
constructing the very potencies that have allowed them to become
counter-powers.
Although they do not prioritize the question of a new Aymara
state, Silvia Rivera and Esteban Ticona provide a unique view of
the process of " reconstitution of the ay!!u" and its liberation from the
tutelage of the union - or better said, the state - since the 1 980s. 34
Ticona reflects with great subtlety upon the so-called "fragmenta
tion" and "factionalism" in the Jesus de Machaca movement, which
somehow echoes the lived process of the local councils of EI Alto
in recent years. He notes that from the revolution of 1 952 until the
1 980s, there is a level of fragmentation within the grassroots orga
nizations that exceeds that of the population growth, and that each
union has a lower number of families than the first syndicates or
the older aY!!IM. He concludes that "divisive forces have been more
,
prevalent than unifYing ones. , 35
But Ticona breaks with a statist vision and argues that when
the division is not the product of an internal conflict, "that which ap
pears as 'factionalism' or subdivision is merely the re-strengthening
of the old identity in a new context," and thereby "increases the op
portunities for encounter and exchange between all who live there or
move in." In effect, communities consist of face-to-face relationships,
fluid communication between people, and active participation. These
characteristics stop working if the society or the group exceeds a
certain mass threshold, thereby making it impossible for "the vir
tual consensus decision making process in assemblies to function, as
well as thalci (the way of posts and prestige), rotation, and internal
,,
reciprocity. 36
34 Maria Eugenia Choque and Carlos Mamani, "Reconstituci6n del Ayllu y
derechos de los Pueblos Indigenas: El Movimiento Indio en los Andes de Bolivia."
in Lod And&! dedde uJd And&!, 147�170.
35

Esteban Ticona, La lucha por el poder comana!. JedtM de Machaqa, fa marka re
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This point is closely related to the question of the state, because
"in Aymara thought there is no idea that the most valuable attribute
is oneness; for them there is unity in otherness," which is why dual
ity better expresses this complementariness and balance. Thus, the
process of divisions and subdivisions, the so-called fragmentation, is
a strategy of communal resistance against the colonial state, a sort
of "re-communalization," which seeks autonomy linked to micro
government and to community and local power. Ticona concludes
that this tendency toward diversity is in line with the .search for a
certain order, which does not exclude the unity of the Aymara people
37
but reinforces it from another place. That other place which is re
constituted is not the same community, but one in which educated
young people take the places formerly occupied by only the elderly
�nd adults. In other words, the Aymara world is re-communalizing
and transforming itself -we can say it is re-democratizing itself - en
abling the participation of sectors previously excluded from decision
making. This process not only strengthens the power of the ayllu as
a space for renewal of the Aymara world without losing its identity,
but also deepens its libertarian values and practices.
Meanwhile , Rivera has a complementary, double perspective.
On the one hand, she argues that the strength of the self-determina
tion of the mobilizations
emanates from those micro-networks of interwoven lo
cal powers, made up of the assemblies and rural unions,
the blockade committees and the neighborhood coun
cils, the guilds and associations. These have a national
presence as a dense network of shared ideologies and
slogans, where the community/map (masculine vision) is
tied to the community/weave (female vision) and creates
a new praxis of production and circulation of practical
and productive knowledge that is ethical as well as or
38
ganizational.
This micro view, linked to the long memory, is complemented
by its vision of change (the Pachakutik) , understood as a change in
the Aymara social world, in which internal space-time (manqapacha)
emerges with female participation, the ascension of democracy and
39
the sociability of those on the bottom. "Pachakutik is not the taking
of power, but the subversion of power -turning the world upside
37

Ibid., 244-247.

38 Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui, OprimiJod pero
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39 Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui, "Metaforas y ret6ricas del levantamiento de oc
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down. What is inside comes out and what is outside comes in. It is to
,,
invert the terms. 40 It is, in her opinion, one way to decolonize power,
not beginning from the external (state, parties) but "to decolonize
one's own head, " -a internal process of renewal.
A substantial part of this process of renewal, perhaps even its
core -that which gives internal coherence to the entire itinerary-is
the expansion of community logic by dispersion and dissemination
throughout the twentieth century, expanding and spreading from the
bottom up. The so-called "social model of the ayLLu,,41 (or, that is to
say, the ayLLu as a system-linking all social, economic, cultural, and
political elements, an integral way of life, not divided or disassociat
ed) is diffused through capillaries of the Andean social fabric until it
permeates all the intersections of popular sociability. This long-term
process of renewal (whose starting point could perhaps have been in
the early twentieth century with the struggle against the all-powerful
landlords), encompasses all facets of Andean social life: education,
health, religion, land allocation, configuration of power, perception
of time, and so on. The impression is that the logic of the ayLLu -not
whatever ayLfu, but those that the Indians have reshaped throughout
the twentieth century-is breaking into all areas of Aymara society
and remodeling it from within, not by conquest but by an unplanned
and natural outpouring that is both spontaneous and conscious. Note
how in this long process of change, one that in reality configures a
real revolution; the role of the state and the political parties -as ar
ticulators or protagonists -has been minimal, if nonexistent.

Toward a Multicultural State?
The cycle of protests and uprisings that began in 2000 with the Co
chabamba water war and the Aymara insurgency in the Altiplano
ended in a paradox: that the non-capitalist social relations and non
state powers that bolstered the movement w.ould enthrone forces
that seek to legitimize the state and expand capitalism: It would not
be the first time that this has happened. The major revolutions in
history (French, Russian, and Chinese) were all the product of the
crisis of the state, and all resulted in a powerful reinforcement of the
nation-state. In some form, the revolutions were a way of resolving
the crisis of the state. "From the three revolutions, states emerged
that were more centralized, more bureaucratic, and more powerful,

40
41
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4
both internally and externally." 2 Moreover, looking at the revolu
tions from below, one can conclude that workers and peasants "were
more directly incorporated into national politics and the projects
supported by the state in the wake of the revolutions, whose triumph
43
they had helped ensure."
One of the most distinguished Bolivian intellectuals and poli
ticians, Alvaro -Garcia Linera (vice president of the government
headed by Evo Morales) claims that the Bolivian state must "give
way to a multicultural state, to include the sectors marginalized up
to now-the indigenous, respecting their forms of community orga
nization," with the objective of establishing " equality of political and
,,44
cultural rights for all races and cultures in the country.
It is not the
first time, as we shall see, that the Indian movement of the continent
places the question of the multinational state at the center of their
strategy.
The core of Garcia Linera's contention is that in Bolivia there
are four major systems of civilization: the modern industrial civiliza
tion, the domestic (informal) economy, the communal, and the Ama
zon civilization. But the state only represents the modern industrial
civilization. The state has not been able to articulate the various so
cial forces and organizational forms that coexist in Bolivia, so the
goal then is to de-monopolize the presence of industrial civilization.
He recognizes that there are non-liberal democratic practices that
are not taken into consideration by the state and argues that "a sub
stantive political leveling between cultures and identities requires a
leveling in methods of producing policy at all levels of government."
But diversifying the state is not enough to equalize the differ
ences in the legal field; it also requires leveling the various practices
within the state apparatus. He proposes to "think of a punctual syn
chronicity, for short periods" between the various political practices
in which "the traditional systems exist alongside the 'modern.'" Con
stitutional recognition for other political systems would be arrived
at, alongside the formation of authorities and even the rotation of
authorities in what would be a multi-civilization state:
If Bolivia is a superimposing of various cultures �nd
civilizations, the state should, as a synthesis, be an insti
tution capable of articulating, of constituting a political
42
44 1 .
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engineering formed by a proportional presence of the
cultures and linguistic identities, as well as deliberative,
representative, and assembly-based modern and tradi
tional institutions making decisions on a general, "na
tional" scale. 45
The proposal, while maintaining a degree of abstraction, pro
poses "to constitute" and make the modern and traditional institu
tions compatible. Within the bosom of the state apparatus both the
liberal and the community forms of decision making would coexist.
In some cases the rotation of authorities would be used, supposedly
providing a place for different democratic practices in the state.
For Garcia Linera, the creation of a multinational and multi
civilization state in Bolivia (integrating ethno-cultural diversity into
the institutional framework and in the distribution of powers) will
,
establish "an enduring state order in the country., 46 The ultimate ob
jective, explicitly stated, consists in overcoming cultural and social
exclusion in order "to reconcile the state and society." This appears
to be the fundamental tension that underlies this approach because,
in line with Kymlicka, Garcia Linera maintains that "the recognition
of self-government for the national minorities contributes to the sta
,
bility and cohesion of states. ,47
The new state would be born from the dual and simultane
ous process of de-monopolizing the ethnicity of the colonial state
and allowing "the other dominated and excluded ethnicities to share
,,
in social structures and political power. 48 Garcia Linera defends a
pact (proposed as "a pact-ist conception of power") to ensure "the
articulation of plurality in the common political unit of a differen
tial society, " starting with regional autonomy, since self-government
is what would allow each culture "to structure a system of politi
cal institutions that can reward, positively sanction collective cul
tural practices (language, dress, habits), and create a field of admin
istrative, economic, and cultural competence based on a linguistic
,,
homogeneity. 49 In sum, the crucial point of the proposed multina
tional state is related to the need to "complete" that which until now
indigenous societies do not have:
. What does not exist is a structure of self-government
at a higher level among various communities, or among
the hundreds or thousands of communities or urban
45
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neighborhoods that are me.mbers of a large linguistic
and cultural community �so that when members of
these cultural communities are linked to the separate
governmental administrations (economic, educational,
administrative, police, or military), it must be done by
abandoning their cultural knowledge (linguistic, oral,
etc.), and the forced use of language, knowledge, and
habits ambiguously learned from the dominant cultural
50
identity that governs the state.
Thus he defends the formation of autonomous, regional gov
ernments and autonomous regions � including, specifically, the pos
sibility that the Aymara nationality constructs its own autonomous
government and its own parliament "with full political competence"
in a wide range of issues ranging from education, public adminis
51
tration, and taxes to policing and environmental resources.
He
emphasizes that indigenous self-government "does not create cen
trifugal processes that lend themselves to separatist tendencies from
the Bolivian state," which will remain "the superior political commu
nity. " State reform is aimed at democratizing the political unit while
preserving political and cultural diversity "through the constitutional
integration of regional politico-indigenous communities into a supe
rior political community, " in which power is "shared and divided be
tween a general government with national responsibilities and some
constituent governments with responsibilities pertaining to the re
52
gional or sub-national."
Finally, he believes that the key to ending ethnic exclusion�
the objective for establishing the multinational state �is the equal
53
izing of languages and cultural practices in public administration.
This would, for example, mean that ministerial positions at all levels
would be mostly occupied by indigenous, as well as the integration of
parliaments, regional governments, and the national government.
·
Elsewhere Garcia Linera presents this proposal as comple
mentary to the defense of what he terms as "Andino-Amazonian
capitalism," which consists of the "non-brutal" (i.e. without violence)
interpenetration of the modern, industrial economy and the Andean
54
and Amazonian one. He argues that the communal economy has
clear limits for the development of Bolivia, without also noting the
50
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limits (ecological and social) o f what he calls the modern o r industri

al economy. A central premise of his argument is his particular vision

of the relationship between the modern and the traditional, which
runs through the proposed construction of
seen in chapter four. 55

a

multinational state, as

This quasi-Marxist modernizing vision (as if the famous con
troversy between Marx and Vera Zasulich had never occurred56) ,

seems t o ignore the experience o f the MN R since 1 952 and especially
the results obtained: the failure of the MNR to modernize or disci

pline the movement, 57 and from this the Katarist current emerged,

among others, which is at the 1->ase of the Aymara movement. In the
same vein, Garda Linera argues that for proper functioning of rep

resentative democracy, "the existence of non-capitalist productive
structures, of non-commercial sharing schemes, are an obstacle to

the constitution of equal subjects with the ability to take the mar

ket as the rational foundation of their social behavior, including the
,,
political. 58 Marx suggested that the Russian rural commune could
be a platform for the construction of the new world of communism,

but for Garda Linera, this "traditional" world is a barrier to change.
In his response to Zasulich, 59 Marx points out that, at base, the

capitalist system is the separation between producers and the means

of production, which involves the expropriation of the peasantry. In

Capital, he notes that the reasons for and against on the vitality of

the Russian commune cannot be deducted, but a detailed study "has

convinced me that this commune is the foundation of social regenera
tion in Russia. " 6o Clearly Marx believed that non-capitalist relations

can be beneficial - even in the construction of the new world -and

moved away from any claims that capitalism (or the state or rep-
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56 Karl Marx and Federico Engels, Elporrenir oe La comuna rural rUda (Mexico:
Cuadernos de Pasado y Presente), 1 980.

57 Translator's note: the Revolutionary Nationalist Movement (MNR) led
the Bolivian National Revolution of 1 952 and went on to hold political office for
many of the ensuing years. The MNR, however, failed to live up to the expecta
tions of the people and their policies were largely corporatist and assimilationist.
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resentative democracy) represents a step forward in the history of
mankind.
Beyond these considerations, I wish to frame the proposed
establishment of a multinational state in Bolivia in light of the experience of the
movement in Chiapas and the indigenous
'i'he first emphasizes Indian autonomy, and
movement in
the second the construction of a new state. For more than twenty
years, both movements have been seeking to alter the relationship of
forces and the distribution of powers between the national state, the
nations.
people, and
with a proposal born oufdwe of tbe "oew.! movement,
1) We are
unlike in Ecuador where the indigenous movement grouped them
selves in the CONAIE (Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities
of Ecuador) and devised the creation of 'a pluri-national state as a
strategic objective. In Bolivia. no organization recognized by the so
cial movement raised that flag, perhaps because events have taken a
different path, consisting in the construction of Indian self-govern
ment. By contrast, in Bolivia the proposal arises from intellectuals
associated with MAS.
As we have seen, the concept of state is not , part of the In
dian imagination. In times of serious confrontation with the Bolivian
state, they created barracks such as Qalachaka, which are non-state
centers of power under strict community controL The main evidence
that Garda Linera enlists to defend his thesis that the Aymara are
struggling for a state is an interview with Eugenio Rojas (mayor
of Achacachi) during the 2003 blockades. Even here. the Aymara
leader's statements clearly indicate that they do not want a state that
is like the present one. "To recuperate our state, to recover our ter
ritory, and above all, our power, our state, and construct a new state
which would be the Qullasuyu state. But with new characteristics,
in terms of private propeny, or the form of doi';1g politics, democracy
61
as they call it." Clearly, when Rojas uses the term "state," he is
clearly referring to something quite different.
Lines below, the mayor of Achacachi makes it very clear that
he is speaking of founding "a communitarian society, " which would
destroy the Bolivian state in order "to construct a new structure, un
der the system of our ancestors. " Defining his terms, he said:
There won't be an Executive Power, Legislative Power,
or ,Judicial Power, that whole system. We are thinking
of another kind of state . . . because the moral question,
reciprocity, AYfli (mutual aid), all these concepts do not
61
194.
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exist in the Bolivian state. All these issues break on the
notion of private property, the accumulation of capital
. . . it is not like that in the Qullasuyu because there are
other forces at play, those of reciprocity, of redistribu
tion, working in mutual aid -in the sense, for <OA',,"U" P"<O,
of communal property. 62
In the proposed multinational state, community
such
as ayni, the rotation of tasks, and others are
but not in a
community context; they are instead placed in a state structure. How
could mutual aid be institutionalized in the s tate apparatus, separated from the community? It seems clear that certain
cannot be separated from their context without distorting
greatly.
Garda Linera attempts to recognize mechanisms (which he terms
the "modes of producing politics" in Indian communities) and inte
grate them into the logic of the state. But in the process,
become
uprooted from the territory in which they are born. Can one conceive
withof the functioning of "the traditional institutionalized
meaning?
out the territorial base that sustains them and
Garda Linera claims that these systems could be articulated within
the "modern," but would not such a proposal promote the subordina
tion of the traditional to the modern, which has been around a long
time and forms part of the general common sense?
The rotation of authorities, to take another example, is a way
to prevent the formation of a separate, bureaucratic body, beyond
the control of the community. So, how is a practice of dispersing
bureaucracy and the state grafted into the bosom of the Ul1re'HHT"""
and the state apparatus ? On the other hand, doing tasks by
and rotation has multiple applications, from regulating the use of wa
ter to participation in the blockades, in the same way that a system
of redistribution functions within the community. There is, as Patzi
points out, a communal system that has multiple dimensions and that
takes several forms. But what cannot be done is to take one of those
aspects, separate it, and transplant it to another context, because sur
vival would be impossible, except as a "multinational" decoration in
the colonial state.
That is precisely what Eugenio Rojas says. Note the clear dif
ference between the two: the Bolivian state with its three powers;
private property; and accumulation of capital; and that other "state"
the Qullasuyu, based on communal ownership, redistribution, reci
and mutual aid. At this point, it must be said that using the
to refer to what would be the articulation based on the
communal system is much like what 1Vlamani defined as a "semantic
62
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loan." It is inconceivable that a system created to prevent the con
centration of power is crowned by a state, a state that is power con
centrated and separated from society. In a beautiful and transparent
text, Garcia Linera himself confirms that the logic of the state is not
part of the Aymara horizon:
They organize the Qalachaka barracks: 4 0, 000 Indians
meet on this hillside. occupy it. The Bolivian army is
here and the Aymara on the other side. "If they want to
confront us, we will face them," they say, "and then w�
will go to La Paz and we will take the government." It
is quickly said: "the state project of the insurgents" has
appeared; they are planning to take the state. Their am
bition is to take the state.
But is their project a statist one? Their military organi
zation was the most anti-statist ever seen in the world.
Even more so than the Zapatistas. Because they were a
sort of confederation of communities that decided today
to cultivate the fields and tomorrow to go to war. And ,
came with their men, women, children, grandpar
ents, and pets. They came as community going to wru..
Not as a formed group, not as an elite formed in the
community. In the Qalachaka barracks, seventy-year
old women were armed with sticks, eighteen-year-old
youths with FAL rifles, old men with dynamite, and
children bringing the food. That is how it was in the
Qalachali:a barracks. And that has nothing to do with
the state. There was no centralized control from above,
there was no general staff. Command was something to
be negotiated each day, according to the different com
munity blocks that came. There was no leader, no com
mander. This is a very anti-statist logic. 63
That is his description. However, when interpreting a few lines
further down in the same text, Garcia Linera says that the Qalacha
ka barracks "was a non-state with ambitions to be a real state. " The
truth is that the social movement has not proposed the creation of
a multinational state, and everything related to the state -as point
ed out by the vice president himself-is ambiguous. And confused.
However, the indeterminacy within the Aymara movement toward
the state does not allow for the conclusion that they were, in' real
ity, looking: for a way to create some kind of state. To claim as much
63 Colectivo Situacioncs, 3fal de altura (Buenos Aires: Tinta Lim6n, 2005,
module 25).
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would be t o ignore both sbort-term and long-term history, i n which
the state is a figure outside of the Indian cosmovision.

2) The exercise of indigenous autonomy preceded and crmt&J the condi

tWM for the COfUitructwn of a larger unit, be it a multi-ethnic or multi

national state , because the new body cannot be continuous with the

actual state but domething new or, that if. different, built from beLow. As

pointed out by Hector Dfaz-Polanco, the hard nucleus of the political

agenda of the Latin American indigenous movement is the demand

for autonomy. so that the possibilities for "building a multi-ethnic

and democratic state [depend] on the establishment of regimes of
autonomy in the relevant national frameworks. ,, 64
This point is particularly obscured in the Garcia Linera text

(which does not mean that future developments ",rill not further

deepen this notion) . Autonomy cannot be the result of a single act.

but comes of a long process of construction, or better said, a process

of social struggles; moreover, "it cannot be the product of a unilateral
,
decision or an imposition, particular�y by the government. , 65 Like

wise, there should not be a model of autonomy except that with a
redistribution of capabilities and

tonomy, that can be embodied i n

that are the nucleus of auforms depending o n the

conditions and needs of each people.G6 In Garda Linera's proposal,

the question of autonomy appears too "closed," already defined and

delineated, when it should be thought of as something open to ex
perimentation. The objective, however, is to break with state central
ism, based on the exercise of autonomy on several levels: communal,
municipal, and regional.

Autonomy seeks to resolve the question of power, which is the

cause of exclusion and marginalization of indigenous peoples. Said

in another way, the exercise of political power will allow the people

to exercise their rights, to determine their own priorities and control

their own development, as specified by Convention 1 69 of the In

ternational Labor Organization (ILO). which establishes collective

rights. However - as experience has shown the Zapatistas in Chia

pas - communal, municipal, and regional autonomy seeks not only to
64 Hector Dlaz-Polanco. La rebeLio/l ;mpa/Mia y La aulmwmfa (Mexico: Siglo
XXI, 1997), 15.
65
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"autonomy is a distribution of powers between different spheres of government, ranging from the com
munal,
and regional levels. and should be conceived as a diversity of
the right to
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ternt,,,",,,I.tv. self-government. the full exercise of our
systems; economic,
social, and cultural development; and control of our internal securii;y. " In Hector
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change power relations from without, but also seeks to change things
within the Indian peoples. Thus, Zapatista women do not separate
the issue of autonomy from the issue of gender, because they conceive
autonomy as a new integral relation, touching upon all aspects oflife,
both external and internal. Cultural and socio-economic inequalities,
which had not previously been questioned or were seen as inevitable,
"began to be perceived by the indigenous activists as a result of dis
,,67
crimination, exclusion, and their status as a politicaL minority.
In short, autonomy is part of the process of emancipation,
through which one challenges one's inherited place in society, not
just the institutional architecture. This is why it is inadequate to at
tempt to end exclusion, as Garcia Linera proposes, by equalizing
languages and cultural practices. While this is of great importance, it
fails to highlight the role of political power- autonomy-as the real
key to overcoming exclusion.
In both the Zapatista and Ecuadorian cases, they are trying to
go beyond the actual state, to go even beyond capitalism. When the
Ecuadorian indigenous organization created the CONAIE Political
Project in 1 994, the notion of a pluri-national state had a distinct
anti-capitalist profile: it is the formula with which they reject and go
,,68
beyond the "uni-national, bourgeois, white-mestizo state.
More
over, it establishes a clear distinction between the old state and the
pluri-national state, which it defines as "the political and legal orga
nization of the peoples and nationalities of the country" that arises
"when several peoples and nationalities come together under one
,,
government and constitution. 69
The Zapatistas, meanwhile, have focused on the construc
tion of autonomy, without defining what a new (multi)national state
would be like. They have chosen to build autonomy from below,
against the state, but have been careful to not outline the forms that
it should take. This is not an omission, but an emphasis: whatever
it is that they build, the commitment is in building actual autono
mies that will, eventually, be linked with other autonomous regions
to make way for a new consensus among all the constituents. The
end is not the national state but autonomy, that is to say indigenous
self-government.

3) The state cannot contain pLurality and muLtipLicity. In their assess
ment of CONAIE's proposed pluri-national state, Ecuadorian ana
lysts saw a serious contradiction. They questioned the term "state"
67
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because it would be inconsistent with the concept of "multicultural"

given that it constrains the creation of an alternative society: "I think

the notion of 'state, ' as a centralized power, traps and puts limits on
the utopianism of the construction of a society that is pluri-cultural,

just, compassionate, and based on the best traditions of the div�rse
,,
cultures of Ecuador. 70
Even in a country like Ecuador, where the state presence is

very different from that of Bolivia, where the racist and colonial state

became resigned early on to integrating the Indians (the revolution

of 1952 resolved to integrate them, but as peasants) , the institutional

state is unable to contain the diversity and difference:

The Indian alternative must be to create a pluricultural

way of thinking; that is, a set of bridges that unite the

various forms of Indian resistance with various modes of
non-Indian resistance; Indian initiatives and proposals

with the utopian ideas of the ecologists, the suppression

.of gender differences, suppression of the classes, and
the humanism of the Christian communities . . . . Surely,

the result will be beyond the imagination or the state,

pointing to forms of self-organization of society, without

the "hackled of centralize() power: it is for this reason that
the Indian struggle will not be centrally directed to im

prove the state, although that is a necessary task, but to
strengthen the society against the state?l

The project of the Indians goes beyond a state that does not

stop being a national state. They perceive power in another form,

based on a self-o'rganized pluricultural society starting out from the

Andean community paradigm, which includes a harmonious rela

tionship with nature, holistic systems of thought and a different rela

tionship with time and space, no longer split but integrated. In sum,

it is a civilized proj ect that is different from Western capitalism and
does not revolve around state power. 72
It is worth dwelling a little on the process in Ecuador, because

in a period of twentyyears the Indians went to build an organization

that contains all nationalities that gave birth to the strategic project
of a multicultural state. They led several uprisings and, after the 2003

election victory of Lucio Gutierrez, formed part of the government.

. In this long process, they succeeded in convening a Constituent As

sembly that gained recognition for the collective rights of Indians
70 Galo Ramol) Valarezo, EL regredo de lad runtU (Quito: Comunidec, 1993),
239-240.
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and for Ecuador as a plurinational state. The evaluation of this pro
cess is that, having assumed a logic of power, the Indian movement
went into crisis and is now unraveling.
In January 2005, the Aty Rimay BuLletin of the Scientific Insti
tute of Indigenous Cultures (ICCI in its Spanish acronym), headed
by the Quechua leader Luis Macas, published a long article assessing
the recent history of the movement (this was immediately after the
CONAIE concluded a conference at which it chose Macas as presi
dent and began its reconstruction after its disastrous involvement
in Lucio Gutierrez's government) . It argues that building alliances
with other social movements, the project of a pluri-national state, the
construction of an inter-cultural society, participation in state insti
tutions, a decade of mobilizations, electoral intervention, and brief
involvement with the Gutierrez government - in addition to showing
'
the power of the movement - "was weakening and limiting the real
73
scope of their political project."
The text grounds its analysis in paradoxes: progress reveals
weaknesses, gains become prisons. But an unresolved problem lies in
the background: the question of power and the state. It notes that the
Ecuadorian political syst�m is "a 'locus' that condenses, structures,
and normalizes relations of power in society, and that adopts strate
gies and measures to confront and limit the possibilities of the indig
enous movement as a political and historical subject," to the point
where "it becomes one of the strongest barriers created by the power
structure for the sake of destroying the indigenous movement as a
political interlocutor." Thus, the gains (such as adoption of collective
rights by the Constituent Assembly) become the beginning of a po
litical defeat for the Indian project, by closing off democratic spaces
under the control maintained by the elite of the political system.
To run for elections, CONAIE founded the Pachakutik Move
ment in 1995. In addition to problems arising from being first a social
movement and second a political one, the article comes to a conclu- .
sion that is non-ideological though the result of a decade's experi
ence: "To change the state from within its own institutions is virtually
impossible." And it adds: "The political system, and similarly the eco
nomic system, cannot be changed with legal reforms, but only with
mobilizations, resistance, and the struggle against power." That is, by
the social movement. The editorial insists that these points were clear
to CONAIE throughout the 1 990s, but that the creation of Pacha
kutik changed relations between "the social" and "the political, " ren
dering the latter autonomous from the former or, to put it differently,
separating the electoral apparatus and the leaders from the "social"
73 "Los dilemas de la CONAlE," Bo!et[n Ary Rimay (Quito:. ICCI, No. 70,
January 2005).
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part. When the movement progressed enough to create a crisis for

the institutional state, a similar thing happened in both Ecuador and

Bolivia: "The temptations of power were too strong to resist, without
believing the fallacy, of being government and having power. "

The result of participation in government was dramatic. In less

than six months, the movement realized that "its historical project

was valid only if it took a radical stance and directly confronted the

political system as a whole, which is to say, the system of domina
tion and power." The result, as everyone knows, is that the move

ment emerged from the experience of government with its legitimacy

weakened and eroded, although the state was unable to fracture it.

On the other hand, during the critical political scenario of

2000, CONAIE made a radical shift, according to Pablo Davalos,

an economist and adviser to the organization. The movement in the
1980s and 1 990s moved from the struggle for land to the struggle

for a pluri-national state, and in the conjuncture of January 2000

"a rupture was made with the previous demands, while at the same

time opening a new dimension in organizational dynamics: that of
,, 74
power.
For the Indian movement, which had been constructed as
a counter-power, erecting itself as an alternative power meant "a se

ries of ruptures involving the risk of a serious fracture of the organi

zational cohesion and the mobilization of the social movement." One

cannot be power (the state) and counter-power (anti-state mobiliza
tion) at the same time:

It assumes the logic of power can lead to the destruction

of the experience gained as a counter-power. That is to

say, this accumulated history of strikes, national work

stoppages, indigenous revolts, and uprisings could prove
counterproductive to governing, managing, and negoti

ating institutional spaces and political society . . . . To be

come a power, the social movement would have needed

to control, disperse, or destroy the forms of resistance

and forms of counter-power they had generated against
the government. 75
The state is unable to contain plurality and multiplicity, unless

it integrates them as a homogenized unit. Similarly, counter-powers
cannot be converted into power without annulling their,multiple po

tencies. Centralized state power forces the movement to delegate to

a handful of representatives and professionals the defense of their

interests in the state. By doing so, it disarms the movement, under-

74 Pablo Davalos, "Ecuador: las transforrnaciones polfticas del rnovirniento .
indfgena ecuatoriano" (Buenos Aires: OSAL No. 1 , Clacso, June 2000), 25.
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mining its

"tr,pn,yth

representation.

the intensity of the experience is neutralized by

Institutions codifY social relations, and to counteract this pro

cess, all that is left is individual and collective flight, a multiple deser

tion - the intensity of an action that cannot be represented.

4) Pursuing the objective of a multicultural state, and therefore ac
cepting a logic of state power, goes hand in hand "vith the uni/ica
tum ano centraLization of the doda! movement, thUd annulling it<! capacity
the
for oiJperdaL After centralization comes co-optation. Once
example of Ecuador is a mirror into which 'we gaze. In this case, "the
reference to state power is one that serves as a pivotal political mo

ment," encouraging the separation and lack of accountability of a set

o f l eaders.76

CONAIE introduced the pluri-national state proposal as

an attempt to modifY its internal structure, which was then inter

preted as "an attempt to centralize . . . the colorful and diverse or

ganizational process in each province and each region into a single

organization. ,,77 It was an internal process of homogenization, for

tunately incomplete, in which the reconstitution of the nationalities
from which to negotiate ' with the state meant the forced resolution

of inter-communal conflicts, within the grassroots organizations and

federations, and then in the national organizations, in order to find

a common space for designating authorities of the nationalities and

peoples. The process, which resulted in "a sort of para-statal space of
,,
confluence and organization, 78 culminated in the First Congress of

the Peoples and Nationalities in October 200 1 .
At the moment when organizational unity was created in spite

of internal differences, the foundation was laid for participation in

the government of Lucio Gutierrez, a move consolidated a year later.
In the same process that set in motion the unity of the 2001 congress,

the Pachakutik political movement underwent " a strong tendency to

make independent and centralize the functioning apparatus," against
those who advocated for "the old tradition of decentralized Indian

organizations. ,,79
As part of that same process, the Indian leaders were co-opt
e d - or at least enough of them to weaken the movement as a whole .

. The Indigenous and Black Peoples of Ecuador Development Proj

ect (PRODEPINE in its Spanish acronym) , financed by the World'

76 Fernando Guerrero and Pablo Ospina, El poder la comu"wad, ob. cit.
p. 230.
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Bank in the 19908, prioritized strategies that tried to guide the move

ment toward an exclusively ethnic discourse, reducing it to ethnic

demands. This can be summarized as "managing works and pro

grams in exchange for avoiding uprisings."so

Likewise, the movement's participation in development initia-'

tives, and the changes that the system itself promoted in rural areas,

produced multiple diversification of indigenous societies: differences

arising from structural economic conditions were added to the al

ready existing local historical differences. But overall, these outside

interventions promoted the diversification of the social configuration

of the Indian leaders, a carefully planned process overseen by world

development agencies:

A sensitive transfer of leaders who came from a peasant

background to the position of functionaries and medium
and higher level professionals . . . Teachers, state officials,

and technical workers from development projects stood
out. They have also diversified organizational and politi

cal expressions of the indigenous world: from a source

strongly rooted in the open assemblies, they have es

pecially proliferated associations, youth, and women's

groups, second-degree organizations, federations, and

the structures of political representation. Finally, there

has been a diversification of institutions and external
actors involved in the indigenous world: if for the most

part the Church and political activists from the left pre

viously filled the space abandoned by the large estates

and political lieutenants, now there is a proliferation of
development projects from the state and private organi

zations.8!

In sum, the achievements of the mobilization created a new

scenario, which is basically used by the powers to weaken and de

stroy the movement. Among these particularly dangerous new sce

narios are the spaces of political representation and the bonds that

they generate. The question of power and the state, which seems to

have entered the movement as a "natural" consequence of its growth,

is nevertheless a profound burden introduced from outside. For

global elites who want to destroy the Indian movements, the strategy

of development and that of power or participation in the state (that

are two. sides of the same coin) can be interpreted as a sort of "low

intensity warfare " against Indians.
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In the case of Ecuador, the two analyses cited converge on one
point: on one side, the "permeability" of the state to ethnic demands
"encourages the organizational direction with concrete achievements
and encourages the multiplication of indigenous leaders" who are co
opted by the same process that creates or attempts to create them."s2
In parallel, the pro-development strategies are a "Trojan horse whose
purpose is to destroy the political project of the indigenous move
ment, " because they undermine the foundations of the movement
and the communities, and are conduits to electoral participation, be
ing embedded in the state and assuming the logic of representation.
Both complementary logics have undermined the movement that,
ultimately, came to understand that being in government meant "its
historical project was valid only if it took a radical and direct con
frontation with the political system as a whole, that is to say, againdt
the dydtem of domination and power. "S3 It would be a pity if other move
ments did not learn from the Ecuadorian experience.

S) Participation in the state - even if it is to build a multinational
state, starting necessarily from the colonial state -gived rife to a fac
tion of Indian officiau deparatedfrom their communitie.l who form a new
functional elite for ·the system of domination. At this point the policy
of the multinational state and development converge, because both
can only be realized through the creation of this Indian elite, who
become, in fact, a means of subordinating the movement to outside
inferests, in what constitutes a strategy of "envelopment and assimi
lation." Hector Dfaz-Polanco has defined this as etnofagia, literally,
S4
ethnic-devouring.
In Latin America, the indigenous struggle to overcome exclu
sion has been answered by the various states not with ethnocide, as
in previous periods, but in new ways that operate as "socio-cultural
magnets deployed by the national state and the apparatus of hege
mony to attract, displace, and dissolve the different groups."S5 With
this objective, the states "assume" respect for difference, going as
far as "protecting" Indian cult'ures by getting the Indians themselves
(through their leaders and intellectuals) to become advocates of inte
gration. But for this policy of assimilation to get results - or, that is,
for the destruction of Indian cultures to be overseen without ethno
cide - a group of leaders separated from their communities must be
created to become the vehicle for integration.
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Here the politics of a multinational state, and the politics of

development and ethnicity driven by international agencies through
NGOs, have a shared outlook. It is not that Garda Linera . is the

sponsor of this current, but that his proposal arises in the midst of a
process so that it, beyond the author's will, tends to be part of that

same current. Note what happened in Ecuador in the 1980s.

A thorough investigation in the indigenous province of Chim

borazo reveals "the links between the proliferation of NGOs and the
,,
degree of organizational density of the indigenous/peasant world. 86
The research notes the close relationship between the volume of in

digenous popula:tion, and the NGOs operating there, and concludes

that it is the massive presence ofNGOs that explains the proliferation

of second-degree organizations. It highlights "the desire expressed

by NGOs and financiers to consolidate interlocutors," representing
the beneficiaries and as spokespeople to ensure that interventions
have the greatest possible repercussions. 87 The second-degree orga
nizations (federations, associations) arise with close links to devel

opment programs and are, therefore, driven by external motives. It
is here, within these organizations formed to manage the resources

of international cooperation, that "the formation of leadership elites

takes place." These elites become increasingly distanced from their
bases and compete among themselves to become beneficiaries of the
NGOs, thereby generating conflicts between organizations.

For the indigenous movement, the problem is twofold: elites

arise where before there had been none, and these have very differ

ent characteristics from the previously existing forms of movement

leadership. If the former leaders had a militant and ideological char

acter, with a politico-militant profile, the new leadership elite would
have a technocratic character because they are now better able to in
teract with external agents - those who "end up consolidating a com
plex network of favors rendered in exchange for future support."S8
These elites, enthroned by their ability to attract external resources,

have been defined by the anthropologist Victor Breton as "the new
style chieftains . " He coincides with Diaz-Polanco in defining these

policies as

etno/agiad, since they seek the domestication of the indig

enous movement by placing ethnicity at a "politically correct" level
in accord with the demands of globalization: "The ascension of pluri

culturalism, pluri-lingualism, and in the best case, pluri-nationality

86 Victor Bret6n Solo de Zaldivar, "Capital social, etnicidad y desarrollo: al
gunas consideraciones criticas desde los Andes ecuatorianos" (Quito: Yachailcuna
No. 2, ICCI, December 2001), 10.
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of the Latin American states need not be antagonistic to the logic of
neoliberal capitalist accumulation."s9
In effect, international cooperation proposed to strengthen the
indigenous movement's organizations, with the result that a good
intelligentsia responsible for setting up the
part of the
movement in the 1 980s now "live and work entrenched in the bu
reaucratic and administrative machinery of development. ,,9o In the
canton of Guamote, province of Chimborazo, where thirty develop
ment agencies are working, there now exist �elve second-degree
and 1 58 first-degree organizations for 28,000 rural inhabitants; yet
it remains one of the poorest cantons in the country with the highest
percentage of homelessness. The final conclusion is devastating:
The
of the Ecuadorian Andes shows their
[the NGOs'] tremendous limitations as entities to al
leviate poverty, and their exceptional efficiency in co
opting and encapsulating the intermediate levels of the
indigenous movement . . . . The main priority is whatever
one tells oneself [it is] and is justified by any means
possible - they are no longer productive projects ill the
dtrict Jelldt, but a framework for corralling local elites and
prominent Indian intellectuals into the pro-development
machinery.91
Something similar is happening in Bolivia, since the agencies
that plan poli{:ies are the same throughout the world: the World
Bank, am:\, in the case of Bolivia, USAID. As happened across the
Andes, following the defeat of the rebellions of Tupac Amaru and
Tupac Katari and the beheading of the Aymara and Quechua aris
tocracy, the Indians lost the ability to express and represent them
selves. A new possibility for recuperation emerged in the second half
of the twentieth century when the Indians converted themselves into
subjects once more through the struggle for education, the birth of
a new generation of indigenous intellectuals, and the articulation of
a new I�dian movement. The new policies are a response to Indian
intervention, and everything indicates that steps taken in Ecuador
will be followed in Bolivia, appropriate to the circumstances of this
country.
To avoid misunderstandings, it should be clarified that the pro
posed multinational state couldJorm part, if they do not take the nec
essary precautions, of an efrwfagia policy designed by international
cooperation agencies like the World Bank. In this sense, the Zap89
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can be a reference point, since they have decided

own autonomy ""..jth their own resources, explicitly re-

jecting state "support" and international cooperation - b ut open to
grassroots (and non-statist) global solidarity.

. 6) The Aymara Community subject (in the Aymara world, a social
subject outside of the community framework does not

consti

tutes itself autonomously, which is what distinguishes it from other
subjects. While the working class cannot be understood mthout the

bourgeoisie, the peasants without landlords, women without patriar

chy, the unemployed without work, the Aymara movement had another
genea!£Jgy: it do&! not nece.J.Jariiy refer to the oppreMor, but to iu own bi.1tory and iu <liltJrt and !£Jng memorie4. Both the Aymara history and long
memory completely precede the colonial perio d -although colonial

ism does determine its mode of expression.

Since the Tiwanaku Manifesto, the main reference of the cur

rent Aymara movement is not the state or colonial society, but the

distant past-the cosmovision and Andean religions and the com

munity system, which together inspire the future and the objectives
of the movement. It is not constructed as a mirror or a reflection,
but it is what

autonomy to the Aymara (and perhaps also the

Quechua and Guarani, among others). It begins from an integrated

logic- integrating the "cultural" and "political" into an inseparable

totality, assuming the discourse as a people and nation and not just
as a class. Variables are introduced that emphasize that statism does
not occupy a prominent place.

We postulate that this characteristic is linked to the

HUJl!-LJCLU1-

talist nature of the Andean communities, to the existence of anUUler

truly different world, with its other economy, its other politics. its

other society and culture. For the communities. the political system

with its parties, its state, and its police are still something foreign.

The state and capitalism are inseparable. The separation of the

economic and the political, one of the premises of capitalism , is inher

ent in the system and part of the separation between producers and

means of production; separation of what is construed as society and
that which contributes to consolidating and perpetuating it. 92
A society like the Aymara is one in which producers and the

product are not separated, where production takes place without ex

ternal control (boss or foreman), where there is no medicine because

the community has the power to heal, nor schooling because access
to knowledge does not
the intervention of any other person

92 J.ohn Holloway, Cambiar el mundo din tomar el puder (Buenos .A.:ires. Herra
mienta, 2002), 58-59.
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except onesel[93 It is a

in which capitalism has no way of

latching on and prospering. A society founded in the ayLLll, conceived

as a system articulating all social, economic, cultural, and political
elements, and as a way of living with intimacy and trust,94 that does
not know the subject-object relationship, and that presents no oppor
tunity for capitalism and the state to prosper within its bosom.

is set in movement, when it mobi-

Similarly, when that

lizes its non-capitalist social relations. it does not need to be mirrored

or reflected in the other (boss, state) to be identified as its opposite,

but gar�ers inspiration from its own cosmovision; and in this way the

mobilization integrates all

of that society: the flags and cer-

emonial horns, rituals and

protest and party. There

no separation, when the

mobilizes, it does so in an

manner, leaving nothing out. For this reason there is no space for po

litical parties, which in the Aymara world they- although present
have always been a parasitic excrescence.

Aymara Am biguities
One cannot but note a strong ambiguity within the Indian movement

throughout this discussion and the debates around it - an ambigu

ity that "navigates between several options that intersect, separate,

and fork: whether to oppose the power of the state, to become state

power, or to create spaces more or less autonomous from the power
,,
within the state. 95
Fundamentally, it is not about ideological options. The point

is that everyday life of' "Indian

iu, is permeated by those options

" including of course the

ayL-

intersect at certain times,

are separated at others and then bifurcate, not as a linear process

of consecutive states but in a simultaneous manner. Although the

ayLlu affirms its autonomy in its daily life, self-organization and self

government, clientele relationships, and submission to the state or

its leaders characterize that same
needs or expectations that the

life, in order to cover the

ayLLu is unable or unwilling to lose

of. For that reason, Indian reality cannot be understood as pure

opposition to the state, but rather as a creation of autonomous spaces

or powers within the state, including incumbent desires to become

the state. This book, taking the Indian mobilizations as a starting

point and epistemological hub, has emphasi zed the potencies that are
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deployed in those moments, knowing that they are just that: poten
cies, not accomplished realities.
As Colectivo Situaciones has expressed with great subtlet;y,
the ambiguit;y is related to the deployment of potencies and Aymara
mobilization: "The ambiguit;y is the way that a world of forces and
energies are presented without stabilities;" which take the form of "a
continuous swinging between dissolution and dis�ersion on the one
hand, and cohesion and the organic on the other." 6
An unstablii! world. Forcibly unstable. Internally, because hav
ing no leader or state - and not being anchored in the subject-object
relationship -it is open to the flow, not as an option, but as some
thing inherent in that world. In relation to the external world, the
colonial era and its continuation in the form of the Republic forces
them into a deep nomadic existence of motionless travel, consistently
de-constructing and dispersing against the outside oppressor in an
attempt not to become a carbon copy of the same.
This radical ambiguit;y of Indian society, linked to a multiplic
it;y of factors -ranging from their own contradictory history to the
cultural mix and social inevitabilities - cannot, or should not, settle
in favor of only one of the options involved. Nevertheless, from an
ethical and emancipatory point of view, none of the options are com
parable. Because emancipation is, in large m easure, casting off the
oppressive aspects of our own traditions and practices, and empow
ering those that strengthen liberation and autonomy. Thus, the In
dian ambiguit;y, which forms part of the radical ambiguit;y of human
beings - surviving between emancipation and subordination -will
not be solved by removing one of its extreme moments, but by riding
the waters of life at the helm leaning toward the side of emancipa
tion, or be it toward the non-state, knowing that the very inertia of
life-navigation impels us -perhaps inevitably-so -toward the recon
struction of institutions, the state, oppression.

96

Colectivo Situaciones, L1ial de AUura (Buenos Aires: Tinta Limon, 2005).
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Notes about the Notion
of lI(ommunityll
Apropos of Dispersing power
Movements as Anti�state Forces
1. We just finished read.ing DiJperding Power: Social Movementd ad Anti
State ForCed. The potency of the current "Bolivian moment" comes
out clearly 'in the text. The hypothesis, summed up from the title
itself, places us squarely in front of the current political challenge: it's
about persevering within the point of view of the struggles and their
underlying modes of resistance. This is the authentic key to, and the
motor for, the long processes of disorganization of the centralized
and diffused instances of colonial capitalist power that are today. visible on a global scale.
As Raquel Gutierrez Aguilar says in her prologue [to the Tinta
Limon edition, 2006], there is a fundamental juncture in the Bolivian
situation: either the political, organizational, and interpretive modes
arefound that deepen the democratic flow of the re-appropriation of
the means of life and creation, or a phase of movement destabiliza
tion is inaugurated, restricting the potentialities of the process, in the
name of a supposed gradualism.
In this context, the hypothesis of a "community in movement"
as an irreplaceable and immediate element of the process leads us
to directly consider not so much possible directions or foreseeable
transformations, but rather the very way that we represent this vital
flow, these persistent nuclei of resistance that are effective both in
disorganizing power (dispersing it) as well as simultaneously pro
ducing renewed openings and social imaginations.
It is for this reason that the notion of community interests us.
And not in a purely speculative way, but rather concretely, as it ap
pears to us when we concern ourselves with the emancipatory di
mension of the processes taking place.
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These notes, then, are not a conclusion to RaUl Zihechi's book,
hut rather extend certain ongoing discussions regarding ways of con
ceiving notions of the common and the communitarian.

2. The notion of community rightly weighs heavily in each of the the

orems deduced by Diipmling Power, and it

over each of the

argumentative strategies, from the moment in which the book tries
to prevent community from becoming a general category- one use
ful for naming an infinite number of different objects -but rather a
specific concept for an historical, social transformation: community
is the name for an organizational and political code determined as a
singular social technology. It combines a very particular aptitude:
the arrival, through images of other times - and of another way of
Community,

imagining time itself-of actualized collective

in movement, itself movement, develops thusly as an alternative effi
cacy, where we perceive an unusual gratitude through relationships.
In this way, community names an always

and always generous

disposition toward the common. Without a doubt, this way of con
ceiving community-form is taken, here, to its positive limit. The text
has taken to extremes its characteristics, its emancipatory potential,
in order to develop urgent battles against its modernizing anachro
nization, but also in order to reveal, in contrast to other current ap
proaches to life, the existence of sensible and political forces that put
it in movement. Community operates, in this text, as a naming of the
forms of collective action; and it does so with the intention of going
against the grain of that evanescent sensibility for whom all that is
sold melts into air.
3. Community, then, deserves new attention, not as an eccentric
ity of the past that resists dyi ng, but as a dynamic of both common
production and common association with overwhelming political
relevance, although it is as plagued ",-ith ambivalence as it is vital.
Thinking about community means conceiving its real dynamic: mov
ing, clearly, but also detaining and metastasizing (just as Alex de la
Iglesia's film

ComuniJad reminds

us, as well as Bolivian voices, like

Mario Galindo's "what happens if indigenous self-affirmation rots on
us along the way? ") . It must be a community perceived without ei
ther aprioriisms or folklore-isms (one that frustrates our comprehen

sion of the ways in which the communitarlall is reinvented), and above
all that is not reduced to a plenitude that has been deproblematized
and disconnected from other segments of social cooperation (which
it ends up doing at its closures, its substantializations).
On the contrary, thinking about community in its dynamic and
potential implies observing the processes of constant dissolution, in
order to later understand the unprecedented ways in which it re-
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articulates itself in other spaces (from the country to the city), in
other times (from the peripheral crisis of Fordism to the neoliberal
crisis), in other
(from the people to the neighborhood coun
cil), in which the common holds other possibilities while it faces other
conflicts. Community is not recognizable when thought of as a con
tinuous thread in the history of certain Latin American regions or
as a persistent subject in time, ' rather it tends toward a condition
deciphered as a combination of traits that-often inopportunely
embody the COl1unune.
4. Community is a particular, historical configuration of the common.
The common as a virtualiiy that pulsates and is made manifest in the
community, but doesn't live fulfilled within it. ComIlluniiy with its
alienated and re-created zones, as a space of dispute and a horizon
of communist vit;ality. Community as a collection of predetermined
procedures, which arise and develop in a broken line of alterations,
more like a gene and an impassible inheritance. Community, there
fore, as the bearer of memory and a know-how, a reserve of images
and a connector between the link and existence, and resembling a
factory of discourses and
of current struggles, in contrast
with its own inertias. Thus communiiy is movement insofar as it is
an effort to bring the common up to date, and the common is always
that which is not absolutely realizable - it is an open universality, un
able to be grasped in its totality. Communiiy is always, and because
of that, a coming about, an intent, a step forward. It is from there as
well that its closures and detainments distance it from the common,
or they minimize it, outlining a "community without the common. "
Interrogating Bolivia by way o f the common means trying to
capture the laboratory of a cornmunitarian social machine (emerged
and developed in the formula: autonomy + cooperation) while in ac
tion. It is difficult not to see in that "function" a production (of the
common under a communitarian form) and a proliferation (of tbe com
mon way beyond the formal limits of the communities themselves),
more than a simple mobilization of resources and completely ante
rior logic, always pre-existent. It is also difficult not to assume this
social invention in all its complexity: idealization ofthe common means
becoming distracted from the permanent process of the common con
the oppressive and
struction, a cop-out in terms of
hierarchal logics that enclose upon it (detainments and closings) and
that permanently challenge its reformulations.
and historiCommunity, then, develops as a space
cal configuration of the comnwn and tbe common as something virtual
but does
that beats like a heart and is actualized in the
not live realized within it.
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5. Lo comun is played out in the relationship between the communi
tarian impulse and the colonial, racist, and capitalist sate. But this

relationship is not destined to be a return of the anachronistic over
a modern frustration. To the contrary, the communitarian task and
its openness to internal contradiction and ambivalences inform us of
the radical contemporaneousness of community with respect to other
modes of cooperation and social organization. At the same time, the
colonial-capitalist state, in addition to producing the worst internal
hierarchies, has been a very concrete brake on the development of
new subjective and political powers. The Bolivian social movements,
then, are bearers of a new modernity, up until now submerged.

6. The communitarian, then, is a dynamic of economic and subjective
production. More than a model for ensuring a cohesive unit without
fissures, it activates by way of a permanent differentiation. Commu
nity tends to chemically reproduce its molecules (social cooperation
and autonomy), evading concentration and attacking (dispersing)
centralizing instances, molds, and methods imposed upon its devel
opment. Community, against all common sense, produces dispersion.
A dispersion even more paradoxical in the measure that it constitutes
the very possibility of its fluidity: it evades the crystallization of ini
tiatives or the freezing up of groups into institutional or state forms
and at the same time electrifies popular energies. Dispersion, as a
way of returning to the common, insists on combating its alienation
into fixed and closed forms, including the closing up of the collec
tive irito pure communities. The community that is best defined by
its itinerant mutations (migrations, re-Iocalizations, etc.) appears to
give a place to this constant movement that makes of dispersion its
common strength.
Dispersion, itself, as that opposed to accumulation and concen
tration, but also dispersion of that which fixes and shapes it. Disper
sion of power, war on the state. Dispersion against centralization.
It would be an error, however, to identifY this dispersive logic
with isolation or with the absence of relations. Everything complete
ly the contrary is the case: dispersion as a transversal connection,
as an increase in cooperation. Community subjectivity emerges as a
rupture of any disciplinarian rules about
cooperation, �bout the base
.
of the dispersion of power.
7. Autonomy, we propose, cannot be conceived as a restrictive self
sufficiency, save for the multiple �onditions and influences, which
would do nothing more than reproduce the liberal ideal of the ratio
nal subject, asserted in its economic, intellectual, and moral indepen
dence. On the contrary, autonomy as a political trait of cooperation, is
unthinkable without delving into global interaction, connected with
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many actors and powers of all stripes. If, in spite of that immersion,
autonomy can be reclaimed by so many experiences as a political
trait, it can also be said to be an orientation to concrete developments
that begin from the powers themselves, and its fundamental decision
to make its productions circular without the latter being expropriat
ed by the mediating-expropriating instances of the state and capital.
The "internal times" and the "capacity of subtraction" are relevant to
any experience of autonomy, but they are also, if frozen, dogmas that
entirely exhaust its perspective. It is from this point that autonomy
does not oppose totalizing (as a movement of opening), rather it op
poses a "given totalizing" (as a movement of closing and closure) -to
the extent that, strictly speaking, no political situations arise. It is
rather precisely at the beginning of an autonomous movement of the
production of the common that they arise, be it that the movement
leads to rupture and polarization, aiming to displace the limits of the
situation, or be it pushing a shift characterized by cooperation over
the displaced limit. There is no greater political anachronism than
that of delaying these social temporalities.
8. It is fitting here to distinguish dispersion, produced by social
movements, from fragmentation, which is promoted by the mar
ket and the state. Really there should not be confusion between
one and the other: while dispersion, avoiding centralization, feeds
the flow of cooperation; fragmentation molds it and subordinates it
to the logic of capital. While dispersion connects, neoliberal frag
mentation makes hierarchies and concentrates from above. Current
ambivalence demands the distinction between both dynamics, with
out losing sight of the fact that dispersive tendency is itself woven
throughout the dominant context of capitalist fragmentation. The
confusion of language in favor of fragmentation comes not just from
those who actively promote it (NGOs and international financial or
ganizations) but also from those who subordinate the construction of
transverse relations to unity from above (state) instead as the only
form of struggle against fragmentation. Bolivia displays, in the cur
rent moment, the encounter between the communitarian dynamic 
with its double movement of destructive dispersion and constructive
co�peration - and the dynamic of the colonial-state in crisis. This
open situation puts in play the depth of the democratizing impact of
social movements upon the state, as well as institutional persistence
and orientation toward metamorphosis.
9. Under neoliberalism, the processes of fragmentation, privatiza

tion, and exploitation of the commons expropriates resources and
unravels communitarian webs at the Bame time that it pushes toward
new struggles in which the common is recomposed. But this construc-
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tive movement is realized in a new terrain, overwhelming the old
framework of the nation-state community and multiplying the di
mensions at play in terms of production of tbe comnwn , until not only
is the struggle

racism and colonialism involved, but there is

also the re-appropriation of natural resources, public services, and
the symbolic position of the communi/arian in political life. In Bolivia
urban indigenous reorganization, the struggle for the public man
agement of water, and the nationalization of gas all unfold accord
ing to this logic. The challenge in thinking

the communitarian cannot

but come from this new composition of tbe common and its dynamics
that contain the re-appropriation of natural resources and the self
regulation of the social relations that emerge in these struggles. The
governability of the continent is

most recent traits of the

the recognition of these tendencies (effective even if partial or medi
ated by representation) in which the most notable threat is precisely
the attempt to control and stabilize the street strength of the move
ments. From this point of

any attempt to reduce the current

forms of tbe comnwn either to state-nation-development-ist models or
to an endogenous close over community - indigenous-traditional be
comes ingenuous or directly ""cC'-"

lUIICW

1 O. Community against state,

presumes that there is a con

trast between productive flows and the oppressive management of
those energies. Neoliberalism had already figured out this polar rela
tionship, openly connecting communities with the capitalist market
without mediations. EI Alto and the new resistances emerge (and are
constructed) in this open confrontational 9,YTlamic. The cunent crisis
of the apparatus of domination in Bolivia implies a general refor
mulation between state and society, between state and community.
Re-composition of a (new) state-ability based on the recognition of
a dynamic of cornnumita�ian struggle? How to evaluate this appar
ently novel situation that has opened up in Bolivia'? To what extent
will this new polarity now develop? Will a new political composition
of the state emerge from the full recognition of the

communitarian

dynamic and its dispersive powers or will there be a new attempt to
subordinate it? Either way. one can easily see that the crossroads at
which Bolivia currently finds itself are determined by the recognition
of the dispersive power of the

commllnitarian, but also by the need

to develop greater forms of cooperation on a new

while at the

same time combating their own tendencies to close themselves up
and against the state-capitalist forces that promote this closing. The
development of new powers that are based on a

communitarian dynamic (lead by obeying) appears to
new political constitution in Bolivia.

of the
the key to a
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1 1 . We arrive at a new formula: dispersion o f power plus social coop
eration. It appears that communllarian dispersion has learned to con
front the mechanisms of subjective fragmentation and ca1pu:au,St" SLate
centralization, and now has a dual challenge of configuring means of
collective regulation in accord with the logic of dispersion, anticipa
tion, and destruction of state centralization. A positive productive
force and a negative dispersive force. The hrst requires forms that
are more widely able to articulate cooperation and the second, with
Clastres, is conquered with "bosses who do not give orders."

12. All over the continent, with the movements' great differences
in development, self-reference capability, and struggle (that is, not
only the large social organizations but also the dynamics of collective
action), the same question arises: what is to be done with the state?
The question of who governs and how, in the context of movements
destabilizing the scene in recent decades, is now urgent. How to con
ce�ve the solidification of the heterogeneous development of the capi
talist states on behalf of the movements? Develop non-state powers?
Should the movements try out a new advanced dynamic against the
governments that govern in their name? Combine a double move
and coexistence by building counter-power non
ment of
state institutions of power? At any rate, the
dispersing power and inventing ample modes of
cooperation seems to be the formula of the active principle being
played out in the "Bolivian moment."
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